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Abstract   

Modern business media follows themes in employee trends:  desires of highly adaptable 

workers, the changing face of business due to technology and globalization, and the future of the 

workforce based on community and technology.  The workforce is evolving, and polymathic-

minded employees are setting the pace.  A different employee psychographic, the Flux Agent, 

has emerged.  They are a coterie of those who not only adapt easily to the changing business 

landscape, but also thrive in it.  For them, institutionalism, traditional business practices, and 

conventional Human Resource methods are insufficient.  Progressive business media reports 

holistic dispositions, however, supporting those observations in academic literature is difficult 

due to the compartmentalized characteristics of scholastic conceptions.  This makes it 

burdensome to discuss business traits of modern employees whose work necessitates both depth 

and breadth.  In this study, I used my network and social media to acquire 504 random people to 

answer Likert-scale survey questions in areas measuring multiple academic theories and 

concepts:  Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, Growth Mindset, Chaos 

Adaptation, and the Big Five personality traits.  Participants spanned all demographics (ages 18-

81, 86% US nationals / 14% non-US, all incomes, 56% female / 44% male).  Multiple traits were 

found to be significant in assessing Flux orientation and Flux Agents are shown to be 

characterized by five specific traits:  Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, 

Growth Mindset, Extraversion, and Openness to New Experiences.  Results supported the 

proposal that the differences in employee psychographics are substantial and there is a lack of 

measurement or description of composite career attitudes towards their life’s work.  Therefore 

this new psychographic categorization, Flux Agents, is presented.   
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1.  Introduction  

Modern business media follows themes in employee trends:  desires of highly adaptable 

workers, the changing face of business due to technology and globalization, and the future of the 

workforce based on globalization, community, and technology.  The workforce is evolving, and 

business and popular media are taking notice.  The nucleus of this evolution centers on employee 

psychographics.  A different employee subset has emerged.  Categorization of those who adapt 

easily to the changing business landscape and thrive in it is necessary.  As the business 

environment changes, many are choosing nontraditional careers.  They are seeking professional 

and personal training via contemporary platforms such as TED Talks and Podcasts.  They use 

social networking outlets for professional reasons.  They utilize crowd-funding resources to 

contribute and affect global change.  Technology is central to them, and adaptation is a given.  

They are multi-hyphenates.  In this paper they are referred to as “Flux Agents”.  I describe the 

reason for this specific terminology selection later in this paper in the “Nomenclature” section.  

Professional literature leans toward the stories of people adapting to large-scale issues, 

thriving despite unpredictability, or creating disruptive and cross-functional careers.  The 

businesspeople that are able to do this have resurrected the era of the polymath.  Business 

reporting is about unique employees challenging institutionalism.  Contemporary management 

journalism focuses on adaptation to change, thriving in the workplace and beyond, and qualities 

of very successful people (Cutter, 2014).  Yet the most cited articles in the Journal of 

Management describe firms, organizations, and teams (Source: 2014 Journal Citation Reports 

(Thomson Reuters, 2015) in very traditional career settings.  There is a gap in the literature 

concerning the focus of content about the mindset and motivations of those making the most 

impact and advances in a business landscape that is evolving and chaotic. 

This research centers on the mindsets, beliefs, and orientation of those who thrive across 

business boundaries.  It seeks to explain the social realities constructed by agile, multi-platform 

businesspeople and characterizes the ethos of those with this mindset.  It will begin with 

professional literature and popular media as a foundation of study of the phenomenon of a Flux 

mindset.  Afterwards, academic literature will be consulted to explain and link the characteristics 

of these Flux Agents with what is observed in the media.  Additionally, several theories and 

concepts will be examined to support these attributes.  Finally, the Flux Agents will be studied 

via character trait and work style analysis via a multi-part survey to determine the efficacy of 
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characterizing this psychographic as unique.  Consequently the affiliation between the concepts 

in professional literature, popular media, and academic literature will juxtapose in the identity of 

a Flux Mindset and the Flux Agents who embody this in their business endeavors.  

1.1.  Historical Perspective 

Some interesting events took shape in the late 2000s.  The global economy recessed.  

Technology capabilities escalated, particularly with computer-mediated and user-generated 

content, content sharing, collaborative business, relationship building, connectivity, and 

community networking (Huessner, 2009; Rugman, 2009).  The Millennials came of working age 

and are more diverse, educated, and globally-influencing than any group in history (Experian 

Marketing Services, 2014; The Council of Economic Advisers, 2014).  Start-ups and 

independent companies, freelance work, and cohort experiments were, if not fashionable, at least 

necessary for some workers who could not survive, or did not want to operate, in an economic 

depression.  Employees with multiple proficiencies across diverse concentrations became valued.  

Today, agility is necessary to thrive (Safian, 2012a).   

Fortunately, this has also given rise to a renewed interest in the business minds of 

polymaths such as Benjamin Franklin.  Journalists report on the multi-skilled influencers from 

the Renaissance who changed the way we look at the relationships between art, history, science, 

religion, politics, and business.  Forward-thinking business leaders are seeking diversity on 

boards and in their company leadership that includes hiring people of various sectors and 

backgrounds to influence and strengthen their future perspectives.  

 Businesspeople observe the media’s and business publications’ shift toward reporting 

these events and the people who integrated multiple skills to fluidly adapt.  For several years in 

the mid-2000s, there was a category of news called “new media”, then “social media”, which has 

evolved so fully that they are now used as channels for traditional media, professional 

practitioners, and interested bystanders alike.  The reporting, observing, and commenting 

interaction are all combined, all referenced on traditional news sources, and all accepted and 

vetted according to need and focus (Pew Research Center, 2010).  Today, people ask questions to 

presidential candidates during live debates via Facebook (Lee, 2015).  Twitter handles are 

accepted as identification.  Content is referenced via platforms like YouTube.  Live reports are 

given on Periscope and other channels.  Anyone can be a reporter.  Everyone has a voice.  The 

world is connected.  This environment is where robust networking happens.  These modern 
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business methods are where innovation and opportunity are happening.  What employee can 

thrive in this environment?  What company can evolve to adapt to such revolution?  What skills 

are needed to be a breakthrough success in business?  The future of business, and therefore of 

training and academia, is manifesting.   

These events and their media coverage are fascinating.  More importantly, the 

characteristics of the people who are thriving in this new business world order are 

underrepresented in academic literature.  Therefore there is an opportunity to inform institutional 

businesses and traditional careerists of the opportunities to interact with Flux Agents.  There is 

an opportunity to support Flux Agents with academic resources and business theories that will 

progress their missions and improve their skills.   

1.2.  Who is a Flux Agent?   

The idea was put forth in a magazine article in Fast Company magazine.  In it, the Editor-

in-Chief Robert Safian discussed the concept of Generation Flux.  They are a particular group of 

people who are highly adaptable.  They are multi-talented.  They possess both a broad and deep 

grasp of issues and enjoy expansive business ambitions.  They have a mission.  They are 

constantly acquiring new skills.  They seek avant-garde challenges.  They are technically 

proficient.  They have extensive networks.  They pursue multiple endeavors and careers.  They 

are the ones thriving in business by forging the way for new ventures, reinventing what is 

standard, and feeding off of the chaos that frustrates institutionalism.  This is a multi-hyphenate 

population with expansive opportunities emerging in business due to their divergent perspective.  

Therefore, I endeavor to explore and analyze Flux Agents in the interest of acclimating the 

business literature and the academic literature to this unique and complex concept.  

This inquiry began with an understanding of the business orientation from the article in 

Fast Company, then expanded into an internet search of polymathic business celebrities, people 

in technology and innovation (particularly highly successful entrepreneurs), and well known 

historical scientists.  An attempt was made to list attributes interesting enough for rigorous 

academic investigation.  A partial list of interesting yet insufficient topics includes: 

• Innovators and creatives don’t embody all of the attributes.   

• The term “leader” is not specific enough.   

• Not all are Millennials.   

• Superstars are prominent in only a singular field.   
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• Emotional Intelligence is not enough of a skill.   

• The term “change agent” does not quite describe the full range of characteristics.   

• Entrepreneurs may or may not have a wide enough vision.   

These are only some of the concepts I investigated in the process of defining Flux 

Agents.  It is intended to give an idea of the scope of analysis created during the initial stages of 

this assessment.  

This mindset is not possessed by the conventional workforce, and certainly not by 

traditional management.  Few businesses encourage such breadth.  Yet the media acclaims these 

business rebels.  There are the celebrities and well-known magnates such as Richard Branson, 

Oprah Winfrey, Tim Ferriss, Condoleezza Rice, and Dianne von Furstenburg.  There are the 

groundbreaking inventors, explorers, entrepreneurs and athletes who wield a dynamic platform 

of ventures such as Benjamin Franklin, Walt Disney, and Shaquile O’Neal.  There are many 

more in my network and whom I read about who are not famous, such as Shani Sammons, who 

has diverse careers in marketing, media, and music, and Abingdon Welch, who is an horological 

entrepreneur, aviator, athlete, adventurer, and philanthropist.  Hollywood has even invented 

some of their own, like Indiana Jones and Charles Xavier of the X-Men.  These Flux Agents are 

polymathic, adapt to dynamic and complex environments, and influence their professions based 

on their experiences, because of their mentality, and by virtue of their character traits.   

Colloquially, these people would be said to have a “slash career”- a heterogeneous 

compellation of vocations.  These professionals are “hybrids,” “multi-hyphenates,” or “serial 

careerists.”  They are more than freelancers and moonlighters.  They are not hobbyists.  They are 

highly adaptable, intelligent trendsetters.  Additionally, they have other defining features that 

contribute to their ethos.  They are agents, not just of change, but also of constructing an 

environment where innovation is possible or probable.  They have had transformative 

experiences, such as backgrounds in the arts or sports or cultural immersion, which enable wide 

thinking and alternative points of view.  Their curiosity drives creativity and possibility.  This 

extroversion and openness is action oriented.  Because of the increasing number of articles about 

people with these characteristics, the discussion in business is expanding.  This is a discussion 

that is different and therefore worthwhile as both an academic evaluation and a review of this 

business phenomenon.  
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I tried to find out more about Flux Agents- yet the news articles, press, documentaries, 

anecdotes, and biographies yielded little academic basis as a concept, and certainly no 

comprehensive psychographic categorization.  The literature spanned a wide variety of subjects 

in order to grasp the full embodiment of these characters.  An exploratory analysis of academic 

literature associated with observed Flux traits included research related to career change, 

creatives, entrepreneurs, innovators, leadership, learning, Millennials, nomads, polymaths, 

superstars, and training.  Either these concepts were not comprehensive enough to embody the 

ethos, or they quickly diverged into topics that, while interesting and partially relevant, were not 

focused properly on this contemporary subject.  I sought to construct a typology of employee 

with this mindset for flux- one who is in action of flowing with the rapid and constant 

transformations of global business, who has a concept of what “can” be in the future, who is 

optimistic about global endeavors, who has a vision, who strives to learn more, and who pursues 

multiple quests.   

1.3.  Gaps and Limitations 

Business culture can see it but has yet to fully name it.  The Wall Street Journal profiled 

Jack Dorsey’s work heading two major companies with different missions, Twitter and Square 

(Koh & Bensinger, 2015).  The Financial Times covered professional ballerino John Michael 

Schert’s teachings at the London campus of Chicago Booth School of Business when he stated 

“There are so many silos in this world.  I see myself as a translator, not living in either the world 

of dance or work” (Moules, 2015).  There are many more news stories of employees, 

entrepreneurs, leaders, and businesspeople pursuing multiple endeavors simultaneously in 

multiple fields. Yet there is no common language to categorize this cohort or their mindset. 

This is where the gap exists between what is happening with this unnamed category of 

people in business in the academic literature.  Achieving a fluency of categorization will both 

bridge the gap and enable employee identification and self-identification within a corporate 

structure.  It will help people self identify within a broad range of mediums while simultaneously 

celebrating the distinctive traits that manifest talent across broad spectrums of business.  That is 

an important point for this paper.   

1.4.  Epistemology 

I hold a relativistic epistemology in this exploration.  It is critical to approach this work 

with an understanding that the element of business discussed herein is that element which is 
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chaotic, complex, and transformative.  Society’s views and interactions with technology, 

globalization, and mindset shape the environment.  The actors impacting it, therefore, have traits 

that empower them to thrive because of their beliefs about the environment and their ability to 

shape it.  This is agency.  Our knowledge about it is relative to their concepts and the society that 

enables, indeed encourages, their mission.  Therefore, I am dissecting issues and traits that are 

true to them.  And because they believe they can, they do.  

The management conversation that happens around the business ecosystem really comes 

down to one thing:  the convictions of the people who conduct business.  What's overlooked and 

even more critical is that we don’t have the vocabulary to distinguish between business mindsets.  

Therefore, we lack the ability to categorize stylistic approaches, values, life missions, and career 

paths.  We cannot educate future leaders or examine past decision makers.  The longing to 

discuss what is reported in media and important to business and leadership in an academic 

manner in order to support discussions with literature is the motivation for this paper.  This is the 

story of extraordinary employees- the adaptable and forward thinking, and their 

psychographic.  It will give them a name:  Flux Agents.  

The relativistic psychological justification is important to this research.  What one 

believes to be true about herself or himself is the foundation for how they will act and react in 

various environments.  Therefore, in this exploration, the concept of Flux Agency will be self-

descriptive.  If a person believes they are Flux, then they are going to act as such.  If they believe 

they are not Flux (or not very Flux), then they are stating that they tend to disagree with the 

assumptions about a Flux orientation.  Later, there will be a discussion about education and 

learning.  It is not intended to imply that we should teach people to be more or less Flux, but that 

we should teach (and people will learn) according to the amount of Flux one is or is not.  At 

other times, outside observations and assumptions are made about certain people (i.e. Benjamin 

Franklin is a Flux Agent).  This kind of statement is an assumption about what I believe the 

individual would say about her or his own Flux Agency if presented the characteristic traits and 

asked to self identify.   

1.5.  Nomenclature 

This research surrounds a novel construct and is expected to generate a new 

psychographic categorization of contemporary businesspeople.  As such, it is prudent to define 
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the unique terms that are used throughout this paper and how or why certain words previously 

linked to other social or physical science terms are used in this research. 

1.5.1.  Flux:   

Flux means “flow” in the physical sciences, and is actually a flow rate over a surface.  I 

investigated multiple options for describing the type of people investigated in this research and 

chose to keep the term “Flux”.  The description is most fitting for the psychographic because it 

implies adaptability and ability to change (grow).  Additionally, in positive psychology, “flux” 

and “flow” are regarded similarly.  Flow theory suggests that the most positive experiences and 

optimal situations arise when a person has the opportunity to take action on challenges that are 

difficult yet met by the person’s abilities.  This state is so satisfying that the person has a high 

state of harmony and gets lost in the moment (Csikszentmihalyi & LeFevre, 1989).  In this 

research, “Flux” is defined as flow, adaptability, and the blending of traits for optimal experience 

in the given situation.  Flux is not a behavior; it is a mindset or orientation upon which the actor 

will shape her or his actions in various environments (see following definitions). 

1.5.2.  Generation Flux:   

This is the original term used by editor/writer Robert Safian in the Fast Company article.  

He also refers to it at “GenFlux”.  The following quote is used as part of the introduction to the 

Flux Agents survey used for the inquiry into this research:  

"This is less a demographic designation than a psychographic one: What defines GenFlux 

is a mind-set that embraces instability, that tolerates—and even enjoys—recalibrating 

careers, business models, and assumptions. Not everyone will join Generation Flux, but 

to be successful, businesses and individuals will have to work at it. This is no simple task. 

The vast bulk of our institutions—educational, corporate, political—are not built for flux. 

Few traditional career tactics train us for an era where the most important skill is the 

ability to acquire new skills (Safian, 2012b).” 

It was decided during the course of this research to abandon the term “generation” 

because of its specific reference to an age group.  Mr. Safian uses the term throughout to indicate 

a cohort of people with this particular orientation, yet in discussion and analysis over the past 

three years of this research, “generation” is consistently misunderstood to indicate an age group 

(particularly the Millennials) and that is not the intent of Fast Company nor this research.  
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Therefore if the term “Generation Flux” is used in this research, it is specifically referring to the 

original articles in Fast Company and not indicative of this research. 

That is an important concern for the understanding of this paper.  Safian’s use of the term 

“generation” does not mean “age group”.  He uses it as a synonym for the word “group”.  This 

paper’s exploratory research is about the orientation and mindset of Flux Agents.  The use of the 

word “generation” in this paper is referring to Safian’s group of Flux people (“Generation Flux”) 

by his term, or specific to the collected data’s demographics, which occasionally refer to a true 

generation (Generation X, etc.).  

1.5.3.  Agent:   

Agent was chosen to represent the cohort of people who embody the Flux mindset.  

Numerous terms for “group of people” were casually tested in discussion about this topic, and 

“agent” was the one that best fit, particularly with non-native English speakers.  An agent is 

someone who represents a cause or speaks and acts on behalf of someone or something.  This 

definition is appropriate to the group of people that are discussed in this research that have a Flux 

mindset.  They are representative of a new categorization of psychographic and therefore the 

term is used here to represent these people.  In this research, “agent” is the person who exhibits 

the agency of Flux. 

1.5.4.  Agency:   

The most complete explanation of agency is that it is a human capacity dependent upon 

the interaction of conduct that is habitual (past), socially engaging (present), and capable of 

envisioning alternative opportunities (future).  Time flow and action are components of an 

orientation that delineates complex concepts into capable formulations of projects and outcomes 

(Emirbayer & Mische, 2010).  In this research, “agency” is the orientation or frame of mind of a 

Flux Agent.  

1.5.5.  Mindset:   

Mindsets are implicit theories in the field of human psychology regarding the beliefs of 

people about their attributes, particularly personality, ability, and intelligence (Dweck, 2012).  In 

this research, the term “mindset” is often referred to as the beliefs and orientations of Flux 

Agents.  This term is not intended to indicate a particular theory (unless referenced) or to create a 

theory.  It is used as a common expression of a way of thinking, a mentality, or an approach.  
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1.5.6.  Orientation:   

The orientation of a person is their internal direction, position, or attitude.  It emphasizes 

the natural bearing of beliefs and cause of action.  In this research, “orientation” is used to 

indicate an internal or intrinsic inclination.  

2.  Media Review 

There are numerous fascinating media articles about people who work in cross-industry 

and multifunctional callings.  They pursue massive endeavors and have boundaryless careers.  

Today, the most appealing business media involves coverage of the same theme:  adaptation, 

growth, and boundarylessness.  LinkedIn’s most popular “Influencer Posts” for 2014 centered on 

the ambiguity of the workplace and how to thrive at work (Cutter, 2014).  These posts had 

millions of views and thousands of responses.  The White House’s Council of Economic 

Advisers even published a report titled 15 Economic Facts About Millennials (The Council of 

Economic Advisers, 2014).  It cites changes in the ways Millennials work and the shifts that they 

are leading in business and society.  Among the biggest concerns are use of technology, 

education aimed at enhancing career options, and use of networks for business and societal 

purposes.  

2.1.  Fast Company 

The report that emerged to significantly undertake profiling the Flux Mindset was a 2012 

cover story in Fast Company:  This is Generation Flux.  Robert Safian, the editor in chief, spent 

the majority of that issue describing Generation Flux, the dynamic people tirelessly engaged and 

engrossed with multifarious pursuits, either sequentially or concurrently.  I felt I knew this 

employee.  I understood and appreciated the description of professionals adapting and 

collaborating, seeking knowledge and connecting talents.  Mr. Safian gave many examples of 

Generation Fluxers, such as Beth Comstock, the Chief Marketing Officer of GE.  She has had 

career transformations from journalistic reporting to public relations to marketing and is focused 

on innovation and transformation.  She uses her network both inside and outside GE to make 

connections that will facilitate the vision for business regardless of the economic climate.  Raina 

Kumra is a codirector of innovation at the Broadcasting Board of Governors, a federal agency.  

Previously a film student with international documentary experience, she augmented her skills 

by studying computer programming and telecommunications.  She transferred those skills to 

digital advertising, founded her own agency and a non-profit, and advanced in the field of 
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education.  This protean lifestyle compelled her to reach for new goals as well as prepared her 

for the future of business in multiple fields.  The article described multiple people unconnected 

by age, background, or industry, who share common journeys of career change, nontraditional 

career paths, ongoing intellectual and business pursuits, concern for the unpredictable ways that 

business is transforming, comfortable with change, and disregard for anyone’s expectations of 

their success.  The theme is that business ambiguity is the new norm and those who can adapt 

thrive (Safian, 2012b).   

That article was so popular that Fast Company published a follow-up cover story, then 

subsequently a thematic pillar in their publication, both online and in print.  The Secrets of 

Generation Flux (Safian, 2012a) was the next major work and profiled polymaths from Aaron 

Levie (Box) and Clara Shih (Hearsay Social) to Troy Carter (Atom Factory) and Mark Parker 

(Nike), among others.  For example, General Stanley McChrystal thrived because he was able to 

rethink battlefield success.  Modern warfare had changed when the enemy used networks and 

technology and nonstandard methods.  The only way to adapt to that was to allow front-line 

leaders to make spot decisions, re-network their communications structure, and work 

innovatively using technology in empowering ways.  These Flux Agents worked in corporate 

settings for large companies, startups, the military, and the media.  Mr. Safian reiterated the 

“dizzying velocity of change in our economy [that] has made chaos the defining feature of 

modern business.”  He noted the necessity of businesses to meet global demands in progressively 

innovative ways, and for the accompanying leadership to be capable of championing those 

missions.  He laid clear the definition of Generation Flux. 

“Generation Flux describes the people who will thrive best in this 

environment. It is a psychographic, not a demographic—you can be any age and 

be GenFlux. Their characteristics are clear:  an embrace of adaptability and 

flexibility; an openness to learning from anywhere; decisiveness tempered by the 

knowledge that business life today can shift radically every three months or so…” 

The article acknowledges that there are as many paths to success as there are definitions 

of it.  It emphasizes that leadership comes from experimentation, failure, innovation, 

understanding of the modern organization, and ongoing learning.  

2.2.  The Flux Movement  

Many readers identified with Generation Flux, employees with boundaryless careers, and 
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polymaths.  But are these acceptable psychographic classifications?  Is this academically 

supported?  There's nothing similarly described in academic literature insofar as a comprehensive 

psychographic categorization.  There are superstars, innovators, creatives, multitaskers, 

Generation Y (and all the other demographics for that reason), nomads, telecommuters, 

technology revolutionaries- the list goes on.  But these are not Generation Fluxers.  There is a 

gap regarding identification of the genre of a Flux Agent.  The collection of characteristics that 

are emerging with this category of people will become a norm as business becomes more 

collaborative, globally dependent, technologically oriented, and run by and for people who seek 

smarter solutions to the world’s issues.  This Flux mindset is the barometer of business proclivity 

for the 21st century. 

This Flux movement isn’t just about business.  There is a shift in the way education is 

transitioning to meet the needs of the future as well.  Education caters to those with various 

learning styles.  Higher education recognizes the need to adapt studies to nontraditional learners- 

those of different ages, abilities, and settings.  Education takes place at night, on the weekends, 

online, in community settings like conferences and forums, in the workplace, online, at home, 

and across country and cultural boundaries.  Extreme learners seek intensive and personal 

challenges.  Ongoing learners enroll in course after course.  Polymaths specialize in multiple 

subjects.  Tradesmen and artists constantly expand their skills.  Teachers and mentors must be 

prepared to educate and guide their students in ways that match the learning orientations (and 

Flux Agency) of people at the appropriate level.  Growth-minded people seek challenges and 

experiences, and then use that knowledge to build their skill set and broaden their abilities.  

Fast Company continued their reporting and the magazine has become a destination for 

the polymaths of business innovation.  Generation Flux’s Secret Weapon (Safian, 2014) is a 

gateway article for Flux Agent identification.  It branches into a list linking stories of individuals 

with extreme breadth of mindset.  Their tales of transformative experiences are lessons to the 

curious business reader and set an example for creativity that leads to achievement.  It is a 

motivation manifesto for professionals.  

These business articles are illuminating the concerns about unfolding business trends and 

the types of professional needed to meet the challenges dominant in global issues, whether 

professional, personal, or educational.  They point to a need to harness the traits of a 

psychographic not previously appreciated in traditional business.  In addition to an increasing 
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focus on Flux (or the traits that embody Flux) in business literature is the emergence of websites 

centered specifically and solely on Flux characteristics, polymaths, and the distinctive qualities 

necessary to thrive in and adapt to a changing business world.   

2.3.  Essays and Websites Espousing Flux Trends 

The blog of Tim Ferriss is most prominent among Flux Agent examples.  Mr. Ferriss is 

nearly indefinable, except to say that he is the epitome of a Flux Agent.  He studied 

Neuroscience and East Asian Studies at Princeton, and has continued lifelong learning from a 

myriad of experts, champions, leaders, executives, and award winners.  He has written several 

books, has a series of Podcasts and a television show, is an avid user of social media, speaks, 

writes, and interviews.  His website is dedicated to posts about physical, mental, spiritual, and 

business performance.  He is genuinely interested in personal and professional growth by 

identifying methods of performance in all areas.  He is intrinsically motivated by the challenge of 

improvement and ongoing success.  He has a sundry of transformative experiences as evidenced 

by his biography and interactions with interview subjects (Ferriss, 2015).   

Multiple other blog-type websites highlight the unfolding interest and awareness of a 

Flux mindset.  The STEAM – Not STEM whitepaper (White, 2010) underscores the importance 

of science, technology, engineering, arts, and mathematics education in schools at all levels and 

how this is important to the future of US and global economic development.  Harvey White ties 

immigration and other international government policies to education and creativity skills that 

will allow individuals to develop innovations necessary for new industries and future economic 

prosperity.  It is the arts, in particular, that enhance the otherwise commonly known “STEM” 

skills.  Mr. White cites Robert Root-Bernstein’s research of renowned scientists such as Einstein 

and others whose contributions were all the greater because of their ongoing studies of artistic 

endeavors.  This shows that growth mindset and intrinsic motivation cross-pollinate fields of 

study and work together to generate innovative methods of problem solving.  

Brain Pickings is the compellation of one woman’s intellectual undertaking and business 

quest to share innovative philosophies about the world to help others work and live fully.  Maria 

Popova, the creator, describes herself as “a reader, writer, interestingness hunter-gatherer, and 

curious mind at large.”  She pontificates on a number of subjects in a manner befitting a Flux 

mindset.  Her post Alexander von Humboldt and the Invention of Nature: How One of the Last 

True Polymaths Pioneered the Cosmos of Connections was an important conversation linking 
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observation, being, science, nature, and wonderment (Popova, 2015).  Ms. Popova has written on 

Carol Dweck’s Mindset Theory as well as Friedrich Nietzsche’s conviction that embracing 

difficulty is the key to leading a fulfilling life. 

TED.com is a nonprofit conference series and video archive of motivational talks from 

experts on diverse topics.  Their mission is to “spread ideas” and they self-state that 

“TED is a global community, welcoming people from every discipline and culture 

who seek a deeper understanding of the world. We believe passionately in the power of 

ideas to change attitudes, lives and, ultimately, the world (TED, 2015).” 

TED is an acronym for Technology, Entertainment, and Design.  TED has become a 

community of education for growth-minded individuals.  Previous speakers have included Sir 

Ken Robinson lamenting the decline in promoting creativity in schools which risks innovation at 

work and intelligence generation (Robinson, 2006) and Professor Ben Dunlap telling a tale of 

Sandor Teszler and others whose life’s salvation came from a commitment to lifelong learning 

(Dunlap, 2007).  There are many TED Talks devoted to career evolution, erudition, motivation, 

and success despite business chaos.  These 15-minute videos given by experts in various fields 

are designed to provide alternate ways of thinking about how we live our personal and 

professional lives.  Pivotal to this discussion is the talk by Emilie Wapnick titled Why Some of 

Us Don’t Have One True Calling.  Ms. Wapnick is a career coach, among other professions, and 

she shares the benefits of being a multipotentialite- someone with many interests and creative 

pursuits.  Her triad of aptitudes necessary for success, idea synthesis, rapid learning, and 

adaptability, closely align with Mr. Safian’s traits of Generation Flux.  She emphasizes that these 

special attributes should be embraced in order to smartly use one’s talents and breadth of ability 

to live an authentic life and find both business and personal success (Wapnick, 2015). 

Aeon’s essay entitled Master of Many Trades (Twigger, 2013) is a robust debate 

regarding the importance of polymaths and breadth not only in science but in life experiences.  

The author, Robert Twigger, articulates that human nature is polymathic, and that learning is 

most efficient when we are open to new endeavors, neurologically childlike, and emboldened by 

serious practice.  The acquisition of new skills is not only important for human and academic 

progress, but also transformative to global progress because it allows developing multiple talents 

and the ability to connect unrelated fields.  Repetitive work diminishes intellectual growth and 

physical development, and is boring and restrictive.  It disrupts a flow state.  Aeon’s website has 
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multiple channels of discourse about topics of exploration regarding science, philosophy, and 

community interests.  It probes multiple genres of inquiry thereby promoting creative thinking 

and intellectual conversation.  It seeks to share transformative experiences and global 

developments.   

2.4.  Other Articles Trending Flux 

Numerous singular articles are prevalent in business reading.  Stanford Graduate School 

of Business’s Insights section discusses Five Strategies for Making a Career Pilot (Lynch, 2015) 

and includes advice to build experiences and knowledge in order to leverage strengths and 

broaden or transform one’s career.  In the accompanying video (Greenstone Miller & Landrey 

Cline, 2015), Michelle Landrey Cline recognizes that one third of the workforce self-identifies as 

a freelancer, thereby making diversity, meaning, and control of one’s career imperative for 

success.  Harvard Business Review is replete with leadership profiles of diverse employees and 

the traits that make them thrive.  In Life’s Work: An Interview with Bill T. Jones (Lissy & 

Beard, 2015), dance and movement serve as inspirations for transformative professional 

opportunities.  The ensuing discussion about talent and drive delve into organizational methods, 

vision, and legacy.  Forbes’s Leadership section reviews 5 Personality Traits Apple Looks For in 

Job Candidates (Gallo, 2015), including not accepting the status quo and working with passion.   

Foreign Policy magazine details The Personality Problem (Caryl, 2012) within global 

politics and leadership.  The fate of multiple countries and their political systems, business 

endeavors, and institutions, will be decided upon by the diversity of thought and psychological 

prowess of the charismatic individuals who influence the masses.  Their breadth and protean 

abilities are critical to various outcomes.  The New Yorker profiled Jaron Lanier in an article 

called The Visionary (Kahn, 2011).  Mr. Lanier is known as a “digital pioneer” with a 

boundaryless career spanning music, technology, lecturing, engineering, and other pursuits.  He 

created virtual reality projects entwining people, computers, philosophy, and learning.  He 

discusses passions and challenges and is described as a technology guru.  His background is full 

of diverse situations that shaped the cluttered and curious world he lives in today.  Diversity is 

also appreciated in Harvard Business Review’s Career Planning article What Do You Do Well 

That Others Don’t (Johnson, 2015)?   

Whitney Johnson discusses people who used uncommon skills to get ahead in their 

careers.  It is in setting themselves apart and using their creativity that they become disruptors in 
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their fields.  The World Economic Forum’s post 10 Steps to Becoming a Successful Young 

Leader at Work (Myers, 2015) encourages observation and attitude as key traits for career 

achievement.  Joe Myers compiled tips from various authors that point towards growing skills 

through community and mentor relationships, ongoing learning, and an eagerness to work hard 

towards one’s vision of success as pivotal to professional prosperity.  Additionally, the World 

economic Forum has a tremendous agenda to provide a platform for international well being by 

capitalizing on the traits and ideas of Flux Agents.  The founder and Executive Chairman, 

Professor Klaus Schwab, refers to Flux in the same spirit Mr. Safian does at Fast Company.  Dr. 

Schwab states: 

“We live in a fast-moving, highly interconnected world, and our existing systems, 

structures and formal institutions no longer suffice. Pressing global problems can arise 

quickly and without warning. At the same time, new and unprecedented opportunities for 

global growth and positive change are emerging and must be harnessed for the future of 

humanity (Schwab, 2015).” 

In addition to business and education, entrepreneurs, hobbyists, and authors with a Flux 

mindset challenge themselves to be better at their skills and increasing their ability to operate 

within their professions.  Flux Agents realize that professional transactions span countless 

genres.  Technology adaptation is necessary and enjoyable.  Wide communities are 

advantageous.  Large-scale problems are answered by joining forces, ongoing knowledge 

acquisition, and fearless adaptation.  Particular traits set them apart from traditional careerists.  

They are unique among employees and lauded by the media. 

2.5.  Research Question 

This investigation academically and professionally investigates the concept Flux Agents 

based on my experiences, rigorous academic research, attentive business media examination, and 

empirical exchange.  In discussing a unique psychographic classification of business mindsets, 

the following Research Question is examined:  Can Flux Agency be measured by a 

combination of specific traits?  If so, what does the trait map of a self-identified Flux Agent 

look like?  Is it different than that of people who do not identify with a Flux mindset?    

3.  Academic Literature Review  

From the review of media and business literature, it appears that the shared patterns of 

Flux Agents are that they are curious and resourceful, so learning and adaptation are well-
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acquired skills.  Growth comes from disrupting the norm in search of better methods, 

overcoming obstacles, and appreciating fast-paced innovation and alternate views of the 

ambiguity in business.  Flux Agents distinguish between what can be solved and what should be 

solved.  They adjust their work patterns accordingly, and this cross-functional occupational 

performance manifests across the confines of traditional careerism.  Boundarylessness permits 

adaptation, and by extension, growth or evolution.  If this classification of boundaryless yet 

congruent-thinking businesspeople holds true, then it must be supported in the academic 

literature as well. 

It is necessary to do an interdisciplinary and multidisciplinary literature review in order to 

discuss people that show an inclination toward fluidity in their professional lives.  These people 

flourish in a progressive business culture and appear to be ahead of their time in use of 

technology and adaptation, and strive to learn and contribute in meaningful ways in a number of 

areas.  They have changeable and ever-shifting work lives.  They are polymaths who thrive in 

chaos.  

The interesting people who exhibit this psychographic and thrive because of it are the 

Flux Agents that are focused upon here.  Consequently, this research has spanned psychographic 

topics and those in leadership, creativity, cultivation of the arts, nomadic tendencies, 

boundaryless or protean career attitudes, change agents, as well as business situations that dwell 

in chaos such as entrepreneurship, change, and innovation.  Yet, for reasons previously 

discussed, most of these academic theories and concepts were inadequate in scope, interesting 

but too narrow, or not developed in the direction in which this paper focuses.  

In the end, many overlapping theories served at the periphery, such as those that centered 

on themes of resiliency, personality, mindfulness, and achievement.  The social psychology 

theories that stand forefront in this analysis are the Mindset Theory (growth mindset) and Self-

Determination Theory, specifically the far right side of the motivation scale that deals solely and 

deeply with Intrinsic Motivation.  They will therefore serve as pillars to the Flux orientation 

psychographic categorization.  Yet additional components are necessary to construct the fullest 

picture of a Flux Agent.   

Flux Agents are highly growth oriented (in accordance with Mindset Theory) and 

intrinsically motivated (as described in Self-Determination Theory), but they also have had 

experiences in their lives that have enabled divergent thoughts and actions.  These transformative 
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experiences shaped the way Flux Agents are able to view and experience the world.  They 

enable, or were formed because of, adaptation tendencies in complex environments.  They are 

co-present with chaos.  These transformative experiences, combined with a growth mindset and 

intrinsic motivation would enable an actor to manifest a Flux mindset- highly adaptable to 

change, able to use the chaos of a rapidly changing business environment to energize change, or 

employ “future-focus,” as Mr. Safian calls it.  These transformative experiences come from the 

way a Flux Agent has managed their career and the multiplicity of their professional pursuits.   

The final piece that establishes Flux Agency is a personality that takes action based on 

this focus.  Character traits such as extroversion and openness are found in those who are 

passionate, active, and seek experiences, especially those that are innovative and complex.  This 

proposition is largely unconventional; therefore this investigation will combine various theories 

and concepts to support its segments in the academic literature. 

3.1.  Selecting the Literature Domain 

 It was an imposing undertaking to approach the academically ambiguous concept of Flux 

Agency.  It is incredibly ambitious to take two magazine articles and source the appropriate 

characterizations to hypothesize that a certain unique orientation exists and is a combination of 

mindsets, personality traits, and theories of mentality that is as-of-yet undiscovered.  

Nonetheless, as business environments are changing, so too must career mindsets and the 

orientation of those who see their career as more than just a job, but their life’s work.  Therefore 

this search commenced by multiple readings of the two source articles from Fast Company and 

web searches for the terms Generation Flux, Flux Mindset, and Flux.  Understanding that this 

categorization is not a demographic portrayal but a psychographic one and that what defines this 

characterization is a mindset (Safian, 2012b), the next step was to investigate the academic 

literature regarding careers and mindsets.  However, as this is a new conceptualization, it is 

imperative to understand the whole of these Flux Agents.  This means investigating their 

attitudes, motivations, and mindsets, as well as their personality traits.  This exploratory research 

necessitates including these psychographics in order to understand the concept fully.  From there, 

interesting theories, concepts, and traits were identified that portrayed Safian’s Generation Flux 

most accurately and this analysis settled on six entities that combine to characterize a Flux Agent 

(two of which are personality traits):  Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, 

Growth Mindset, Chaos Adaptation, Extraversion, and Openness to New Experiences. 
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 Selecting certain attributes required rejecting others.  This complex characterization 

would easily encompass innumerable descriptors if not restricted to those most explanatory of 

the Flux orientation.  Undoubtedly, there are other peculiarities that could be used to describe the 

personality, work ethic, leadership style, preferences, and mannerisms of Flux Agents.  However, 

as each topic was examined, the decision was made to apply attributes to the collection of Flux 

characteristics, do further research, or abandon it for the scope of this study.  It is expected that 

future researchers will add to this list and provide a deeper level of focus than this initial study 

allows.  I fully intended to allow a wide field of attributes in this first academic study of Flux 

Agents.  Other researchers after me will have this large pool of qualities from which to examine 

Flux Agency, but as the cardinal researcher to approach the subject, I had no pool.  There were 

no boundaries.  There was no preceding method of analysis.  Therefore, with infinite options, I 

selected attributes that appeared to support Safian’s Generation Flux as closely as possible.   

 Many attributes were interesting and partially helpful, yet were abandoned due to their 

breadth, limited application to this particular topic, or incomplete characterization of the Flux 

mindset.  When I found myself thinking “Safian’s Generation Flux is so much MORE than 

that…” then the topic was relinquished for this stage of analysis.  Additionally, when it could be 

ascertained that not all Flux Agents shared a characteristic, that topic of research was also put 

aside.  For example, many entrepreneurs are Flux Agents, but not all Flux Agents are 

entrepreneurs.  Therefore entrepreneurial mindsets and entrepreneurialism were not included in 

this research.  It would be formidable to mention the scope of subject matter that was considered 

for initial examination, as a great deal of brainstorming, conversing with businesspeople and 

academics, and media investigation took place.   

 It was clear from the start that the most influential literature would come from the genre 

of non-traditional career mindsets- something like nomadic working, polymathic work styles, or 

evolving and transitioning careers.  This led to the discovery of Boundaryless Career Attitudes 

research and was a clear element that should be included as part of a Flux categorization.  With 

this base established, the research continued along the lines of asking questions about Flux 

orientation:  Why?  How?  Who?  The “why” element was answered by the literature on 

motivation, the “how” element was answered in mindset and adaptation literature, and the “who” 

element rounded out the categorization with personality research.   
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Still, questions remained.  It is often asked why Leadership is not included as an 

influencing factor in this research.  Leadership, Superstardom, and Success are three topics 

deliberately suspended from this study.  These traits are not the focus of the characterization and 

are infrequently mentioned in Safian’s articles as traits that Generation Flux possesses or seeks.  

Leadership and success may be byproducts of a Flux Agent’s actions, but they are not defining 

characteristics.  Flux Agents may become leaders and successful, or superstars in a certain area, 

but there are Flux Agents who do not hold leadership positions, define success differently than 

others, or who are drivers of change but not leaders of people.  Flux Agency is about thriving and 

adapting.  It is about growing and having vision.  It is about one’s life’s work.  When the 

research about leadership, superstars, and success were investigated, they were found to be very 

broad topics and honing in on particular aspects applicable to Flux Agency proved problematic 

in distinguishing components that would add significantly to creating this new characterization.  

Many renowned leaders are Flux Agents.  It is not, however, a prerequisite to be a leader.  The 

academic literature on leadership is a vast field.  In short, this study is neither a leadership debate 

nor a career success exploration.  It will be interesting, nevertheless, in future studies to 

investigate the leadership styles of Flux Agents, the way that Flux Agents express their 

leadership across the multiple domains of their skill sets, and whether leaders with low Flux 

Agency have different performances than leaders with high Flux Agency.  However, those topics 

are beyond the scope of this initial study.    

Determining the literature domain was indeed a very difficult task.  Many topics were 

revisited in hopes that they could be included as sole characteristics.  However, some of them 

were able to support a major Flux characteristic.  For example, the topic of Polymaths supports 

and emboldens the characteristic of Boundarylessness, but it is not a full enough representation 

on its own because the research is limited and does not adequately discuss the personality or 

attitudes of someone with a Flux orientation.  There are numerous other topics in the literature 

field that describe people, their motivations, their career development, and their goals.  It is 

possible that topics will be suggested that may be a very good fit for this research on Flux 

Agents.  It is probably that further research studies based upon this paper will be helpful in 

refining the six selected attributes proposed here to describe the orientation of Flux Agents.  The 

readers are reminded again that this paper is an initial exploration and the resulting analysis is 

done with the best of intentions and an open and inquisitive mind.  I look forward to the 
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challenges and developments that will follow this study and enhance the selected topics or cause 

reconsideration for those that were rejected at this time.  The most interesting and robust, yet 

unfortunately discarded topics and their reasons for interest and rejection are shown in Figure 1.  
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Figure 1:  Exploratory Literature Not Chosen to Characterize Flux Agents 

Topic Interesting Focus Insufficiency 

Career Change Transitions, skills, adapting Multiple jobs at one time not 
addressed, breadth of career not 
addressed 

Creatives Original thinking, psychological 
capital, innovation 

Long-term career goals not 
addressed, focus largely on the arts 
or brainstorming 

Entrepreneurs Starting project, personality, drive Single-job focus (not polymathic) 
Leadership Management, development, 

leadership during complex 
situations 

Employees and non-leaders can be 
Flux Agents; unrestrained scope of 
the literature 

Learning / Training Educational systems, intelligence, 
development 

Cognition, focus on children or the 
school systems, training as a linear 
and lifelong or career-enhancing  

Millennials Adaptation, personality, career 
paths well developed in the 
literature 

Flux Agency is not confined to one 
age group 

Nomads Unbounded, adaptability Lack of discussion on career goals 
Polymaths Depth and breadth well discussed Personality traits, desires, 

adaptation not discussed 
Superstars Unique characteristics, 

personality, motivation well 
developed 

Unlike Flux Agency, focus is on 
one field, success is a critical 
component 
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3.2.  What Constitutes a Career? 

As we will be discussing the characteristics of Flux Agents that define their vocational 

choices, it would be prudent to begin with an exploration of what it means to have a career.  I 

began with this research because it was important to set the foundation for describing how 

people view their life’s work.  The literature collection is well developed and deep.  And it has 

not changed considerably over time.  Classical career research begins with the foundational work 

by Parsons in 1909.  His book “Choosing a Vocation” is still cited in influential career literature.  

This was an important work for Flux Agent categorization because Parsons’ views about careers 

are strikingly in line with Safian’s.  Parsons eloquent manual for choosing one’s life’s work 

involves knowing yourself fully, including your values, interests, and motivations means having 

a personal psychographic self understanding.  One must also comprehend what kind of 

achievement one hopes to accomplish; that means setting goals and building skills that combine 

one’s abilities and interests in order to pursue one’s life’s work.  Finally, learning and adapting 

are critical actions in order to stay current with changing environments.  This includes having a 

mentor, seeking advice, and taking advantages of opportunities.  This fatherly narrative and long-

studied advice helped shape this Flux Agent investigation as it did shape the literature on career 

research for the next hundred years.   

Over the course of the past century, Parsons’ analysis was reshaped and reworded, but 

was not significantly altered by many, except to list more and more towards an institutional view 

of careers.  Authors began considering one’s career to be a long-running tenure at a particular 

company or in a particular industry.  The research search for this investigation therefore leaned 

towards the literature that allowed for careers for the evolving person- those that enjoy 

challenges and constantly learn.   

A career is all encompassing of the complex career system that one maintains during their 

working lifetime (Gunz, Lichtenstein, & Long, 2002).  It is an interactive, dynamic, evolving 

organization of work embodied by a person’s intrinsic motivations, focus on skill development, 

network influences, opportunities (organic, serendipitous, or obstacles overcome (chaos)), and 

personality that mark the province of multi-vocational pursuits.  It is the career itself that gives 

one a subjective sense of identity and embodies one’s characteristics in total.  “A person’s career 

anchor is his or her self-concept, consisting of 1) self-perceived talents and abilities, 2) basic 

values, and, most important, 3) the evolved sense of motives and needs as they pertain to the 
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career (Schein, 1996).”  It follows that we should have a vocabulary and categorization typology 

to describe people of various career self-concepts, particularly those who embody the 

characteristics of “Flux”.  

This research is about the career mindsets of Flux Agents.  As such, it is interesting to 

examine careerism and what careers mean to people, particularly polymaths or people with 

unbounded, nontraditional, and multiple professions.  This leads to an assessment of the 

psychology and motivations of such people, including their mindsets, personality traits, and 

resiliency.  

There are a lot of ways to approach such a look at the career mindsets of Flux Agents. 

The purpose of this research, however, is on the unique attributes that differentiate Flux Agents 

from traditional careerists.  The way that a Flux Agent manifests their career, which truly 

embodies their entire life’s work, is a holistic approach to their vision of what it means to work 

and serve in a capacity that moves the world forward.  It utilizes their aptitudes and abilities to 

learn new skills for a purpose, and fulfills the vision of a profession or calling in line with their 

personality, motivation, and wide perception of the possibilities of integrating their selves and 

their work to solve needs.  Synthesizing the literature entails blending multifarious articles and 

books about the broad topics of careers and people.  

3.2.1.  Careerism 

The understanding of careerism has become warped in the discussions of modern 

management and changing organizational arrangements (Sullivan, Carden, & Martin, 1998).  

Career management has always been about managing the change that comes with working and 

living in a society that changes, workplaces that change, and skills that change.  Careers in 

management are studied based on their future evolution to meet the needs of developing 

technologies and human capabilities (Allred, Snow, & Miles, 1996).  Yet it is discussed in the 

business world as coaching for moving up a ladder at a single company (Madell, n.d.; Sullivan, 

1999).  There is a disconnect between the business perspective and the academic perspective.  

Douglas Hall (Hall, 1987) characterizes the trends in career management for the decades of the 

1970s and 1980s and immediately recognizes the situation arising that professional career 

discussions happen around the beginning phases of one’s career, and that important analysis 

more often focus on the company’s perspective of developing people so that the organizational 

system runs smoothly.  However, the career progression of an individual is much more complex 
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and centers around the person’s unique personality traits, belief systems, and motivations 

(Parsons, 1909).  A career is a very individual thing, as is the measurement of its success 

(Seibert, Crant, & Kraimer, 1999).  A person’s mindset and experiences establish the type of 

career they have.  Therefore, for a Flux Agent, the career is an evolving and all-encompassing 

expression of whom they are, how they adapt, and the skills they cultivate.  

The concept of a career is a social construction of one’s life’s work that combines what 

one loves to do and things that they are good at, at the same time generating benefits such as 

money and security (Riza & Heller, 2015).  These professional aspirations involve a lifetime of 

vocational pursuits that evolve from role to role, advancement in status, and a progression of 

experiences and ventures that are stimulated by internal and external forces (Baruch, 2006; 

Douglas T. Hall, 1987).  Careers involve experimentation, change, practice, and dedication.  

Volumes of literature agree that people strive to find the right fit for their careers based on their 

internal traits and interests (Brown et al., 2002; Parsons, 1909; Savickas, 1997; Schien, 2007).  

Further, the global economic environment, industry workforce modernization trends, and 

technology advancement all have an effect on careers and the actions one takes in pursuing them 

(D. T. Hall, 1996; Riza & Heller, 2015; Throsby & Zednik, 2011).  This has given rise to the 

concepts of a boundaryless career, which deserves its own focus of conversation and will be 

discussed later, and multi-careerism.    

Literature within the domain of careers is interesting because it usually takes an outside 

view of what an individual’s desires are for her or his profession.  I am most fascinated by the 

papers that highlighted how careers change and why.  What is a career?  Why do we do what we 

do?  Are we entirely driven by the environment, the corporation, or our innate desires?  Is it a 

combination of all three?  These questions are the type that instigated this investigation into Flux 

Agents, their mindsets and orientation, their characterization, and the reasons they operate their 

work lives as they do.  Authors such as Sullivan and Agullo discussed career change and 

development, the individual desires of the employee, and career evolution (Agullo & Egawa, 

2008; Mainiero & Sullivan, 2005; Sullivan et al., 1998; Sullivan, 1999).  Hall, Baruch, and 

Schein discussed careers and the changing environment (Baruch & Peiperl, 2000; Baruch, 2004, 

2006; Briscoe, Hall, & Frautschy DeMuth, 2006a; Collin & Young, 2000; D. T. Hall, 1996; 

Douglas T. Hall, 1987; Schein, 1996; Wils, Wils, & Tremblay, 2014).  Gabora, Simonton, and 

Root-Bernstein wrote about individual styles, our unique traits, and our creative energies that 
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contribute to our career making (Gabora, O’Connor, & Ranjan, 2012; Root-bernstein, 2003; 

Simonton, 2015).  This was the type of literature pivotal to this study.  It enabled an investigation 

based upon the employees’ motivation, interests, and experiences.  It designated a search that 

could highlight assorted individual characteristics and drivers that point toward the orientation of 

a Flux Agent.  

3.2.2.  Career Choice and Success 

What is a successful career?  Any measure of success can be seen as highly subjective.  

Financial, hierarchical, and contractual success continue to be measured against aspirational 

goals and work/life balance as traditional measures (Forrier, Sels, & Stynen, 2009).  However, 

each individual may strive for something different, and if satisfaction is already attained in one 

of these areas, one may feel ineffectual in another of these areas and not admit to career success.  

Additionally, material success and psychological success do not always equate.  People typically 

have a personal and preconceived notion of what career success looks like and measure 

individual, organizational, and structural gains and losses against that conception.  Proactive 

personality sets and measures these objective and subjective career success dimensions (Seibert 

et al., 1999).  Therefore people often make career changes due to family needs, geographical 

preferences, stress, boredom or challenges, security, or a variety of other goals (Mainiero & 

Sullivan, 2005).  Success is a spot designation only, and changes with various situations.  

Further, people with multiple careers, whether simultaneous or sequential, would have a difficult 

time measuring the aggregate of their success markers.  Therefore this paper refrains from 

evaluating the “success” of any person or her or his career for just those reasons.  It intentionally 

does not address whether a Flux Agent is successful because of the subjective and personal 

nature of that definition.  Rather, it strives to illuminate the mindset of a certain type of person in 

their pursuit and adaptation of their life’s work. 

A career is chosen in accordance with one’s skills, ambitions, and proper self-

examination (Parsons, 1909).  A person chooses their career based on numerous factors.  The 

person must be enthusiastic about the facets of their career.  Additionally, the career must also 

transition not only with how business evolves, but more importantly, as the person evolves (Riza 

& Heller, 2015).  Adaptation is essential.  Multipotentiality is a likely scenario if a person is to 

truly act upon their interests in different areas and constantly develop their skills (Super, 1953).  

That is the essential issue in this debate about Flux Agents.  Holding both depth and breadth as 
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equally important in a career system, we will focus on the traits of Flux Agents that emerged 

from the business media as they appear in the academic literature.  This is no easy task, as the 

career of a Flux Agent truly is a system, a body of work, and a synthesis of various pursuits.  Yet 

certain characteristics emerge when examining the beliefs and behaviors of Flux Agents. And 

these particularities assist in dissecting the identification of Flux Agents.  

3.2.3.  Career Characteristics and Attitudes of Flux Agents 

Because the alleged characteristics of a Flux Agent are a large field to tackle, some 

organization must be instituted in order to delineate a clear exploration.  It seems wise to begin 

with Boundaryless Career Attitudes theory.  This is the first discriminator between those who are 

Flux Agents and those who are not.  As derived from the business literature, all Flux Agents 

share the attitudes of boundaryless careerists (although being boundaryless in attitude alone does 

not constitute a Flux Mindset).  Those with boundaryless attitudes have a preference for 

mobility, both physically and intellectually, and those with protean attitudes seek breadth 

through career and self-development.  For example, a freelance writer may be boundaryless but 

not exhibit the other characteristics of a Flux Agent.  A military officer is certainly protean and 

boundaryless but may not exhibit further Flux traits either. 

The next benchmarks of a Flux Agent comprise the principles of Intrinsic Motivation 

(from Self Determination theory) and the Growth Mindset theory.  Concurrently, a Flux Agent 

exhibits intrinsic motivation and a growth mindset in execution of their boundaryless and protean 

work.  However, not all people who have intrinsic motivation and a growth mindset are Flux 

Agents.  Those that are not adaptable, do not function well in chaos, or do not exhibit certain 

personality traits are not Flux.  Perhaps some teachers or actors would be examples. 

The next discriminator is the concept adaptability.  The complex and evolving, diverse 

business landscape is chaotic, and it is an epicenter for adaptation.  Chaos demands innovative 

thinking, novelty, and action.  Flux Agents are consummate adaptors.  Yet again, there are those 

who exhibit these aforementioned qualities but are not Flux.  Many people have personality traits 

that enable them to work in chaotic environments, but are not intrinsically motivated, growth 

minded, or boundaryless.  Examples might be highly skilled professionals such as doctors, pilots, 

lawyers, engineers, and the like.  Perhaps some of those professionals do not express certain 

personality traits required of a Flux Agent.  
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The final differentiator of a Flux Agent is a combination of personality traits that 

empower and drive action.  Of the Big Five personality traits, specifically Extraversion and 

Openness are the pivotal personality traits that drive a Flux Agent to take action on their 

multifaceted business endeavors.  The previous prerequisites, boundaryless career attitudes, 

intrinsic motivation and a growth mindset, adaptability due to chaos, are all attitudes or 

characteristics.  But a Flux Agent is an operational categorization.  Being Flux requires acting 

upon one’s attitudes, motivations, and capabilities.  Personality traits of extraversion and 

openness to experience drive this action.  They capacitate Flux Agency. 

Three notes must be made here.  First, boundaryless and protean career attitudes are two 

separate concepts, but they are often discussed together in academic literature.  Because of the 

scope of these two concepts and their applicability to the assessment of someone with a Flux 

Mindset, they will be discussed together here as well.  This does not give the two individual 

concepts just homage, however, the point of this paper is to ascertain what attributes combine to 

identify a Flux Agent, and not to reflect on the merits of the separately fascinating concepts of 

boundaryless career attitudes and protean career attitudes.  Second, this paper is an exploration, 

and there is no intent to infer any moral judgment or preference for or against those who are Flux 

Agents and those who are not.  Third, regarding the previous reference to relativism, ultimately 

each individual should decide for herself or himself whether she or he is a Flux Agent.  For ease 

of discussion, most Flux Agents referred to here are well known or easily researched.  However, 

there are those whose actions and attitudes are not evident to others, or their body of work is not 

widely known.  Therefore if one identifies with the description of a Flux Agent presented herein, 

then the assessment is theirs to carry forward as a personal identification in their life’s work.  
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Figure 2:  Flux Agent Presumed Attributes 
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3.3.  Boundaryless and Protean Career Attitudes 

Boundaryless careers, or protean careers, are a set of research theories describing non-

traditional professional mobility and attitudes towards employee-driven career freedom and 

fulfillment-based progression.  The two attitudes, boundarylessness and protean, are unique yet 

related.  Neither are actions; they refer to an individual’s beliefs system.  They arise from an 

individual’s need to be flexible with their careers and responsive to a fast-paced and ever-

changing environment (Volmer & Spurk, 2010).   

The literature on Boundaryless and Protean Career Attitudes began in the early 1990s 

when the trends in career research began to shift away from vertical ascent and company 

longevity.  It was a shift back to Parsons’ conceptions that attitude, fit, and skills should 

determine a career path.  Boundarylessness allowed for a career approach that allowed for 

behaviors that fit a person’s willingness and ability to move.  It is an allowance for progress that 

fits the person, not the company.  Individual competencies play a central role in one’s life’s work 

(Defillippi & Arthur, 1994; Gerli, Bonesso, & Pizzi, 2015).  This expansive look at employment 

becoming more of a calling was exactly the foundation of literature that the Flux orientation 

categorization could be set upon.  For this reason, Boundaryless Career Attitudes became a 

fundamental component of this study.    

Flux Agents exemplify boundaryless career attitudes.  Their cross functional vocations 

stray from the model of climbing the ladder, having a single employer, or hierarchical-driven 

workforce traditions.  People with boundaryless careers have a flexible and mobile work style.  

What is evident, and extremely interesting, in the literature, is that boundaryless careers involve 

a certain amount of flexibility, personal desires, and nontraditional workplace constraints (Tams 

& Arthur, 2010).  What is not known or shown in the literature is why.  We can see it in celebrity 

personalities and people who are a brand.  They embody this disposition.  They often have a 

multifaceted lifestyle to enhance their eminence.  Examples of celebrities with Boundaryless 

Career Attitudes are people with a lifestyle brand (Martha Stewart, Gwyneth Paltrow, Reese 

Witherspoon, Jay-Z, Jessica Alba, Pharrell Williams, Jamie Oliver, etc.), athletes turned 

businesspeople (Tony Hawk, Venus and Serena Williams, Shaquile O’Neil, etc.), or celebrities 

who multiply their work via extreme social media dominance (the Kardashians, Cara Delevigne, 

Rihanna, Taylor Swift, etc.).  Polymaths epitomize boundaryless careers (Richard Branson, 

Oprah, Tim Ferriss, Maya Angelou, Ivanka Trump, many inventors, artists, and Renaissance 
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scientists, etc.).  But this study is interested in debating the reasons behind a desire for 

boundaryless careers.  This immediate discussion examines what a Boundaryless Career Attitude 

is, but this paper ultimately explores who embodies this trait, what other traits and characteristics 

contribute to a new career psychographic, and whether this assumption is valid in defining Flux 

Agency. 

3.3.1.  The Boundaryless Mindset 

De Caluwe, Van Dooren, Delafortry, & Janvier (2014) conducted a study of Flemish 

government workers examining boundaryless career mindsets in the interest of evaluating 

whether New Public Management policies (a reorganization of public administration whereby 

workers no longer experienced lifelong careers of upward mobility but are instead more often 

shifted internally based on needs and desires) actually changed career experiences.  The 

representation of traditional careers is changing for some employees, and the notion of 

boundaryless careers is emerging.  Individuals with a willingness and ability to enjoy agility 

have a different mindset about their careers.  “The implicit image of the boundaryless careerist is 

one of fast-moving, intrinsically motivated professionals who self-direct their career across “old” 

organizational barriers.”  The authors found that because of the investment that boundaryless 

careerists make in their professional development, certain employees were more likely to make 

lateral career moves to enhance their knowledge, networks, and experiences.  They enjoyed 

flexibility in work lifestyle, work-life balance, mobility, a perception of success not seen in 

traditional careerists, and an opportunity to match their professional expectations to new job 

settings.  

This study focused on mindset and expectations, the perceived probability (physical 

mobility) versus willingness (psychological mobility) of boundarylessness, and framed the 

concepts into a 2x2 grid of postulate.  Boundaryless Mindset is a high willingness, high 

probability of lateral career movement and was 9.6% of the studied employees.  Forced Mindset 

is a low willingness, high probability of lateral career movement and was 2.6% of the studied 

employees.  Bounded Mindset is a high willingness, low probability of lateral career movement 

and was 34.7% of the studied employees.  Finally, Sedentary Mindset is low willingness, low 

probability of lateral career movement and was 53.1% of the studied employees.  The majority of 

employees still adhere to traditional careerism- the hierarchical loyalty program of employment, 

whether they think they will be non-voluntarily moved or not (the Sedentary and Forced 
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Mindsets).  Additionally, a third of employees (Bounded Mindsets) feel that there is a lack of 

options or low likelihood that they will experience boundarylessness.  It is just under 10% of 

survey respondents that are boundaryless.  They fully expect to make lateral moves in their 

career, are inclined and prepared to make these transitions, and seek the flexibility and mobility 

characteristic of such a career.  They seek rich professional experiences enabled by continuous 

learning, wider networks, work-life balance, and see this as professional success based on their 

intrinsic motivation.  

3.3.2.  Adaptation Across Boundaries 

Because of the changing nature of careerism, employees face chaotic conditions and 

many fare well in this alternative protean environment.  Hall (1996) discusses the people who 

continuously learn and reinvent their careers as conditions warrant, noting that they find 

psychological success due to personal and professional achievements of self-set goals.  These 

goals are not set within a traditional corporate structure, but are hallmarks of learning 

progression, mastery of new challenges, and aligning with causes that are close to one’s heart 

and individuality.  It is imperative to understand how one’s skills and knowledge contribute to 

the career system they are trying to cultivate.  Knowing whom in one’s network can help achieve 

goals and why the agent is motivated to shape various aspects of their professions are 

consequential aspects of strategic and personal inquiry (Defillippi & Arthur, 1994).   

When people use their talents and creative energies successfully in professional areas that 

are of interest and importance to them, they are psychologically satisfied and encouraged to 

achieve more.  They identify with and relate to areas that require adaptation, and use their 

knowledge of self and acquired skills to present value (Markman & Baron, 2003).  They are 

motivated to learn, particularly in settings of teaching/learning reciprocity.  They know that 

knowledge is power, and use their skills to adapt to what they see as the careers of the future in 

an evolving workplace landscape (D. T. Hall, 1996).  More importantly, these people realize that 

their unique skills require work and attention.  They can ground their careers on certain anchors, 

or multiple anchors, based upon their many acquired and developed professional interests.  These 

multiple anchors are rooted in one’s values and aid in defining the effects one has on their long-

term career system (Wils et al., 2014).  These people are essentially redefining the scope of what 

a career looks like, where its limits are, and removing boundaries of single-definition 

professions.    
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The definitions of traditional careers have changed, new business norms have emerged, 

and amidst the chaos of non-stable and evolving workplaces, some employees embrace the 

opportunity to lead a boundaryless career.  Arthur & Rousseau (1996) redefine the vocabulary of 

modern business for people of boundaryless careers.  Careers are nonlinear and organizations 

undulate, therefore creativity is necessary in order to succeed.  The future of the workplace is 

knowledge-driven; therefore people who employ methods of constant self-improvement will 

thrive.  These initiatives include collaboration, mobility, leveraging interests and skills, perpetual 

learning (both formal and informal), employing resiliency, and finding a social and family 

balance.  While occupations have limits and boundaries on various aspects of work, such as 

geography and organizational structure, networks are important for leveraging the knowledge or 

networks necessary for business development.  Therefore boundaries cannot and should not be 

traditionally defined. It may simply be the intent of an individual, the workplace task methods, or 

the extraterritorial values that one employs that characterize a boundaryless career (Lochab & 

Mor, 2013).  Boundaries may be overt or covert, and they change situationally.  

3.3.3.  Careers Are Nonlinear Due to Learning 

The emphasis here is to reframe occupational vocabulary.  Boundaries are only obstacles 

within the chaos that compel us to strive for enhanced careers.  Careers should be seen as a series 

of accomplishments that should be built upon and leveraged for future projects.  Careers also 

evolve based on one’s personal life, past experiences, growing knowledge about global needs, 

and self-fulfillment desires (Gianakos, 1996).  Organizations are the nodes of our network and 

the processes we use to create value.  Employment is a spot evaluation of our current situation 

and will evolve over time.  Groups are the people we associate with who hold importance with 

our belief system.  Learning is collaborative and ongoing; it assists with our development and is 

acquired by experiences more than coursework.  Civility is how we conduct ourselves within our 

community and build up each other and our work.   Transition describes the stages of our career 

and it is ongoing and expected.  In short, we spend our professional lives building a body of 

work that supports our community (Arthur & Rousseau, 1996).  Our best work comes when we 

know ourselves fully, employ and build our skillset constantly, and become part of a network of 

psychologically driven people who escalate our competencies. 

As occupational vocabulary is to be reframed, so too are the boundaries of occupations 

themselves.  Innovators must think in abstract terms in order to create objects and concepts 
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compatible with the shifting global business environment.  Art and science have become blended 

by technology, as have business boundaries due to global economic situations, a preponderance 

of Millennials entering the workforce, and other disruptive forces.  Those who are future-focused 

think in terms of possibilities.  Robert Root-Bernstein notes a number of Nobel laureates who 

agree that the key to their success is mastery of multiple subjects (Root-bernstein, 2003).  Their 

polymathy in sciences and arts contributed to their ability to achieve compounding innovations 

that led to breakthrough ideas.  The arts bring imagination and creativity to scientific problem 

solving, and likewise mathematical, musical, and engineering details of the sciences contribute to 

patterns and artistic orientations.  Creative people are hopeful, and vice versa. This begets an 

attitude of inquiry and a fuel to challenge, question, push, and grow organizations and the self 

(Rego, Machado, Leal, & Cunha, 2009).  When the limits of the job are questioned in search of 

improvement, boundaries are broken. 

Ongoing learning throughout one’s lifetime, in a variety of fields, supposes high 

achievement and cognitive affluence.  The breadth and depth of knowledge by attempting multi-

subject mastery is an important practice for those who will successfully cross boundaries and 

contribute knowledge to large-scale global issues.  This knowledge of one’s own growth, change, 

and adaptation is a main interest in organizations and academics.  It is imperative to 

accomplishment, progress, and identity expansion (Sonenshein, Dutton, Grant, Spreitzer, & 

Sutcliffe, 2012).  Thinking in these terms, the employee becomes her or his own agent for 

change, development, and capability.  She or he can remove barriers and set unique and multiple 

career directions. 

Polymathic learning tendencies can be fostered from a young age (Burton, 1992).  This 

holistic learning style emphasizes a philosophy of subject matter connectedness. Students are 

taught to associate subjects with other areas of life to enhance learning, comprehension, and 

wider thinking processes.  It’s important to ask questions as well as give answers. Students can 

learn from each other as well as their life experiences.  Burton raises interesting points about the 

teacher’s ability to control the classroom and administer preselected knowledge rather than to 

foster an environment of curiosity and knowledge quest that builds upon the unique differences 

of the students.  The goal of schooling shouldn’t be to become a subject matter expert, but to 

reflect, communicate, and solve issues in various conditions.  Activity-based learning provides 
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challenges as well as piques interest in various disciplines.  This also sets a good base with the 

student for ongoing broad learning. 

Boundaryless and protean attitudes can occur in employees both within and outside of 

traditional firms.  At times, great breakthroughs are only possible with the resources that a large 

established firm can provide (Boh, Evaristo, & Ouderkirk, 2014).  What is most important in 

leveraging these attitudes is that the leader feels that they are unlimited.  They must value and 

self direct their work.  They must sense freedom of mobility both psychologically and physically.  

It is in those attitudes that they can achieve the depth and breadth of perspective, practice 

polymathic mastery, innovate and create, and see global issues as related and solvable.  These 

attitudes are necessary in order to have a Flux mindset.  

3.4.  Self Determination and Motivation Theories 

Ultimately we come to the theories of motivation.   They answer why a person would 

have a Flux orientation and whether drive plays a critical role in creating a new categorization of 

contemporary businesspeople.  The literature examined herein focuses on the stimulation for 

one’s career moves and life’s work as opposed to motivation towards other life events.  The 

interesting thing about Flux Agents is the drive they have in their work.  They are constantly 

changing, adapting, and learning so that they can evolve with (in spite of?) a chaotic business 

environment.  It must be answered why in this research.  That is why motivation is an important 

part of categorizing Flux Agents.  Throughout the literature, authors examine why people do 

things.  It became apparent that Flux Agents are intrinsically motivated by their work as it 

combines many elements of challenge, their previously developed skills, and their personality.  

That is the viewpoint this research takes.      

These theories are a giant entity branching into several modes of psychological stimulant 

analysis.  At one end of the spectrum is External, or Extrinsic, Motivation, where one acts out of 

outward impetus.  At the other end is Internal, or Intrinsic, Motivation.  This type of motivation 

describes the necessity to act based on one’s own beliefs and drives.  The person is stimulated by 

an inner need to fulfill a desire and acting within their purely individual characteristics.  This 

work supports mindsets like growth, achievement, and experience set as important to 

achievement and satisfaction. These essential traits are likely to be found in Flux Agents.  

Deci, Connell, & Ryan (1989) explore Self-Determination in the work climate.  They 

define self-determination (to experience a sense of choice in initiating and regulating one’s own 
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actions) and provide a comprehensive review of the themes of self-determination literature.  The 

theory evolved from Maslow’s work in the 1940’s but goes beyond the higher order needs.  Deci 

et al. bring self-determination into the workplace, following work by others on applying these 

experiments in the classroom.  

This analysis of Flux Agents includes Intrinsic Motivation as an important determinant of 

Flux Agency.  The body of literature about motivation includes personal reasons why a person 

would be motivated to do something (with a focus on careers in this study).  This body of 

literature may indicate the reason a Flux Agent shapes their career the way they do.  This is the 

why part of the research.  Boundarylessness may be the what, but motivation appears to be the 

why.  That is appealing, and is why Intrinsic Motivation is consequential to this investigation.  It 

personalizes the Flux Agent.  It gives the employee who breaks out of a traditional career mold a 

reason, and when we see a reason, we find understanding and compassion for their plight.  

Therefore, Intrinsic Motivation may be explanatory of a Flux Agent’s orientation, but more 

importantly, it humanizes them and encourages sharing this story. 

3.4.1.  Support in the Workplace 

The focus here is on the managers’ personal orientations towards employees.  Employees, 

like children, assimilate the context and perceptions of those around them, particularly the ones 

in authority.  Most workplace subject matter involves evaluation, performance measures, 

deadlines, and structure.  These attributes are deemed controlling and limiting.  A more 

interpersonal relationship provides opportunity for the employee to feel more supported and is 

linked to increases in creativity, conceptual learning, self-esteem, and general well-being.  

Additionally, the affect of the manager’s support of the employee’s autonomy seems to be the 

key factor in the success of the employee’s self-determination.  It is interesting that the feeling of 

independence is closely tied to the relationship of the pair. Further articles by Deci explore 

intrinsic versus extrinsic motivations as well.  In particular, Deci’s work with Vansteenkiste 

(Self-Determination Theory and Basic Need Satisfaction: Understanding Human Development in 

Positive Psychology, 2004) discusses how self-determination research influenced positive 

psychology and outlines how basic psychological needs must be met in order to begin fostering 

success.    

Grant, Berry, & Carolina (2011) relate intrinsic motivation and creativity in 

psychological activity.  This is important literature because Grant and Berry recognize that 
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creativity and motivation are necessary in a workplace that is dynamic and uncertain (chaotic).  

They examine motivation theories and the importance of the prosocial movement on them.  Key 

attributes of curiosity and useful novel idea formulation are discussed.  

3.4.2.  Motivation Through Learning 

Intrinsic motivation is crucial to enhancing learning, which widens experiences for the 

employee, allowing them to take risks, think wider, become more flexible, and solve problems.  

This persistence replicates itself and perpetuates self-determination.  Confidence builds and work 

is improved.  However it is noted that novelty and usefulness are not directly related.  An 

excellent review of intrinsic motivation and creativity is presented in a table format. 

The discussion about perspective taking is also interesting.  This implies that people are 

more persistent in achievement and creative when motivated by focusing on others.  There is a 

higher purpose than self-service.  This idea is examined by a look at prosocial motivation.  

Because of its multiple goals, employees can find motivation and creativity by focusing on some 

aspect of others.  This gives meaning to work and learning. 

Students to teachers and employees to managers are correlated (Jang, 2008).  Both 

students and employees are often faced with similar dilemmas:  motivation, increasing levels of 

workload, frequent transitions, and unknown environments with each move.  Interactions with 

teachers/managers can become impersonal and apathy is easy to fall into.  A Flux Agent 

(whether student or employee) would thrive amidst the chaos, and this study, while discussing 

engaging students, has relevance to employee motivation.  

Jang (2008) discusses self-determination theory and interest-enhancing strategies.  She 

relates the values that students place on tasks that they actively pursue and succeed at.  These are 

ones that are interesting, have future implications, are engaging to them, and meet personal goals 

and other important needs.  When they see value in something that no one else sees, they expend 

more effort and find success.  It would seem that students occasionally need help from teachers 

in seeing these values, but perhaps employees are mature enough to find them on their own.  She 

discusses the importance of the rationale to the students’ motivation. 

3.4.3.  Finding Purpose in Serving Others 

While not directly part of Self-Determination Theory, McFarlane's (2013) paper holds an 

alternative yet proximate viewpoint.  He proposes that faith and purpose provide the motivation 

for competence, relatedness, and autonomy (the factors of Self-Determination Theory) that 
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motivate people to become creative and successful in an entrepreneurial realm.  The discussion 

on entrepreneurism relates the founder’s vision of doing things differently (creatively) for the 

customer and proposes that it is the type of innovation needed in a dynamic global economy.  

There is purpose in finding new ways of doing things to serve others.  This is a spiritual and 

motivating anchor in an uncertain business world.  McFarlane notes that business is an extension 

of your being.  This relates to Flux Agents because these hyperactive employees are thriving in 

turbulent environments.  They flourish in like situations.  They are able to find flow where others 

cannot.  

Metaphysics is a philosophy what deals with the search for what is.  As a relativist, this is 

perfectly acceptable because the person will act based upon his/her version of what is- what 

he/she is conscious of and what he/she chooses to become will shape their outlook and actions.  

They will react within their belief system regardless of someone else’s ultimate truth.  An 

entrepreneur is familiar with alternate methods of traditional business and ultimately seeks 

solutions with new methods.  Therefore a deeper understanding of the self assists in clarity for 

these solutions.  McFarlane (2013) avows the best practices of decision-making, business 

practices, and the benefits of spirituality and how they can bring about success. 

3.4.4.  Interrelatedness as Motivation 

The Academy of Management Presidential Address illustrates the beauty of becoming 

ambicultural (Chen, 2014).  He passionately and succinctly explains and merges Eastern and 

Western cultural perspectives.  It is important and relevant work to this paper.  Chen’s masterful 

view of ambiculturalism as an “action orientation…continuous act of becoming, with emphasis 

on the process of learning and grown, rather than an arrive at or ideal state of being.”  This 

eloquent definition speaks to the true nature of the inherent growth tendencies of Self-

Determination Theory. 

Chen’s refusal to compare and contrast cultures in support of showing their 

interrelatedness and supportive competencies parallels his description of engaged scholarship, 

where business and academic lessons should be entwined, compatible, and brought together to 

reinforce practice and service.  He reflected on the 2011 conference theme of West Meets East:  

Enlightening, Balancing, Transcending.  These are ambitious goals for both business and 

academia, and are right to be studied together and expanded upon.  
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As business is becoming increasingly global and complex, engaged scholarship would be 

wise to focus on the benefits of ambicultural integration.  This is an excellent approach for Flux 

Agents:  everything is examined as a possibility, entrepreneurial tendencies support agility, wider 

thinking leads to creativity, and knowledge of self provides clarity and motivation.  Diversity is 

not only tolerated, but also needed, in order to grow and keep pace with global transformations- 

both in business and academia.  

3.5.  Mindset Theory 

And what of the type of person who embraces a boundaryless career and thrives in the 

midst of chaos?  They possess a certain inclination towards constant self-development and 

maturation.  The Mindset Theory is a classification of motivation and self-belief in one’s 

inherent abilities, intelligence, and capability.  Grounded in work by Dr. Carol Dweck of 

Stanford University, the Mindset Theory divides people into a Fixed Mindset or a Growth 

Mindset.  The literature that evolved from her work provides an excellent context with which to 

view a Flux Agent.  As we embark on this new categorization of Flux orientation, it becomes 

clear that Flux Agents enjoy challenges as a part of their growth, both personally and in their 

careers.  Growth provides opportunities to develop themselves, others, companies, and cultures.  

That is what a Flux Agent is doing when they act upon their pursuits.   

Examining this theory will be advantageous in researching Flux Agents because of the 

motivational factors expected to be found based upon the initial descriptions by Mr. Safian in the 

original editorials regarding Generation Flux in Fast Company magazine.  Becoming Generation 

Flux would be impossible without a Growth Mindset, or believing that unseen possibilities exist 

in the midst of chaos.  More substantial than belief-in-self or mere confidence, a Growth Mindset 

(or similar capability and effort-based approach) is absolutely necessary. 

Dweck’s theory is included in this research because her book Mindset was influential to 

me during a time of career transition.  I did not yet understand why some people thought talents 

were fixed while others challenged themselves with ongoing development.  Mindset was an 

enlightening social examination and most certainly influenced the pursuit of this investigation 

into Flux Agents.  It became obvious that no exploration of careers at an individual level could 

be complete without an examination of the mindsets of those who invest in and care about their 

careers.  The way in which one pursues their career is not unlike the way they approach 
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education or other skills they possess.  Therefore Mindset Theory is very important to the 

development of a psychographic analysis of Flux Agents.  

3.5.1.  Learning and Development 

The Mindset Theory, matured by Dweck’s literature, delineates a Fixed (or Entity) 

Mindset from a Growth (or Incremental) Mindset.  Yeager & Dweck (2012) say that those with a 

Fixed Mindset believe that intelligence (and therefore achievement potential) are inherently set 

and cannot be changed.  Those with a Growth Mindset believe that they can shape outcomes 

based on effort, work, learning, and other forms of development.  Likewise, a Flux Agent does 

not feel limited, expends excessive effort towards their endeavors, and seeks to constantly learn. 

Their paper describes how students deal with challenges academia and peer issues based 

on their Mindset.  Yeager and Dweck’s work primarily focuses on children and the school set, 

but the applicability to employees is obvious, and I venture to bridge this gap.  Here, students 

succeed or fail in social settings in relation to their feelings of their personal ability to affect the 

situation.  

Students with a Fixed Mindset may feel unintelligent, foolish, and victimized in their 

social settings.  This can lead to failure and negative behaviors.  Resiliency is diminished.  

Yeager and Dweck (2012) posit that an Incremental Mindset can be achieved.  If able to turn 

around a belief that there are limits, people will work harder, find small successes, and be 

encouraged to try again.  They learn new strategies for coping, beating challenges, and learning.  

These creative philosophies are in line with the theory of Generation Flux, who are exclusively 

of the Growth Mindset.  

It is important to frame the encouragement given to students (or employees).  They must 

be told that they are able to improve, that they are not set in any particular ability or condition.  

They must be praised for working hard, not for being smart.  They must be praised for effort, not 

achievement.  Similarly, a Flux Agent is the type of person to enjoy the challenge, not the 

achievement.  They likely believe that possibilities are endless, regardless of past capabilities. 

3.5.2.  Creativity and Presence Contribute to Growth 

Mucha's (2008) work supports a growth through a creative mindset theory called 

Aesthetic Intelligence.  She discusses an ideology of Presence, Authenticity, and Synthesis, 

which is how creative people, dancers in this study, exhibit the creativity necessary for 
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innovation and success.  In particular, the use of all five senses is important to setting the right 

mindset because the business world has become immune to full and open experiences. 

Mucha (2008) compares the business world to the art world.  The culture of the 

performing arts world involves collaboration, experimentation, professional passion, and 

energetic high performance.  These attributes are envied globally.  They enhance creative 

endeavors and are used among public relations people and customer service professionals, but 

could be more widely employed.  

Using Presence (the ability to engage the world and self while living fully in the 

moment), one can react immediately to changing situations and appreciates the variable nature of 

innovation as one strives to improve in each moment.  Responsiveness and flexibility require all 

of the senses and teaches heightened situational awareness.  Authenticity is like learning to walk 

a mile in another’s shoes.  Mucha (2008) specifies the difference between the overused term 

“authenticity” calling for a likability of someone and the purposeful meaning of making choices 

in line with one’s true intentions.  Admirably, she discusses the need to practice this trait.  She 

refers to chaos as “interruptions” that occur at frequent intervals and notes that authenticity 

prepares one to be so rehearsed and disciplined that the chaos yields vision about one’s role. 

Finally, Synthesizing is the act of merging seemingly unrelated exploits, using all of 

one’s senses, to create works of art, innovations, and solutions to complex issues.  The Aesthetic 

Intelligence viewpoint further discusses collaboration, organizational issues, engagement, and 

leadership. This alternative viewpoint is a helpful dialogue about the mindset of Flux Agents and 

their desire for constant growth through challenge and effort. 

3.5.3.  Adolescence and Growth 

Blackwell, Trzesniewski, & Dweck (2007) collaborated on research about theories of 

intelligence.  This study analyzes mathematical achievement of students at about the 7th grade 

level.  Blackwell notes, “The adolescent experiences rapid maturational changes, shifting societal 

demands, conflicting role demands, increasingly complex social relations, and new educational 

expectations (e.g., Montemayor, Adams, & Gullotta, 1990, Wigfield, Byrnes, & Eccles, 2006)”.  

In examining Flux Agents, this will be a helpful comparison to the chaotic environment 

encountered by entrepreneurs, businesspeople in rapidly evolving fields, and the fast-paced 

globalization situation that we find ourselves in. 
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Blackwell et al. (2007) grounds their article in the disruptive environment of adolescence, 

and then begins with the question of why certain people succeed and others have a more difficult 

time.  She notes that level of intelligence is not enough, in itself, to shape successful responses to 

complex issues.  Learning goals (measuring increase in ability) and performance goals 

(measuring current ability) may measure not only how much effort is extended in tackling tasks 

but may influence the success of that task.  Further, the framework of one’s mindset 

(incremental/Growth versus entity/Fixed) may shape the endeavors of that person for the long 

term.  

Over the two-year study, Blackwell et al. (2007) finds that students bolstered by an 

incremental mindset not only achieved higher grades in mathematics (a subject chosen for its 

perceived level of challenge) but that motivation is a significant factor.  Incremental orientation 

leads to positive motivational beliefs leading to increased grades.  Finally, she expresses that 

these mindsets may have the most pronounced effect during challenging or changing times- such 

as adolescence.  Or, in the case of Flux Agents, during chaos.  

3.5.4.  Entrepreneurs and Growth for Performance 

Kenney (2005) examines the psychographic nature of entrepreneurs, and focuses on those 

that are compelled towards ambition to change business and the routine environment.  This is an 

interesting paper because of the attempt to bridge the gap in entrepreneurial research and 

psychographic identification.  The attributes Kenney recognizes at entrepreneurial support the 

general mindset of Generation Flux, including motivation, experience, and edification.  

Using a Nominal Group Technique, Kenney’s research identifies four psychographics of 

entrepreneurs:  Exemplars (high earners), Generals (competent but refuse to give up control), 

Moms and Dads (entrepreneurial for lifestyle reasons), and Altruists (civic-minded).   

Exemplars are the entrepreneurial icons.  They form burgeoning companies with high 

societal impact.  Their mindset is visionary, self-aware, and intuitive.  Generals are extremely 

technically competent but their mindset of obsessing over details and perfection isolate them 

from larger growth or success.  They lack control of the future because of their inability to 

predict it.  Moms and Dads are of a nurturing mindset.  Their motivation is purely based on 

living a way of life that is balanced and interesting to them.  Finally, Altruists have a mindset 

that seeks to better the common good.  Their goals and motivation revolve around advancing 

society, impacting the lesser-served community, and charity work. 
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This literature will be of use in describing the management preferences of Flux Agents.  

Kenney (2005) describes this psychographic segmentation in a way that involves leadership and 

management issues over each of the four types of entrepreneur groups.  Since managing 

Generation Flux will involve a high level of understanding their motivations and outlook, 

reviewing these entrepreneurial segments will have applicability. 

Learned Optimism is a similar theory which holds the belief that optimism can be learned 

and that the more it is strengthened, it will embolden you to take action because you can and do 

control the outcome of your situations (Medlin & Green, 2008).  It discusses the chain of 

engagement leading to optimism leading to performance.  The higher one, the higher the others. 

While not attempting to address engagement as one of a Flux Agent’s characteristics, the 

article does correlate engagement and enthusiasm, which seems to relate to a Flux Agent.   

Likewise, the Flux Agent has an outgoing and intense belief in positive outcomes (optimism).  It 

has already been discussed that a Flux Agent thrives in times of chaos, making the third attribute 

of this article, performance, important to this research.  

Medlin and Green (2008) examine goal setting as an important challenge for managers.  

The inclination that Flux Agents are adaptable and revolutionary in their creativity and focus 

means that they will need to be managed differently than traditional workplace employees.  

Goals are important; therefore managers will be challenged.  These are not traditional 

performers- in my experience they are broad thinkers, eager to be challenged, and enjoy 

exceeding goals, usually with an element of surprise. 

3.5.5.  Growth in Everyday Life 

We see examples in everyday life and in pop culture of the importance of a Growth 

Mindset to Flux Agents.  Athletes believe success is as much mental as it is physical, and that 

physical breakthroughs are solely due to mental stamina and the belief that an achievement is 

possible.  The Little Engine That Could, a famous children’s story, teaches work ethic and 

positive belief are necessary for success, and that nothing is impossible if you believe it to be 

true.  This story, and similar ones, have been used in religious sermons and has won educational 

accolades.  The Secret, a book by Rhonda Byrne, uses the Law of Attraction and positive thought 

to achieve what it is you want in life, whether that’s personal, professional, physical, or spiritual.  

It includes affirmations and goals for dream manifestation.  Lean In, a women’s movement 

started by Sheryl Sandberg, is ushering in the second phase of the Women’s Movement.  Sheryl 
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Sandberg’s manifesto “Lean In” discusses women in the workplace and the importance of taking 

a seat at the table.  The anchor of gender equality in the workplace rests with the innate belief for 

women that they can and do deserve parity, but that it’s lacking due not only to discrimination 

but to lack of confidence and an unwillingness to ask for what they want.  MindUP (The Goldie 

Hawn Foundation) and other positive psychology educational initiatives 

(http://www.psychologytoday.com/blog/positive-psychology-in-the-classroom) are being used to 

leverage approaches that use well-being, cognitive evaluation theories, and collaborative 

environments to educate children.  Results seem positive but criticism remains.  Initially, it 

seems as if it works better in small settings, high teacher-to-student ratios, or in settings where 

there is support for this system (ironically, if you believe it works, it works- the nature of 

positive psychology).  The practice of positive psychology is now being used in the fields of 

medicine, military to civilian reintegration, education, and a host of self-help literature. 

Dweck (2006) discusses women in math and science as a backdrop for “talent” vs. 

constant and focused work.  Many people, as articulated by the students of various ages in math 

classes, who were told or believe that intelligence is a gift, crumble when faced with difficult and 

challenging material.  Without the first success, they feel and act as if they are not up to the task 

and by virtue of subsequent little effort, do poorly.  Those who believe that success and 

intelligence come to those who are persistent succeed in the end.  The difference is not in ability, 

when given a common starting ground, but in how one faces challenges, perceives an ability to 

succeed, and deals with adversity.  A background of belief that overcoming obstacles proves the 

difference in weathering failures and complications.  It’s key to view learning and intelligence as 

something attainable and able to develop, not as aptitudes innate from birth.  Gifts cannot be 

improved upon, but a framework of ability to acquire new skills provides an avenue to success. 

Later, Dweck (2012) looks at groups of people and how they view themselves and others 

after predisposition to belief that identity, beliefs, and actions are malleable or innate in order to 

analyze change in the Middle East.  If one is taught that people have the capacity to change their 

beliefs and behaviors, whether or not they actually do change, then they approach people with a 

more open mind, a calm demeanor, and a willingness to engage in a progressive dialogue.  This 

proved true over diverse fields of study, from cultural negotiations to diversity relationships.  It 

also holds true for ourselves:  if we believe that we do have the capacity to reconstitute our 

willpower, then we are more likely to exercise greater restraint in the face of temptation.  We 
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have more discipline.  Adults who previously believed that they couldn’t learn new things based 

on their age and experience, when shown research on brain plasticity and cognitive adaptation at 

all age levels, became believers in ability to grown and learn.  This proved true in similar 

situations for adapting personality traits, behavior modification, willingness to negotiate with 

other groups, and level of comfort in diverse situations.  

Dweck (2008) also researches whether personalities can be changed.  This is important to 

growth.  She proposes that a person’s belief patterns and history of experiences manifest their 

actions in the situations they experience in life.  These a priori convictions are the central part of 

a person’s personality and should be considered more fully when examining the person’s 

activities.  Moreover, one’s beliefs shape not only their behavior but also their impression of 

themselves, others, and the world around them.  Action and reaction come from there though 

organization stemming from life experiences and self-motivation.  Additionally, beliefs can be 

changed, but personality traits are relatively fixed.  Therefore to adapt someone to a situation, it 

is more advantageous to focus on what they believe in (which can usually be defined concisely) 

rather than their personality (which may be a broad generalization).  One’s self-theory (fixed or 

growth) determines whether their performance can be increased and establishes how they 

function in life.  People can be taught or coached into an entity self-theory through introduction 

to cognitive growth, brain malleability, and descriptions of how hard work improving 

intelligence.  Later, they become adaptive learners and enjoy the challenges necessary for 

improved performance.  Studies of twins, infant/parent relationships, and adult relationship 

acceptance expectation studies were conducted to describe resiliency, self-acceptance, 

engagement, and psychological growth.  Ultimately, when you change beliefs, you change a 

person’s personality.   

3.6.  Chaos and Adaptation in the Business Landscape 

Now that we have discussed the careers of the Flux Agents- the ever-evolving knowledge 

building and boundaryless work of polymathic artisans- attention should be given to the 

environment in which Flux Agents work.  Chaos is a field of study in physical sciences 

explaining the variance that evolves with minor disruption to the original state.  Tiny changes 

can have great effects when they are magnified.  Even the smallest disruptions can cause 

volatility in complex systems (Levy, 1994).  Chaos theory illustrates how easily divergence can 

happen.  Imbalances are magnified and change is expected.  Likewise, in business literature, 
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chaos is becoming a prevalent descriptor of markets, economies, and organizational systems.  

Employment and lifestyle trends are no exception.  

The literature in this field is sporadic, yet there are interesting concepts to discuss as 

researchers bring the field of chaos into sociological management studies.  Chaos describes non-

linear phenomena rather than disorder. It is disruption, not mayhem, and it is not necessarily 

negative.  The term “chaos” is traditionally used academically in mathematical fields or socially 

in description of pandemonium.  It is a means to describe complex adaptive systems.  Levy 

(1994) describes how the transition from physical sciences (especially air current flow, turbulent 

flow of fluids, and the like) as used by Lorenz and Ford, was adapted to mathematics and 

gradually to social sciences.  

Chaos is a relatively new science, and is still used primarily in analysis in the fields of 

physical sciences.  The concept is used from time to time in the social sciences, particularly in 

business systems, but is not widely accepted as a useful tool other than conceptually.  It makes 

for great anecdotes, but has yet to be applied usefully for managers.  This is particularly 

interesting because of my background in atmospheric sciences and aviation.  Flow patterns of air 

currents, weather systems, the fluids surrounding mechanical components, and even ocean states 

have always been crucially important to my work, and indeed, the safety of my career as a pilot.  

Yet the other part of my career involves managing people, and I have found that chaos theory is 

even more applicable when dealing with human beings.  Machinery is fairly predictable.  

Weather systems- less so, yet there is still a sense of prediction and patterns that account for most 

of the atmosphere in which I am exposed.  Yet people are the ultimate chaotic system in that they 

most not only react to each other but to the business environment as well.  That makes Levy’s 

(and others’) analyses of chaos theory and strategy, business, and response so important, and 

why chaos adaptation is a major focus of the exploration of Flux Agents.  

3.6.1.  Chaos as a Catalyst 

In this paper, chaos is set forth as an impetus for personnel identification, management, 

and categorization.  This examination will focus on chaotic environments and their necessity in 

propelling innovative and actionable revolutions within the business domain.  I am mostly 

concerned with the type of employee who thrives in a chaotic business environment.  That is, the 

person who manifests her/his greatest assets particularly when enabled by a disruptive 

environment, who excels when others get mired in “managing change” or “protecting the status 
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quo”, who needs the disruption to innovate, who feeds off of and needs the chaos to create the 

transformation that will be the pace of the future.  They are the ones who enable evolutions, not 

prevent them.  To them, chaos is a spark, an opportunity that others either do not see or see but 

fear.  They don’t seek to contain the reverberations but ride them and employ them to create a 

new environment where new things are possible. 

Bogdan, Morar, & Gelmereanu (2013) explain how even the smallest change in Xi (the 

planning process at time i) creates reactions that affect all other planning items.  Because the 

business environment is in constant flux due to adjustments based on information, the end state 

will vary greatly with time.  Their work actually proposes a mathematical model for chaos in the 

roles of management and social systems.  As a scientist by trade and a perpetual student, this is 

particularly exciting.  As a businessperson, I thought Bogdan et al. succinctly bridged the gap of 

academia to management with their clear explanations of mathematical models of chaos in 

planning processes to the butterfly effect of colloquial social lore.  

Chaos should be used as a means to see the future.  But it doesn’t matter what you see if 

you don’t take action.  According to Stacey, (1996), foresight is only possible if the systems with 

which we interact are deterministic and compose deterministic outcomes.  In other words, chaos 

precludes clear vision of definitive aftermath.  It is only an indicator of change.  It inspires 

change in actors, whether wanted or not.  It is impossible to predict exact future outcomes, but a 

Flux Agent can use the disruption to shape the environment so it’s hospitable for whatever the 

outcome is.  Prediction only works for small numbers of changes or options, and only in highly 

repetitive environments and with a small number of networks.  When new variables are 

introduced into the system, Stacey believes foresight is not possible.  Further, he says that we 

value foresight because it gives us an illusion of control over outcomes and our destiny.  

3.6.2.  Obstacles as Opportunities in Business 

Linear business models are typical.  There are various stages of planning and evaluation 

over the course of commerce and careers.  To most employees and executives, the focus is on 

change management or loss prevention.  Companies use training departments to focus the 

employees on current work methods that will enhance the business goals in place.  Divergence is 

not appreciated despite the growing call for diversity.  While employee physical and cultural 

diversity is sought, diversity of thought is not.  Innovation of processes is appreciated as long as 
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it doesn’t cost too much, take too much time, or unbalance current practices.  What is needed for 

revolutionary enterprise is the chaos that divergent thinkers have.  

Flux Agents bring a host of experiences to their workplace.  They are predisposed to use 

their lifelong earned knowledge and developmental attributes in every action they take.  Tools 

that they have been given by way of the arts, sports, music, various cultural experiences, and 

exposure to alternative thought processes play key roles in their ability to reshape their 

environment.  In the workplace, Flux Agents knowingly or unknowingly use these previous 

associations to help them solve problems and seek solutions.  They see obstacles as 

opportunities.  They actively look for change, are eager to learn alternative methods, and view 

iterative change as a pathway for tomorrow’s better methods.  

In this mindset, Flux Agents are more than change agents.  The chaos inherent in the 

business environment (whether through technology, competitive advantage, or global forces) 

enables Flux Agents to adapt to ever evolving environments, as well as adapt the environment.  

During each phase of change, learning is done.  The chaos enables learning.  The Flux Agent is 

educated.  And that new information is integrated into their mindset. 

Stacey (1996) says that “Given the possibility of foresight whether we are ‘in control’ or 

not therefore depends upon how competent and how well behaved we are and these again are 

matters within our control.”  A Flux Agent’s greatest asset is the ability to learn new things.  She 

or he has an innate enjoyment of learning and has ease of adaptation.  A Flux Agent not only 

shapes their destiny, but the destiny of the organization as well.  They should be of the most 

respected employees and managers should strive to support and utilize these individuals for their 

most progressive projects.  Managers should endeavor to instill Flux qualities in all of their 

employees.  Change management is a narrow viewpoint.  Change identification, change 

embracement, change acceptance and change creation would be more potent, particularly in a 

workplace with many Flux Agents who would thrive with such opportunity to learn and adapt.  

Management processes are susceptible to subtle changes along the path.  There is a very 

sensitive dependence on initial conditions and great unpredictability in the long run.  Hapenciuc 

& Burciu (2014) look at corporate business and economic cycles and the use of knowledge 

management in making strategy.  They integrate global events, the macroeconomics of corporate 

business, and knowledge dynamics to show that within the chaos, innovation, network building, 

and intellectual capital, when used interdependently, give power to those managing global 
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business.  War, recession, financial regulations are cyclical.  The more complex part of this is the 

people that are involved in such events and how they react.   

3.6.3.  Adaptation 

Flux Agents are highly adaptive.  This is can be seen clearly in various versions of 

military training.  Their leadership development programs focus not only on complexity of 

global situations but on multiple leadership competencies as well (Mensch & Rahschulte, 2008).  

Military trainees are taught skills in critical thinking, adaptive relationships, complex 

environments, options, on-the-go skills development, cognitive conformation, and perseverance, 

among other factors.  Later, these skills continue to be developed for autonomous learning and 

ongoing leadership studies.  The agents who master these skills become highly adaptive in 

various situations.  Although they may never become comfortable with chaos, they gain a clarity 

of future outcomes and they can see options where others cannot.  

This adaptability trait is the opposite of the studies of “Resistance to Change” (Powell & 

Posner, 1978).  Individuals with fears of things unknown, threatening, or changing have a high 

resistance to change.  They feel alienated when organizations and situations have variables or 

inconsistencies.  Their weakness stems from not only their resistance but from their sense of self-

worth.  They do not feel comfortable expressing divergent opinions or breaching the norms.  

Lack of information and ambiguity threaten the environment (Mason, 2006) and can cause stress.  

The people of Generation Flux, as discussed in Fast Company, do not express any resistance to 

change.  Indeed, they embrace change and creativity when advantageous, yet appreciate 

traditional hierarchy where appropriate (Safian, 2012a).  They are adaptive to chaotic situations- 

they are not making change for change’s sake.  

The global social, economic, education, and therefore management systems are unstable. 

There is constant growth due to natural population increases, climate phenomenon, and the 

explosion of technology.  All of these factors provide compulsory reasons for management 

systems to change, constantly.  In a world of evolution, how do we expect management systems 

and techniques to remain the same?  As academics, scientists, and practitioners continue to 

examine these issues, the emphasis usually seems to be on understanding, management, or 

change management.  Far too little focus is put on adaptation.  Flux Agents are those actors who 

see adaptation as a natural reaction to change.  They are the ones who realize that stagnancy is 

imaginary and remaining constant is dangerous.  Unvarying systems that fail to adapt will perish.  
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3.6.4.  Evolving Environments 

Bogdan et al. (2013) present a mathematical model of chaos in the business environment.  

By way of examining subtle changes in initial planning stages of any project, it is possible to see 

how extraordinarily different results could take place.  Depending on the time at which change is 

introduced into a project, various outcomes could result.  These results may diverge significantly 

when disruption occurs early in the project.  Likewise, priority of tasks, information gained, or 

other disruptive criteria shape project outcome.  Each step of the process, indeed as every second 

in time goes by, variables of diminutive nature impose disproportionate results.   

In an evolving environment (and every business environment is constantly evolving, slow 

as that evolution may appear), we seek stability.  As managers we want to, and are paid to, 

control outcomes.  This makes chaos the enemy.  Our value as employees is in our ability to 

solve problems.  Our value is in our ability to create value.  Chaos is disruptive to this.  It clouds 

foresight.  This is where the Flux Agent has an advantage.  She or he doesn’t need to see the 

future because they are able to adapt themselves and the systems / environment to new methods 

that are hospitable to the evolution and pace of change.  Their value is in their dynamism.  

According to Stacey (1996), “in a complex adaptive system, agents interact in a manner 

that constitutes learning.”  This is why it is so hard to change the culture of a company.  Agents 

(employers, managers, business groups, slogans, clients, hierarchy, tools) are all set up to evolve 

in the manner previously propagated and are resistant to change.  This is where we often hear 

“that’s not how we do it” or “it doesn’t work that way here” or “don’t try to change things too 

quickly”.  The agents have learned to interact in a certain manner and it propagates throughout.  

Flux is discouraged.  Learning a new way to do something is unaccepted in stoic and stagnant 

environments. 

Unfortunately, and realistically, systems are evolving anyway.  Every agent interaction 

creates a small change, and a typical employee tries to resist change when they recognize it.  The 

manager shouldn’t try to control the process but should inspire the end goals of the company.  

Diversity of thought is extremely important.  Cooperation of agents enables foresight and enables 

learning or creation.  Flux Agents will have the skills necessary to cope, and managers would be 

wise to employ their abilities- that is, the ability of adaptation. 

Explicit knowledge (experience) and tacit knowledge (studies) also constantly change.  

How an actor uses knowledge to act on economic strategies creates various innovations that 
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affect the cycle/environment/outcome shows her or his flexibility.  Flux Agents exhibit these 

characteristics.  General Stanley McChrystal discusses the Army’s hierarchal structure of a 

leader with two to seven subordinates, who each have two to seven subordinates, and so on 

(Safian, 2012a). Yet Al Qaeda did not structure nor operate under traditional military 

organizations.  So Gen McChrystal and the US Army adapted.  They created the networks 

necessary to share intelligence quickly.  They used variations in unit organization and reporting 

levels.  And they adapted the entire communications structure.  It was disruptive and effective.  

Gen McChrystal was looking into the future.  He and his team used the chaos as an opportunity 

to evolve. 

Typically or initially, actors use “uninspired” actions to deal with chaos- they don’t 

innovate or solve the problem, they just ride the wave.  Success depends on having 

communication (information) and action by all departments of the company.  Business chaos 

offers opportunities as well as threats, and Flux Agents can capitalize on them.  Economy is the 

sum of the actors, and economic crisis affects innovative activity.  Therefore the firms that 

adequately adapt are the ones that build networks for knowledge acquisition and support 

research, development, and innovation.  The innovation types are DUI (doing, using, interacting) 

and STI (science, tech, innovation).  Success factors include the firm’s knowledge management 

strategy, the firm’s situation at the beginning of the crisis, the strategy of the entrants, the 

attitude, and the relationships the firm develops (Hapenciuc & Burciu, 2014).  Flux Agents 

should look for opportunities within the chaos and realize that knowledge management is 

advantageous here.  They can enhance the DUI ad STI in anticipation of chaos, thereby 

promoting widespread knowledge in the organization.  Jared Leto, actor/musician/tech 

investor/entrepreneur, says, “I don’t compartmentalize.  Whatever you’re doing, you should be 

passionate about.  If you’re not, then say no.”  He calls himself a “multi-hyphenate whatever” 

and pursues doing, using, and interacting around the clock via multiple venues.  To him, work is 

not a job but a system of life’s work.  When chaos happens, it’s an opportunity to adapt and 

make the future happen (Safian, 2014).  In conclusion, the world is rapidly and constantly 

changing.  Some employees become more dynamic than the potential chaos.   

3.7.  Personality Traits 

Psychographic typology has been a topic of concern for psychologists and other 

behaviorists for nearly one hundred years.  It became popularized with Carl Jung’s work in 
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striving to identify unique dichotomous characteristics with which to categorize people.  From 

his work evolved the popular Myers-Briggs Type Indicator (MBTI) and the Neuroticism-

Extraversion-Openness Indicator (NEO-I) (which has since had many modifications) and others 

(R R McCrae & Costa, 1989).  These studies and resulting inventories were based on 

observations of people’s unique characteristics that differentiated them from others.  Differences 

in types are based upon not only temperament and development, but also from experience 

(Caspi, Roberts, & Shiner, 2005) and therefore a very applicable discussion about the traits of 

Flux Agents is in order.   

Including personality studies in the examination of Flux Agents was not part of the 

original concept for this research.  However, after some time was spent with the other literature, 

it became apparent that something was missing in the characterization of Flux Agents.  To 

properly analyze how some unique employees shape their careers, why they are motivated to 

work on what they do, what their mindset leads them to accomplish, and how they adapt to 

various situations, we must contemplate some more intimate and individual aspects of the 

person.  Everyone is different, and we cannot escape our individual traits that compel our 

behaviors and shape our actions.   

What I found in the literature was an engaging look at habits, behaviors, and attributes.  

There are numerous studies on personality, and psychologists have tightened the models over the 

years.  Differences appear depending on what key words are used to search for recent studies.  It 

was tempting to explore some more progressive models or uncommon characterizations, but it 

seemed better to stay with the larger body of work on general and non-clinical personality 

descriptors.  The Big Five personality traits were examined for this study, and the research 

attempted to remain in line with exploring the traits in regards to their affect on careers and 

career mindsets. 

3.7.1.  Selection of Flux Agent Personality Traits 

The structure of personality types varies from study to study.  However, it is widely 

accepted that the Five Factor Model (otherwise known as OCEAN, FFM, The Big Five, etc. and 

is the previously referred to NEO-I and subsequent updates) is the best analysis of varying 

individual personality traits (Caspi et al., 2005).  Forgoing a lengthy discussion about all five 

traits, I submit that the two characteristics of concern are those of Extraversion and Openness.  

These are the ones that are most descriptive of a Flux Agent.  Flux Agents must be open-minded.  
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Fast Company magazine says “to flourish requires a new kind of openness” and quoted Charles 

Darwin in referring to natural selection:  “It is not the strongest of the species that survives; nor 

the most intelligent that survives.  It is the one that is most adaptable to change (Safian, 2012b).”  

Generation Flux is described as having kinetic energy, tenacity, and situationally exploitative.  

They make connections that enhance their life’s work and find ways to work with the people and 

environment in order to pursue their ambitions.  Hence the focus on Extraversion and Openness 

to experience as the elevated traits of Flux Agents. 

In developing the Big Five personality traits model, Costa and McCrae discuss the 

complexity of typecasting and personality analysis (Costa & McCrae, 1995).  Discrete behaviors 

and reactions are important not only in delineating personality traits, but in analyzing Flux 

Agents.  As people develop their personality characteristics, their levels of Extraversion remain 

fairly stable, but Openness may fluctuate (Srivastava, John, Gosling, & Potter, 2003).  Yet by 

adulthood these base tendencies are usually set and are enhanced as individuals experience 

various social situations, life events, and personal or professional experiences.  The differences 

in our personalities are due to our formative years- both how we were raised and the experiences 

that we had.  Therefore, it is important to realize the links between the nature of a child and their 

adult temperament and personality (Caspi et al., 2005).  Both our convictions and our 

experiences shape our personality.  They shape our beliefs and temperament.  Personality is a 

combination of those things that taught us how to act or react and how to perceive others and 

ourselves (Dweck, 2008).  Personality is the set of traits that define our particular personal 

characteristics.  The interactions we have with others, our upbringing, and the experiences we 

have contribute to our unique personality and how our minds think.  The growth mindset is a 

reflection of our Openness, and Extraversion influences the amount and type of experiences we 

have.  

3.7.2.  Personality and Business Performance 

Various other interesting renditions on personality traits are also prevalent throughout the 

literature.  “Growth need strength” is a creativity concept that shapes creativity, especially as it 

relates to change and innovation (Shalley, Gilson, & Blum, 2009).  It describes Openness to New 

Experiences in business.  This impetus for creative performance and the ideation for the 

employee’s ability to shape their work experience based on their intrinsic motivation and 

cognitive style stems from the employee’s desire to constantly acquire new knowledge and skills.  
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Their performance and job interaction is directly related to the experiences and learning 

development that they manifest at work- their extraversion and openness.  This “growth need 

strength” construct is a deep psychological need.  It defines their orientation towards creative and 

cognitive performance.  These employees strive to get more out of work- it means more to them 

if they are learning, creating, and improving.   

Flux Agents manifest this type of innovative and creative behavior, motivation to learn 

new skills, and yearning for a sufficient amount of complexity in their work so that the 

experiences there are fulfilling.  Indeed, if management seeks to improve innovation and 

creativity in employee performance and organizational behavior, it has been shown that 

psychological capital is an imperative (Jafri, 2012).  Psychological capital is the amount of self-

efficacy, optimism, hope, and resiliency that an individual exhibits in their behavior.  These 

components contribute to a feeling of perseverance and drive to seek knowledge, experience, and 

innovation.  A Flux Agent does not see barriers but opportunities for creativity in carrying out 

their work.  Because they are constantly learning, challenges are just new opportunities for 

innovation, acquiring new skills, and a new experience to be gained.  This is growth to them. 

When creativity is investigated, experiences are also discussed.  The two go hand-in-

hand, as creativity yields new experiences, and experience contributes new pathways to 

creativity.  The personalities of people who enjoy this environment exhibit the central tendency 

of the Openness trait.  Openness also implies an inclination to see things from multiple 

viewpoints (Gute, Gute, Nakamura, & Csikszentmihályi, 2008; Kobe & Goller, 2009).  A global 

view facilitates creative outputs.  “Since the raw experiences one has are to a degree unique, and 

there are individual differences in the manner in which individuals assimilate and express their 

experiences, a worldview is expected to develop a characteristic structure, and the creator’s 

outputs are different expressions of that structure (Gabora et al., 2012).”  Job performance can be 

linked directly to one’s creativity and innovation- a trait of people who have the trait of 

Openness (Judge & Zapata, 2014).  This creative vitality is positively correlated with Openness 

and includes the ability to develop original ideas, solve problems through alternative reasoning, 

and outperform in difficult operations.     

3.7.3.  Personality and Creativity Contributing to Flux Agency 

In examining imagination and its impact on creativity, it’s interesting to see how certain 

personality and psychological traits are critical for fostering both soft skills and technical jobs 
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(Liang, Chang, & Hsu, 2013).  Openness was the most influential of the traits, and is highly 

dependent on intrinsic motivation.  Our cognitive responses are manifested by certain personality 

traits, and can assist in acquisition of related skills in the arts and sciences.  Liang also found that 

Extraversion moderated intrinsic motivation on imagination.  The higher the Extraversion, the 

more their motivation (Liang & Chang, 2014).  Both Openness and Extraversion are linked by 

the willingness of a person to experience new people and places and put themselves out into the 

unknown.  Whether they are driven by curiosity or the joy of surrounding themselves with an 

expectation of pleasant people and experiences, people who are Flux would exhibit Openness 

and Extraversion.  This contributes to their model of innovation and boundarylessness in their 

careers or lives.  They can imagine future situations and therefore work through solutions 

differently than non-Flux Agents.  

 Openness is an orientation towards fantasy, aesthetics, feelings, actions, ideas, and 

values (McCrae & Sutin, 2009), thus the ties with imagination.  Open people are intellectually 

curious about the arts and other perceptive experiences.  They will pursue their ideas and are 

expressive, verbal, and tend to seek out like-minded people.  They also adapt well to various 

situations and are tolerant of a wide range of differing personality traits among colleagues.   

Extraversion has typically been recognized as a trait of effective leaders (A. Grant, Gino, 

& Hofmann, 2011).  Extraverted people seek status and are assertive and outgoing.  This may or 

may not be advantageous based on the situation and the personality traits of the other group 

members.  For a Flux Agent, this Extraversion is the difference between possessing motivation 

and acting upon it.  Extraverted people speak up for themselves and thereby gain momentum in 

their actions.  When advances are to be gained in social situations or for large endeavors, 

Extraverts have an advantage (Judge & Zapata, 2014).  Indeed, in managing the training of 

others, measuring the performance of the organization, or teaching skills applicable to job tasks, 

it would be imperative to train or evaluate based upon the best possible setting for skill and 

knowledge acquisition.  A measure of a person’s Extraversion should be considered in talent 

development areas.  Flux Agents would do better in settings where they can truly assert 

themselves, work with people in open social settings, and communicate in a manner that is 

impactful to them.          

Particularly in academic settings, Extraversion has a significant impact on academic 

motivation (De Feyter, Caers, Vigna, & Berings, 2012).  Flux Agents have earnest intrinsic 
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motivation towards their life’s work, and the personality trait of Extraversion encourages them 

even more to act upon their growth mindset and seek new challenges or develop their skills.  

This Extraversion gives them enthusiasm and stimulation.  With these multiple sources of 

inspiration, a Flux Agent will continue to stretch their abilities by learning, leading, and various 

complex task actions.  Extraverts are self-confident and enjoy authority and competition 

(Alkahtani, 2011).  This has an effect not only on their leadership style, but also their learning 

style.  Extraverts want to step out and try, whether in business, skills acquisition, or adopting 

new technology.  They are motivated because they see the chance to excel.  They lead change, 

which implies background knowledge of the chaos and the future vision of a better solution.  

There is a motivation to learn, as well as to lead.  Managing Extraverts at their level of 

motivation inspires them to accomplish or attempt diverse affairs.       

4.  Research Methodology  

4.1.  Research Question 

As stated previously, the central focus of this paper is to identify whether a unique 

psychographic classification of business mindsets exists.  Therefore the following Research 

Question is examined:  Can Flux Agency be measured by a combination of specific traits?  If 

so, what does the trait map of a self-identified Flux Agent look like?  Is it different than 

that of people who do not identify with a Flux mindset? 

4.2.  Research Strategy and Design  

Based upon the supposition of the characteristics of Flux Agents (Boundaryless Career 

Attitude, Intrinsic Motivation, Growth Mindset, Chaos Adaptation, Extraversion, Openness to 

New Experiences), it is possible to make lists of examples and chart each potential Flux Agent.  

This paper explores the level of Flux in people with protean career attitudes and certain 

personality traits via a multi-subject survey.  This may provide a baseline or scoring goal for 

Flux Agents and therefore a rational or numerical method of identification.  From the media and 

literature analysis, along with ongoing discussion with academics and businesspeople alike, it is 

abducted that Flux Agents possess certain characteristics.  For this initial study on Flux Agents, 

these characteristics are tested in a survey method, but future research lends itself to more 

extensive quantitative and qualitative analysis.  
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The survey opens with a description of Flux Agents from the original Fast Company 

article, followed by a short additional statement intended to clarify the definition of a Flux 

Agent, then survey instructions: 

“This survey is intended to analyze the business mindset of Flux Agents. 

  

Fast Company magazine proposed a group of people called Generation Flux. They 

state:   

     "This is less a demographic designation than a psychographic one: What defines 

GenFlux is a mind-set that embraces instability, that tolerates—and even enjoys—

recalibrating careers, business models, and assumptions. Not everyone will join 

Generation Flux, but to be successful, businesses and individuals will have to work at it. 

This is no simple task. The vast bulk of our institutions—educational, corporate, 

political—are not built for flux. Few traditional career tactics train us for an era where 

the most important skill is the ability to acquire new skills." Further, “the pace of change 

in our economy and our culture is accelerating—fueled by global adoption of social, 

mobile, and other new technologies—and our visibility about the future is declining.” 

(Fast Company Magazine, 2012) 

  

A Flux Agent is a leader who has a boundaryless career and psychographic traits based 

on these assumptions about business. Not everyone agrees with or identifies with these 

characteristics or this business environment. 

 

    Select your agreement or disagreement with each statement by selecting your answer 

on the scale below. Some of the questions refer to your career. Your career is your 

collective body of work- the various aspects of your profession, your career as a whole, 

and all of your business pursuits, whether paid or unpaid. 

  

Anyone may take this survey, whether you believe you are a Flux Agent or not. 

There are 67 questions plus demographic questions about you. The survey should take 

approximately 15 minutes to complete. This survey is anonymous and your email is 

requested only to differentiate users. Your personal information will not be used without 
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your consent. Please do not take this survey more than once. Thank you for your 

participation.” 

 

Emphasis was put on the statement about the fact that the questions are referring to their 

career, and that anyone may take the survey.  There was plentiful consideration given to 

desirability bias in the framing of the introduction and the naming of the scale.  Because of my 

enthusiasm for the topic, I was careful to stay true to the quote from Fast Company and to state 

that not everyone agrees with or identifies with these characteristics.  It is hoped that neutralizing 

the topic in this manner would indicate that this is just a measurement of orientation, and that 

neither agreement nor disagreement is wrong.  Additionally, the scale reads “Disagreement” on 

the left (first or front part of the scale) and “Agreement” on the right (back or last part of the 

scale).  This was intentional so that as English readers read left to right, they would see the word 

“Disagreement” first and therefore not receive undue bias towards agreement.  As the literature 

is mixed in whether inventories read “Disagreement” on the left side or “Agreement” on the left 

side of the scale, I took the liberty to choose the former for the reasons stated.  

The first question of the survey is the dependent variable: 

“I identify as a Flux Agent.”  

This grounds the inquiry immediately by forcing the respondent to self-identify their 

level of Flux Agency from “Disagree” to “Agree” on a 5-point Likert scale.  It is important to 

note here that the 5-point scale is intentional and that this research does not intend to categorize 

Flux orientation in a binomial manner.  Unlike other categorizations, it is not believed that one is 

either Flux oriented or not Flux oriented.  Observations show that Flux Agents span a wide range 

of Flux orientation, and as is noted in some of the comments that respondents made on the 

survey (see Appendix H), people may have stages of their life where they are more Flux oriented 

than at other times.  This time-phased orientation of Flux would provide a rich investigation as a 

longitudinal study in future research. 

The characterization portion of the survey (see Attachment B) to examine Flux Agents 

was comprised of working inventories from the academic literature.  The survey is comprised of 

66 items on a 5-point Likert scale.  A 5-point Likert scale was chosen for consistency and 

standardization.  The original literature consisted of primarily 5-point scales.  Additionally, since 
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the survey is lengthy, experiments with visual design were made to ensure it would be appealing 

to the respondents.  The 5-point scale served both of those needs.   

The list of questions follows the order of our discussion and is as follows: 

• Boundaryless Careers Attitudes Scale (Briscoe, Hall, & Frautschy DeMuth, 

2006b)  

• Intrinsic Motivation section of the Work Preference Inventory Items and Scale 

Placement (Amabile, Hill, Hennessey, & Tighe, 1994)  

• Test Your Mindset (Dweck, 2010) from Dr. Dewck’s Mindset website 

• The Tolerance for Ambiguity Scale (Herman, Stevens, Bird, Mendenhall, & 

Oddou, 2010) 

• Ten-Item Personality Inventory-(TIPI) (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann Jr., 2003) 

These inventories were selected based on their discussion of traits that a Flux Agent 

would possess, their well-rounded investigation into the applicable attributes, and the interesting 

considerations taken by the respective authors.  The survey was also designed with an intent to 

hold an ensuing discussion regarding the contribution that individuals with Flux characteristics 

make to society and the value that they provide for business.  Therefore, one open-ended, 

noncompulsory question was asked: 

“Do you have any thoughts about being a Flux Agent or how your career and life's work 

are Flux? What specific traits provide the best expression of a Flux mindset? Please provide any 

additional comments below.” 

Finally, demographic information including year of birth, gender, time at the company, 

time in specific area of work, income, and nationality were asked with an intention to do 

comparisons within the data.  

4.3.  Selecting the Sample 

Initially I thought that I would pursue a method to contact people whom I thought were 

Flux:  the people highlighted in Fast Company’s articles about Generation Flux, the celebrities 

who run lifestyle brands, and other people (regardless of fame) who espouse a boundaryless, 

entrepreneurial, Millennial lifestyle filled with the traits previously discussed about Flux 

Agency.  I intended to do open-ended exploratory ethnographies of supposed Flux Agents.  

However, in developing the survey, I realized how important it is to gather responses from 

people who believe that they are Flux as well as from people who believe that they are not Flux.  
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Additionally, I firmly believe that I would miss a population of Flux Agents that I am not aware 

of, don’t have access to, or won’t have time to fully interview.  As this concept of Flux Agency 

is new to academics and business, I want to maintain a level of consistency and scope sufficient 

to analyze the concept yet manageable enough to observe within the constraints of my own 

business, academic, professional, and personal life.  It was therefore decided, after much review 

of qualitative methods, that this initial study would best be run as a quantitative survey open to 

the public.  

In this examination, candidates are asked to volunteer for a self-assessment interview 

about their Flux traits.  Candidates are comprised of interested people.  I did not restrict access to 

the survey- in fact I welcomed diverse respondents.  Again, Flux Agency is a reflexive concept 

that I am exploring with a thorough review of the aforementioned theories and concepts.    

 During this research, I compiled a list of Flux Agents that I used for personal use and 

orientation.  It is a running list of people, whether celebrity, public businessperson, network 

connection, or personal friend, and as a working list, is not included in this paper.  It is used to 

help identify common characteristics and work life considerations.  These Flux Agents were 

selected based upon a cursory understanding of their mindset, motivation, and experiences.  All 

appear to be Growth-minded, as they seek to learn new things, derive growth from effort and 

education, and make an effort to mature their personality and temperament over time (Dweck, 

2012).  All appear to live their lives both personally and professionally on multiple enterprises 

that satisfy their psychological needs of autonomy, competence, and relatedness thereby showing 

their innate intrinsic motivation for these enterprises (Deci & Ryan, 2001).  All appear to have 

had transformative experiences in their lives- things that have shaped how they work and have 

taught them to adapt to various, possibly difficult or extreme, conditions.  They have had various 

broadening opportunities and are adaptive because they spent time outside of their comfort zone 

(Hargrove & Sitkin, 2011).   

In the progression of my understanding of who a Flux Agent is, and after intensive 

research in both business and academic literature of complimentary concepts and theories, the 

analysis has shown that Flux Agent identification begins with the Boundaryless Career Attitude 

theory.  Interviewees (people who take the survey) are presented with a definition of Flux Agents 

from the business literature, and if they choose to complete the survey, they will then be screened 

via the first set of questions, which comprise the Boundaryless Career Attitude theories section 
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of the inventory.  This methodology will continue for the Intrinsic Motivation and Growth 

Mindset theories, the concept of chaos and adaptation, and finally the Big Five personality traits.  

The final questions of the survey comprised the demographics and open-ended portion and are 

used to discuss self-described characteristics of Flux Agents.  

The survey was open to the public; therefore the population is an unknown number.  Only 

the reach of my network limited it.  The feared constraint was the people who took this survey 

were the people who like taking surveys or who like me (or the people who shared this on my 

behalf).  I did not have a controlled population who took the survey because they were 

designated to, paid to, or interested in furthering scientific and business research.  I did not have 

famous people advocating for this research.  What I had was my network.   

4.4.  Launching the Survey 

When the survey (www.surveymonkey.com/r/fluxagents) was completed and reviewed, it 

was posted publically to multiple social media sites.  I posted it to my personal pages on 

Facebook, LinkedIn, Twitter, and Instagram.  Several friends and network connections shared 

the survey on my behalf because of these posts.  It was shared on the pages of the groups I 

belong to on these social media sites as well.  Additionally, I have developed a website, 

www.FluxAgents.com, where the survey lives on the home page and launches into the 

SurveyMonkey application directly into the Flux Agents Survey.  Finally, I sent personal emails 

to friends, network connections, and work colleagues to consider taking the survey.  Over 150 

responses were collected in the first two days.  In the first week, 373 responses were collected.  

After that, gathering new respondents was a slow process.  However, in two weeks 504 people 

completed the survey (n=504).   

Initially concerns were that that the survey would only get a minimal response because of 

the size of my network.  I also had concerns about who would take the survey.  The population 

might consist of only people who like taking surveys and people who like me.  The survey was 

meant to be confidential, although many people used a name.  I do not know most of the people 

that used a name versus an alias.  In total 14% of the respondents were from a non-US country, 

most were outside of my strong-ties network, and I did not recognize most of the 

names/emails/personal data on the surveys.  It is therefore assumed that the survey had a wide 

enough reach that it traveled well outside of my network and my weak ties were of great help in 

distribution of the questionnaire.  It can be assumed initially that the survey respondents were 
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sufficiently diverse and therefore would provide a wide range of data.  After 15 days and 504 

respondents, the survey was closed.     

5.  Data Collection 

5.1.  Data Processing  

Participants were asked to answer questions on a five-point Likert scale about their 

personal characteristics.  They were first presented with a definition of Flux Agents that was both 

mined from the original Fast Company magazine article, and then gently expanded upon by the 

researcher.  They were asked to self-identify their level of Flux Agency by selecting whether 

they disagreed, somewhat disagreed, neutral, somewhat agreed, or agreed that the definition 

applied to them.  This became their baseline number, or their Flux Agency self-identification.  

They were then asked questions about Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, 

Growth Mindset, Chaos Adaptation, and each of the Big Five personality traits (Extraversion, 

Openness to New Experiences, Agreeableness, Conscientiousness, and Emotional Stability).  

Finally, participants were asked for a name/alias, their location, their birth year, their level of 

income, their gender, and their nationality.  Subsequent analysis was possible because of these 

identifying characteristics, such as gender differences in Flux mindset, generational differences, 

nationality differences, and income differences.  

The survey was conducted using Survey Monkey.  Results were exported to Excel and 

categorized by subject mater.  Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, Growth 

Mindset, Chaos Adaptation, and the five individual Big Five personality traits were separated, 

and an average score for each subject was given to each participant.  Scores for reversed 

questions were reassigned as necessary (see Appendix B).  Participants were also tagged for their 

self-assigned Flux score and demographic information.  Analysis was completed using SPSS, 

XLSTAT, and various Excel features.   

5.2.  Numerical and Statistical Results  

 The goal here is to understand which defining characteristics and/or personality traits 

have an effect on the dependent variable (Flux Agency identification).  There are multiple ways 

to look at the data and some of them are discussed here.  

 Pivot tables were created to investigate the various characteristics, followed by 

descriptives, correlations, T-tests for various samples, histograms, and logistic regressions.  

Chart coding: 
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• BL:  Boundaryless Career Attitudes 

• IM:  Intrinsic Motivation 

• GM:  Growth Mindset 

• CA:  Chaos Adaptation 

• E:  Extraversion 

• O:  Openness to New Experiences 

• A:  Agreeableness 

• C:  Conscientiousness 

• ES:  Emotional Stability 

 

• Gender ID:   

o 1/ Female 

o 2/ Male 

 

• Income ID:  

o 1/ Less than $20,000 per year 

o 2/ $20,000 - $34,999 per year 

o 3/ $35,000 - $49,999 per year 

o 4/ $50,000 - $64,999 per year 

o 5/ $65,000 - $79,999 per year 

o 6/ $80,000 - $99,999 per year 

o 7/ $100,000 - $149,999 per year 

o 8/ $150,000 - $200,000 per year, 

o 9/ Over $200,000 per year 

 

• Nationality ID:  

o 1/ US 

o 0/ Non-US 

 

• Generation ID:   

o 1/ Millennial (1980-1998*) 
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o 2/ Generation X (1947-1979) 

o 3/ Baby Boomer (1946-1964) 

o 4/ Silver Generation (1934*-1963) 

 

*The survey respondents were born between 1934-1998.  There was at 

least one respondent born in each year between 1934-1998.  People born 

in 1998 are 18 years old at the time of this study, and the decision was 

made not to survey anyone younger than this because they may not have 

formed any opinions, attitudes, or orientations regarding careers.  The 

survey was open to people born before 1934, however no respondents 

emerged.  

• Flux Self-ID: 

o 1/ Disagree 

o 2/ Somewhat Disagree 

o 3/ Neutral 

o 4/ Somewhat Agree 

o 5/ Agree 

 

• The confidence interval for this study is 95%. 

• Histograms showed normal or approximately normal distributions for all measures with 

the exception of gender and nationality, which only had binomial answers available.  
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Figure 3:  Correlation Matrix   

 

 

 

The same chart is repeated twice here, with the bottom one presented in a green/red heat 

map to assist in visualizing the positive and negative correlations between the variables.  The 

character and personality traits are positively correlated, while the demographic traits are 

generally uncorrelated.  The strongest correlations are BL and IM (.610), IM and O (.573), BL 

and CA (.540), and CA and IM (.503). Gender, Income, Nationality, and Generation are not 

strongly correlated to any of the character/personality traits.  

This correlation matrix is very interesting because of the relationship that we finally 

begin to see emerge from this empirical testing.  The academic literature on Boundaryless Career 

Attitudes shows a psychological and physical inclination to movement, and that people with this 

disposition are willing to reshape their careers in accordance with their beliefs, experiences, 

motivations, and desires.  It is understandable that BL and IM are strongly correlated.  Flux 

Agents are predisposed to shift mindsets and locations based upon what motivates them.  Their 

desires drive their career posture, and when they are strongly impelled, they will be unlimited by 

traditional workplace boundaries.   

Boundarylessness is also correlated to Chaos Adaptation.  Reasonably, those who fare 

best in changing and chaotic situations are able to adapt well because they feel unbounded in 

their careers.  A Boundaryless Career Attitude gives one the liberty to explore all options, future 

possibilities, and unlikely scenarios.  Adaptation and acclimation are achievable.  The 
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boundarylessness may actually give Flux Agents mental and emotional permission to change and 

create an environment where shifting situations provide opportunities.   

Chaos Adaptation and Intrinsic Motivation’s correlation shows that adaptation and 

motivation are closely related.  What a Flux Agent is personally stimulated to do, she or he will 

find a way to do it.  Transformation is only possible when one finds the desire deep within 

oneself.  In a career that truly embodies one’s life’s work, adaptation is necessary; and the thing 

that will enable change is the thing that gives one purpose.  It is unique for every individual.  But 

it is closely related to how well we will transform ourselves when the environment changes.  

Intrinsic Motivation is also closely correlated to Openness.  People who have the 

personality trait of Openness to New Experience are curious about the things that are interesting 

to them and explore their personal interests deeply.  Openness was the most influential of the 

traits, and is highly dependent on intrinsic motivation, as was shown in the literature.   

What is emerging with this examination of trait correlations is a picture of Flux Agency 

that indicates a personal shaping of one’s career based upon a unique identity.  Unlike a 

traditional careerist, a Flux Agent is a representative of a new and distinguished orientation of a 

person who does not see a limit to their life’s work based on job boundaries, outside pressures, 

evolving business environments, or unfamiliar positions.  A Flux Agent combines several traits 

to blend their personal desires, interests, abilities, and curiosities with their skills and experiences 

and build themselves into someone who can adapt and evolve with work that is motivating to 

them, regardless of how circumstances change.  They make their careers their own.  Their 

careers are their life’s work because they pursue various interests as they expand their abilities 

and skills.  It’s nontraditional and unique to the individual.  
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Figure 3:  Descriptive Statistics  
 

  
BL IM GM CA E A C ES 

N                        
Valide 

504 504 504 504 504 504 504 504 

Manquante 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Moyenne 3,9608 4,0257 3,8841 3,5736 3,2986 3,9405 4,2817 3,9266 
Ecart-type ,72095 ,45513 ,81726 ,56775 1,24990 ,81939 ,76840 ,93611 
Asymétrie -,986 -,685 -,634 -,142 -,181 -,524 -1,080 -,819 
Erreur std. 
d'asymétrie 

,109 ,109 ,109 ,109 ,109 ,109 ,109 ,109 

Aplatissement 1,079 1,316 ,249 -,014 -1,233 -,404 ,676 ,097 
Erreur std. 
d'aplatissement 

,217 ,217 ,217 ,217 ,217 ,217 ,217 ,217 

Minimum 1,00 1,57 1,00 1,75 1,00 1,50 1,00 1,00 
Maximum 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 5,00 

 
  

O Year of birth Gender Income Nationality 
N                        
Valide 

504 502 502 443 504 

Manquante 0 2 2 61 0 
Moyenne 4,1518 1970,21 1,44 6,09 1,14 
Ecart-type ,72466 11,641 ,497 2,367 ,344 
Asymétrie -,721 -,052 ,250 -,550 2,119 
Erreur std. 
d'asymétrie 

,109 ,109 ,109 ,116 ,109 

Aplatissement ,156 -,308 -1,945 -,724 2,500 
Erreur std. 
d'aplatissement 

,217 ,218 ,218 ,231 ,217 

Minimum 1,00 1934 1 1 1 
Maximum 5,00 1998 2 9 2 

 

The distribution of responses is shown in the descriptive statistics (see Appendix C).  All 

respondents (n = 504) are shown with no missing values.  Survey responses were reported on a 

Likert scale of 1 through 5, with “1” indicating “Disagree” and “5” indicating “Agree”.  Median 

values (“moyenne”) are shown for each characterization/trait tested and the means are all above 

3.2, with E showing the lowest score of 3.2986 and C showing the highest score at 4.2817 on a 

score of 1.00 as a minimum and 5.00 as a maximum.  This is interesting because the survey is 

asking people about themselves, and none of the characterizations/traits are particularly negative.  

Because this investigation is about career mindsets and personal orientations, it makes sense that 

people would rate themselves on a higher end of the scale than lower, even if they don’t identify 
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with a trait.  It is possible that they might see the traits as situationally dependent or neutral 

rather than negative or low.   

 All of the characterizations/traits (BL, IM, GM, CA, E, A, C, ES, and O) showed slight 

left skewness (“asymétrie”) with most entries less than the absolute value of 1 (C was the 

exception at -1.080).  This makes sense with higher means, and still indicates a symmetrical 

distribution.  Meanwhile, kurtosis (“aplatissement”) was positive and highest for BL (1.079) and 

IM (1.316), negative and highest for E (-1.233), and closer to zero for the other variables, 

indicating more data in the tails and a relatively few outliers in the distribution, yet still 

indicating a relatively symmetrical distribution.  Therefore, distributions appeared fairly normal 

except for C, which showed a step climb (see Appendix C).   

The difficulty in analyzing the personality traits lies in the limitation of the survey 

instrument used.  The inventory used a two-question method for each trait, limiting the variation 

of answers among survey respondents.  It is possible that the questions were not adequately 

representative of the personality trait or were misinterpreted and out of context for the 

respondents.  Future researchers may consider using alternative personality inventories.   

 It is not possible to have normal distributions for the demographic questions about gender 

and nationality.  Only two possible answers were available:  male/female and US/non-US.  

Therefore these two categories show the summary of answers available.   

 While survey questions for attributes were mandatory, the demographic data was 

optional.  Most respondents answered all questions and there were very few “prefer not to 

answer” selections.  Of the 504 respondents, 56% were female and 44% were male.  It was 

encouraging to see such an even split.  Other demographics disclosed that 86% of the 

respondents were US citizens, while 14% indicated other nationalities.  In all, 32 countries were 

represented, but not with enough representation to make individual assessments.  Therefore, 

nationality was categorized as “US” or “non-US” in this study.  The survey was open to anyone, 

so age data is interesting in this survey.  Respondents were born in the years 1934 through 1998, 

with at least one respondent for each year inclusive.  The survey was cut off at the year 1998 

because people born that year would be 18 years old at the time of this survey, and it was this 

researcher’s decision that anyone younger than this would probably not have formed an opinion 

about careers or acquired enough skills and experience in the workplace to contribute to this 

study.  Finally, income was measured in nine separate increments from “less than $20,000 per 
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year” to “over $200,000 per year”.  Forty-seven percent of survey respondents reported making 

less than $100,000 per year and 53% reported making over $100,000 per year.   

 In all, the demographic data shows that the survey respondents provide an excellent mix 

of people to inquire about career mindsets and to introduce Flux Agency to.  The sample is large 

(n=504) and this provides confidence for examining further analysis.  
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Figure 5:  Reliability Analysis 

 
Attribute Chronbach Alpha Number of Elements 

BL .897 13 
IM .775 15 
GM .944 16 
CA .762 12 
E .836 2 
O .450 2 
A .439 2 
C .594 2 
ES .718 2 

 
 An SPSS reliability analysis was run to test the internal consistency of the survey 

questions for each variable (see Appendix D).  Most Chronbach Alpha showed a good fit of the 

question to the measurement of the variable.  However, the personality measure was completed 

using the Two-Item Personality Inventory (TIPI), and the coefficients for A and O were less than 

desired, at .439 and .450 respectively.  One of the two items asked for Agreeableness was “I see 

myself as critical, quarrelsome.”  It is not likely that many people would identify with this 

description, even if they would otherwise test low on the Agreeableness scale.  This question has 

negative connotations and it is not surprising that it doesn’t correlate well.  For Openness, 

questions asked whether the respondent saw themselves as open to new experiences and 

complex, or conventional and uncreative.  These particular adjectives may not mix well together 

or be seen as synonyms within the grouping.  Confusion or misunderstanding may have altered 

respondents’ answers.  It would be prudent in future research to use a different test with more 

items, or select questions that are better correlated to those two particular traits.   

 Overall, the best correlations were for GM (with a Cronbach alpha of .944) and BL (with 

a Cronbach alpha of .897), followed by E (with a Cronbach alpha of .836).  These questions had 

high internal consistency and give importance to the other results of the research.   
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Figure 6:  T-Test for Nationality 

 Significance 

I identify as a Flux Agent. .000 

BL .225 

IM .917 

GM .081 

CA .457 

E .028 

O .176 

A .771 

C .896 

ES .350 
 

 T-Tests for nationality (1 = US, 2 = Non-US) show that on average, non-US respondents 

self-reported that they were more Flux oriented than US respondents and the difference is 

statistically significant (see Appendix E).  This is interesting because traditionally the United 

States is thought of as having a highly diverse workforce and a gig economy, particularly after 

the economic recession of 2008 and the export of manufacturing jobs over the past half-century, 

although it’s still reported that the US is still a more traditional job force than most other 

countries (Fox, 2015).  However, this phenomenon was not part of the Flux Agent research but 

only a benchmarking demographic question as part of the survey. In this study, respondents from 

34 countries answered the survey, although the great majority (86%) was from the United States.  

Not enough data was collected from any one particular country (except the United States) or 

region to do a comprehensive analysis of Flux orientation by nationality or region.  

 Individual attribute statistics did not support the self-reported Flux identity, with the 

exception of E, which showed a significance of .028.  Future research on nationality and Flux 

orientation could be rich.   
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Figure 7:  T-Test for Gender 

 Significance 

I identify as a Flux Agent. .796 

BL .289 

IM .851 

GM .579 

CA .634 

E .239 

O .237 

A .530 

C .997 

ES .001 
 

 T-Tests for gender (1 = female, 2 = male) show that on average, females identify more as 

Flux Agents than males, although the difference is not significant (see Appendix F).  Each of the 

attributes (BL, IM, GM, CA, E, O, A, C, and ES) were tested and none were shown to have 

significant differences between men and women with the exception of ES, which showed a .001 

level of significance.  Of the 504 respondents, 282 (56%) were female, and 222 (44%) were 

male.  It is fortunate to have such an even split and to see that no gender bias exists for the 

context of this exploration.  Gender diversity appears to be even for Flux orientation.  
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Figure 8:  Regression Analysis 

Modèle 

Coefficients non standardisés   

t Sig. A  Erreur standard Bêta 

1 (Constante) -8,804 9,680   -,910  ,364  
  Year of 

birth 
,004  ,005  ,032  ,727  ,468  

  Gender:  1: 
Female, 2: 
Male 

-,019  ,118  -,007  -,161  ,872  

  Income:   
1: <20,000; 
2: 20,000-
34,999;  
3: 35,000-
49,999;  
4: 50,000-
64,999;  
5: 65,000-
79,999;  
6: 80,000-
99,999;  
7: 100,000-
149,999;  
8: 150,000-
200,000; 
9: >200,000 

-,031  ,026  -,058  -1,214 ,226  

  Nationality: 
1: US;  
2: Non-US 

,129  ,151  ,033  ,854  ,394  

  BL ,743  ,092  ,427  8,051 ,000  

  IM ,398  ,150  ,142  2,644 ,008  
  GM ,153  ,068  ,098  2,257 ,024  
  CA -,140  ,113  -,062  -1,240 ,216  
  E ,043  ,043  ,042  ,996  ,320  
  O ,115  ,085  ,066  1,345 ,179  
Coefficients:  Variable dépendante:  I identify as a Flux Agent. 

 

Numerous regression analyses were run in order to ascertain the relationships among the 

variables (see Appendix G).  The dependent variable, “I identify as a Flux Agent”, was tested 

against the various characteristics/traits.  Throughout the testing, the demographic information of 

gender, nationality, income, and age were included and shown as not significant based on the 

attributes addressed to survey Flux orientation.  This is important because it articulates that Flux 

Agency self-identification occurs across demographic boundaries and is not limited to any one 

group of people.  We can rule out any inference that these demographics would influence or 
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indicate Flux orientation.  People can judge for themselves whether they identify as Flux and not 

fear societal labeling or assumptions based on their gender, nationality, age, or income.  The 

dependent variables speak for themselves and the demographics do not provide a significant 

contribution to the differences in Flux identification for this study, with the exception of the 

previously mentioned T-Test for nationality.   

The first regression shown examines the six characteristics/traits hypothesized to be the 

central features of a Flux Agent.  However, only BL (.000), IM (.008), and GM (.024) were 

shown to be significant.  Since CA was a characteristic not shown to be significant, the 

regression was run again without CA to see if the personality traits of O and E would show up to 

be significant.  They were not; BL, IM, and GM (in that order) still showed high significance, 

this time at levels of .000, .014, and .036 respectively.  It seemed odd that none of the personality 

traits were significant at this point because of the eminent influence that personality has on our 

identification and action with our career choices.  Therefore a regression was run to test only the 

personality traits with the Flux self-identification.  When tested alone, O and E are significantly 

related to Flux Agency, and show higher results than the other personality traits.  At this level, O 

and E appeared very significant, at levels of .000 and .008 respectively, as was expected.  They 

may be the dominant personality traits, but when mixed with the other characteristics as shown, 

they show as lesser but still significant qualities.   

 This generates a discussion about the influence of the characteristics and traits on Flux 

orientation.  It is revealed how strongly Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, and 

a Growth Mindset manifest in a Flux Agent.  The inquiry shows that these attributes are the 

predominant determinants of Flux Agency, and in that order.  However, personality traits are the 

psychological embodiment of one’s psyche.  Personality traits and beliefs are intertwined and 

shape how we react, how we express ourselves, and how we view our experiences (Dweck, 

2008).  The way we see ourselves shapes our behavior and perceptions, therefore arguably our 

psychographics.  Personality traits are what makes a person individual and are an important part 

of this study.  To complete the characterization and categorization of Flux, personality must be 

included.  Openness to New Experiences and Extraversion are indeed noteworthy and substantial 

descriptors of Flux Agents.  Were personality traits alone examined in this study, Openness and 

Extraversion would be the answer to this debate.  However, this exploration reviewed a number 

of features believed to contribute to Flux orientation because this exploration set out to discuss 
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psychographics and the person as a whole.  It turns out that the characteristics of Boundaryless 

Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, and Growth Mindset are so strong that they mask the 

personality traits of Openness and Extraversion, which would otherwise be highly significant.  

Future research should examine the cause of this.  Perhaps attitude, motivation, and mindset are 

forces so powerful that they can override an individual’s innate personality when career 

decisions are at stake.  Perhaps Flux orientation is more about “doing” than “being”.  As this 

study is intended only to set a foundation for a new categorization and set the stage for future 

career classification exploration, it is still this researcher’s stance that Boundarylessness, 

Intrinsic Motivation, Growth Mindset, Openness, and Extraversion are important components to 

Flux Agency.  

 The non-significance of Chaos Adaptation (.216) is surprising in this analysis.  After 

another review of the literature, it is realized that adaptation is a skill more so than a 

characterization.  Perhaps Chaos Adaptation is an output of Flux Agency and not an antecedent.  

Flux Agents may become adaptable as a result of the paths that their careers take and the 

environment in which their careers manifest.  As Flux Agents continue to build their skills and 

enjoy challenges as part of the learning process, they may grow in adaptation as a result.  What 

was initially thought to be a characterization of Flux Agents during the initial media and 

literature review may turn out to be a result of being Flux.  Perhaps Chaos Adaptation belongs 

with other subjects like Leadership and Success.  These may be a posteriori elements of Flux 

Agency rather than a priori elements.  Further research is needed in order to be certain.    

 The regression therefore shows the attributes most significant to Flux Agent self-

identification are Boundaryless Career Attitudes (.000), Intrinsic Motivation (.008), and Growth 

Mindset (.024).  These attributes were expected, and it makes sense that a person’s 

psychographic profile would be highly influential in their identification with the new 

categorization of Flux Agency.  The attributes are positively correlated to Flux Agency and 

provide the dominant characterization of the new typology.  This is not to say that the personality 

traits should be ignored.  It is shown that when tested alone, the personality traits of Openness to 

New Experience (.000) and Extraversion (.008) are highly significant to Flux Agent self-

identification.  People with these types of personalities are more likely to consider themselves 

Flux and may therefore manifest the main three attributes of Boundaryless Career Attitude, 
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Intrinsic Motivation, and Growth Mindset more often or stronger than people with other 

dominant personality traits.  

 Flux Agency was suggested to include six attributes (BL, IM, GM, CA, E, O).  After the 

statistical analysis, it is shown that three main attributes and two underlying personality traits 

more adequately comprise a Flux orientation.  Although the proposed model has changed 

slightly, there is justification for a new categorization of modern businesspeople based on 

attributes that test at significant levels.  Appendix A shows a pictorial representation of Flux 

Agent composition.  
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Figure 9:  Flux Agent Self-ID by Characteristics/Traits Pivot Table 

 

 Flux self-identification is shown here as 0 (Disagree), 1 (Somewhat Disagree), 3 

(Somewhat Agree), and 4 (Agree) on a 5-point Likert scale.  The middle choice, 3 (Neutral) was 

omitted for ease of showing those who lesser identified as Flux Agents versus those who more 

identified as Flux Agents.  For each of the six hypothesized characteristics/traits of BL, IM, GM, 

CA, E, and O, those who lesser identified as Flux Agents (red and orange) tested lower than 

those who more identified as Flux Agents (blue and green).  BL and O showed the highest results 

for Flux Agents.  For the personality traits of A, C, and ES, results were mixed, showing that 

these traits are not powerfully indicative of Flux Agency self-identification.  

 The purpose of this figure is to visually display the differences in average scores of 

characteristics/traits (the dependent variables as labeled on the X-axis) by the respondents’ self-

identification with Flux Agency.  From a reflexive viewpoint, it is clearly demonstrated here that 

those who thought themselves less Flux answered questions aligned with the hypothesized Flux 

variables.  Even Chaos Adaptation is represented in this way, lending weight again to the 

argument that further investigation is needed into this attribute.  Chaos Adaptation did not 

manifest significance in the regression analysis, but it does align non-statistically with the raw 

answers given by the respondents in line with Flux self-identification.  

 Agreeableness, Contentiousness, and Emotional Stability were not hypothesized to 

contribute to Flux Agency, but were included in the survey questions to ensure an inclusive view 
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of Flux categorization.  This pilot table reveals that responses were mixed among those who self-

identified lower or higher as Flux Agents.  Without a clear pattern here, it would seem that 

further comprehensive testing would be warranted.  However, these results are in line with the 

previous statistical analyses so for now, this review of those attributes is adequate and no further 

investigation will take place because the table supports the previous statistics.  
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Figure 10:  Females by Males Pivot Table 

 

 Flux self-identification is shown on the X-axis on a 1-5 scale (1 = Disagree, 2 = 

Somewhat Disagree, 3 = Neutral, 4 = Somewhat Agree, 5 = Agree) as the average score of the 

tests for the six hypothesized attributes of Flux (BL, IM, GM, CA, E, and O) as a percentage for 

females and males.  The more one self-identified as Flux, the higher they scored in testing for the 

six aforementioned parameters.  Although this table shows that females tested higher than males 

in every category, the results were not statistically significant, as reported previously.  It is 

interesting to note, however, that females consistently tested as more Flux the more they self-

identified as Flux than males did.  Again, the results were not at a significant level.   

This table is included because the question arises frequently about the differences 

between men and women.  Future research should include gender as part of the study because as 

Flux Agency understanding becomes more refined, results may change.  The study shows overall 

that there is a real difference in many of the variables in combination, and the categorization of 

Flux has been created.  Highlighting this characterization publically will bring awareness to this 

new career mindset and as Flux orientation is better understood, perhaps the next group of 

respondents will answer the survey questions with a more in-depth comprehension of 

themselves.      
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Figure 11:  Flux Self-ID by Generation Pivot Table 

 

 The average Flux self identification score for each generation is shown on the Y-axis.  

The X-axis shows the generations (1 = Millennial, 2 = Generation X, 3 = Baby Boomer, 4 = 

Silver Generation).  Although age of the respondent was not statistically significant in this study, 

it is interesting that Millennials and the Silver Generation self-identify as more Flux oriented 

than Generation X and Baby Boomers.  It may be possible that in the early and late stages of 

career thinking people are more liberal and/or ambitious and that in the middle stages they 

pursue careers in singularity, but this was not part of the Flux Agents research represented here. 

Future studies should investigate this further.   

Similar to the reasons the Females by Males Pilot Table was included for reference, this 

Generation Pivot Table is included out of mere interest.  It is often asked whether age has 

anything to do with Flux orientation, and it is often assumed that Millennials would be highly 

Flux.  This is an interesting question and future testing may prove it to be so.  However, in this 

study, there was no statistical significance to support that assumption.   

5.3. Partial Qualitative Data Analysis 

 Of the 504 responses collected, 165 people made some sort of comment in the optional 

field that asked:  “Do you have any thoughts about being a Flux Agent or how your career and 

life's work are Flux? What specific traits provide the best expression of a Flux mindset? Please 

provide any additional comments below.”  One hundred and fifty of those answers contained a 

descriptor, opinion, or thought that was worthy of consideration.  Answers that were not deemed 

worthy of consideration were ones like “No.” or “Not really.”  A list of survey comments is 

listed in Appendix H.  
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 The survey comments were then imported into the application NVIVO for analysis.  

Comments were then coded for word groups that mirrored the definition or spirit of the six 

primary Flux Agent characteristics/traits (Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, 

Growth Mindset, Chaos Adaptation, Extraversion, and Openness to New Experiences) as well as 

whether the comment was describing things that were central to or contrary to the Flux Agent 

characteristics/traits.  It is believed at this time that the comments provided are not sufficient for 

a proper qualitative analysis, although the investigation is interesting so it warrants a short 

discussion here.  Future research would be required for a comprehensive qualitative inquiry.   

 The top seven words used by survey respondents in open comments were:  flux, change, 

working, new, career, agent, and job.  These words were each found over 30 times in the 152 

comments shared.  A list of words that appeared over 10 times throughout the comments is listed 

in Appendix I.  

 Just using a cursory investigation of NVIVO’s correlation matrices allows visualization 

of other interesting trends from the coding of the comments.  In the following figures, it is 

intriguing to see that respondents with higher incomes and higher levels of Flux made more 

comments (Figure 12).  US citizens made more comments about Chaos Adaptation and non-US 

respondents made more comments about Openness (Figure 13).  Millennials made more 

comments about Chaos Adaptation, Generation X made more comments about 

Boundarylessness, Baby Boomers made more comments about Chaos Adaptation and Openness, 

and the Silver Generation made more comments about Growth Mindset (Figure 14).  People with 

higher levels of Flux Agency made more comments in general, and the specific numbers of 

comments are shown in the chart.  Those who reported a Flux level of 0 (Disagree) made more 

comments to the opposite of what a Flux Agent is than were in line with Flux Agency (Figure 

15).  Females made more comments about Openness and males made more comments about 

Boundarylessness (Figure 16).  Finally, properties per properties were observed.  The highest 

frequency of comments occurred with a mix of Openness and other characteristics/traits (Figure 

17).   

 In Figures 12 and 15, Flux Levels are self-identified respondent answers to how well they 

identified as a Flux Agent.  Flux Level 1 is “Disagree,” Flux Level 2 is “Somewhat Disagree,” 

Flux Level 3 is “Neutral,” Flux Level 4 is “Somewhat Agree,” and Flux Level 5 is “Agree.”  
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Figure 12:  NVIVO Flux by Income 
 INCOME 

= Less 
than 
$20,000 
per year 

INCOME 
= $20,000 
- $34,999 
per year 

INCOME 
= $35,000 
- $49,999 
per year 

INCOME 
= $50,000 
- $64,999 
per year 

INCOME 
= $65,000 
- $79,999 
per year 

INCOME 
= $80,000 
- $99,999 
per year 

INCOME 
= 
$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year 

INCOME 
= 
$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year 

INCOME 
= Over 
$200,000 
per year 

FLUX 
LEVEL 
= 1 

1 1 3 1 0 1 4 3 3 

FLUX 
LEVEL 
= 2 

1 0 3 1 2 1 3 4 1 

FLUX 
LEVEL 
= 3 

0 0 2 2 3 3 1 5 3 

FLUX 
LEVEL 
= 4 

0 2 2 3 2 9 15 4 17 

FLUX 
LEVEL 
= 5 

1 2 3 5 4 4 9 3 11 

 

 Those respondents that made comments and provided income data are shown in the chart 

NVIVO Flux by Income.  The heat map shows that respondents were more likely to provide 

comments about their opinions of Flux Agency if they self-identified as a Flux Agent.  Further, 

the higher the income of the respondent, the more likely they were to share their opinion via the 

comments.  This information is intriguing and suggests further study is warranted regarding how 

lower income people and higher income people may view Flux Agency differently, whether 

income affects Flux orientation, whether Flux orientation affects income, or whether people 

identify their capabilities, boundaries, motivation, mindset, environment, and personality traits in 

line with an orientation of Flux characteristics.  Does Flux increase with income?  Does income 

increase with Flux?  Further, what industries are highly rated Flux Agents working in?  Are they 

self-employed or do they work for someone else?  These issues would be served well with 

additional exploration via survey as well as personal interviews.   

 The numbers in the body of the chart represent individual comments.  The numbers in the 

blue highlighted areas comprise 40% of the comments made. 

At this point, there is not enough data to do a comprehensive qualitative analysis.  

NVIVO and this figure were used to indicate trends and open discussions for potential avenues 

of future research regarding Flux Agents.  
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Figure 13:  NVIVO Properties by Nationality 

 US Non-US 
1 : Boundaryless 46 4 
2 : Intrinsic Motivation 24 4 
3 : Growth Mindset 43 3 
4 : Chaos Adaptation 52 6 
5 : Extraversion 24 5 
6 : Openness to New Experiences 49 7 

 

 Comments collected from US nationals discussed Chaos Adaptation more than any other 

topic, followed by Openness and Boundarylessness.  Non-US nationals commented more on 

Openness and Chaos Adaptation.  Based on the statistical data, Non-US people were more Flux 

oriented than US people, however, Boundarylessness was the most identifiable Flux Agent 

characteristic.  This would suggest that more comments would speak to Boundarylessness. 

The numbers in the body of the chart represent individual comments.  The numbers in the 

blue highlighted areas comprise 39% of the comments made (35% for US respondents and 4% 

for non-US respondents). 

At this point, there is not enough data to do a comprehensive qualitative analysis.  

NVIVO and this figure were used to indicate trends and open discussions for potential avenues 

of future research regarding Flux Agents.   
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Figure 14:  NVIVO Properties by Generation 

 Millennial Gen X Baby Boomer Silver Gen 
1 : Boundaryless 12 24 14 0 
2 : Chaos Adaptation 17 20 19 2 
3 : Extraversion 9 10 7 3 
4 : Growth Mindset 8 20 14 4 
5 : Intrinsic Motivation 7 7 12 2 
6 : Openness to New Experiences 16 18 19 3 

 

 Generationally, Generation X provided the most comments for the survey.  They were 

more likely to comment on Boundarylessness, while Baby Boomers, with the second most 

amount of comments, discussed both Chaos Adaptation and Openness.  Millennials discussed 

Chaos Adaptation, and the Silver Generation focused on Growth Mindset.   

 These sentiments are in line with major events that defined the generations.  Millennials 

have been discussed as having entered the workforce during transformative and difficult 

financial circumstances, both personally and globally.  Chaos surrounds them, as well as every 

media report about their career futures.  Generation X, the children of the Sixties and Seventies, 

were brought up unbounded by the traditional workforce norms and in the era of peace and love.  

Baby Boomers, children of World War II parents, worked during the changing workplace 

situation that Generation X was too young to appreciate, and are now in a time of their lives 

facing retirement and a vast opportunity of new life experiences that now shape their career 

mindsets.  The Silver Generation is in a period of life where learning is again a new adventure, as 

they have the collected wisdom of a long life and career as well as the time and inclination to 

grow and learn again.   

 Comment topics then would seem in line with one’s phase of life and outlook on their 

career given their environment and age group.   

The numbers in the body of the chart represent individual comments for the particular 

attribute.  One comment could comprise elements of multiple attributes.  For example, one 

respondent provided the following comment:  “I believe the best expression of a Flux mindset is 

the ability and desire to go outside of their particular area of stud/work focus and seek answers 

from a broad range of disciplines.  This often provides innovative solutions to complex 

problems, improving life and work for all.”  This comment was coded as relating to Chaos 

Adaptation, Boundaryless Career Attitude, and Growth Mindset.  Therefore it is represented in 
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all three rows of Figure 14.  The numbers in the blue highlighted areas comprise 55% of the 

comments made.  

 At this point, there is not enough data to do a comprehensive qualitative analysis on any 

of these issues.  The information presented here is for a cursory look only.  NVIVO and this 

figure were used to indicate trends and open discussions for potential avenues of future research 

regarding Flux Agents. 
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Figure 15:  NVIVO Properties by Flux Level 

 FLUX 
LEVEL = 1 

FLUX 
LEVEL = 2 

FLUX 
LEVEL = 3 

FLUX 
LEVEL = 4 

FLUX 
LEVEL = 5 

1 : in line 5 8 8 43 36 
2 : opposite 9 4 5 12 7 
      
3 : 
Boundaryless 

4 2 6 19 19 

4 : Intrinsic 
Motivation 

3 3 0 11 11 

5 : Growth 
Mindset 

2 5 2 20 17 

6 : Chaos 
Adaptation 

4 3 5 22 24 

7 : 
Extraversion 

1 2 4 9 13 

8 : Openness 
to New 
Experiences 

6 5 5 27 13 

 

This chart shows the overall coding of all comments by their Flux self-identification level 

and the attribute the comment was coded for.  Comments were also coded for whether they were 

in line or opposite of the definition of Flux Agency.  It is clear that some people misinterpreted 

the definition, or the definition was not clear to them, or they disagreed and suggested alternate 

comments regarding what a Flux Agent is or is not.  There were not enough comments opposite 

to the definition of Flux to warrant consideration to change the introductory definition based on 

this population alone.  Additionally, comments in opposition to the definition were not 

passionate or influential enough to alter any reported findings of this thesis.  

At this point, there is not enough data to do a comprehensive qualitative analysis.  

NVIVO and this figure were used to indicate trends and open discussions for potential avenues 

of future research regarding Flux Agents.   
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Figure 16:  NVIVO Properties by Gender 

 Female Male 
1 : Boundaryless 29 20 
2 : Intrinsic Motivation 18 10 
3 : Growth Mindset 31 15 
4 : Chaos Adaptation 39 19 
5 : Extraversion 21 8 
6 : Openness to New Experiences 42 13 

 

Comments made by men and women were coded and the number of comments made for 

each attribute by each gender is shown here.  The numbers in the blue highlighted areas comprise 

41% of the comments made (28% made by females and 13% by males).  While women 

commented more on attributes that applied to Openness to New Experiences, men commented 

more on Boundaryless Career Attitudes.  

At this point, there is not enough data to do a comprehensive qualitative analysis.  

NVIVO and this figure were used to indicate trends and open discussions for potential avenues 

of future research regarding Flux Agents.   
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Figure 17:  NVIVO Properties by Properties 

 BL IM GM CA E O 
BL 50 6 7 8 9 16 
IM 6 28 10 6 5 9 
GM 7 10 46 12 9 14 
CA 8 6 12 58 8 13 
E 9 5 9 8 29 10 
O 16 9 14 13 10 56 

 

Finally, comment-coding analysis was completed with a cross-reference of properties by 

properties.  This chart shows that comments that were coded with more than one attribute can be 

compared.  It is interesting that so many comments that were coded for Openness to New 

Experiences were also coded for other attributes as well.  This lends more weight to the 

argument that personality traits are acknowledged by the survey respondents as important or 

obvious, and that they should be included as part of the consideration of characterizing Flux 

Agents.  For this reason as well, personality traits should be included in future research regarding 

Flux Agency.  

At this point, there is not enough data to do a comprehensive qualitative analysis.  

NVIVO and this figure were used to indicate trends and open discussions for potential avenues 

of future research regarding Flux Agents. 
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5.4.  Flux Agent Analysis and Conclusions 

 Boundaryless Career Attitudes manifests as the most dominant characteristic of Flux 

Agents, followed by Intrinsic Motivation and Growth Mindset. This is an important point 

because the very definition of Boundarylessness is having a career path that transcends single job 

settings or traditional employment (Defillippi & Arthur, 1994).  Without this very specific 

identity, Flux Agency doesn’t mean anything.  Therefore, it is evident that Boundaryless Career 

Attitudes are the strongest marker and best predictor of Flux Agency.  However, the most 

comprehensive assessment is one that includes a wider range of variables in order to give merit 

to the whole picture of Flux orientation.  So it is necessary to include motivations and mindsets 

with attitudes, as was done in this study.   

 It was surprising that Chaos Adaptation did not test as a significant contributor to a self-

identification of Flux Agency.  Upon review, adaptation may be more of a skill that Flux Agents 

work to acquire or one that sharpens by way of acting in the manner that a Flux Agent does.  

Perhaps Chaos Adaptation is a result of being Flux.  Perhaps the test questions were not 

adequate.  It is possible that Flux Agents don’t view chaos as something that they must adapt to, 

but rather a normal evolving environment.  Further research should investigate whether this is an 

indicator or a byproduct of Flux Agency, or even related at all.  It was interesting, however, to 

note how many comments people made about Chaos Adaptation on the survey.  Also, 

Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, and Chaos Adaptation were all correlated 

above .5 with each other (see Figure 4).    

 Another consideration regarding Chaos Adaptation’s unexpected statistical insignificance 

is that little differentiation was given to the abstraction of chaos as an environment in which 

situations are constantly changing and adaptation as a skill that one gains when working in a 

chaotic environment.  The Fast Company articles made great note of the belief that Generation 

Flux thrives in chaos, so that field was taken into high consideration in this thesis.  The literature 

background was presented as more of a look into evolving environments and the management 

situations presented therein.  Future research will refine this dynamic more specifically and 

discuss whether the environment of chaos is a contributor to Flux Agency or whether the skill of 

adaptation is a key component worthy of study.  It is an unfortunate limitation of this study that 

the differentiation was not more clearly articulated and refined.  Perhaps it is a given that Flux 

Agents are those who work in chaotic environments, and therefore they don’t see themselves as 
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being highly adaptive because they believe it is the norm to work like that.  Perhaps, as 

mentioned, chaos adaptation is a skill that is honed deeply by Flux Agents and not an attribute of 

contribution to the orientation.  Regardless, it is interesting to see so many comments about 

Chaos Adaptation and discussion of the importance of the topic in Fast Company, and then to 

find that it’s not statistically significant in the regressions.  

 The personality traits are a valuable indicator of Flux Agency.  They can be seen more 

fully when investigated as their own family, however they are not strong enough alone to 

identify a Flux Agent, as Flux Agents have far too many other characteristics that drive their 

orientation and mindset.  Of the Big Five personality traits, Openness to New Experiences is the 

strongest Flux Agent trait, followed by Extraversion.  Flux Agents are adventuresome and bold 

in their life’s work, and this requires having a community of support, testing new ideas, and 

venturing into the unknown.  Open-mindedness is necessary (Safian, 2012b).  Traits of Openness 

and Extraversion are logically and statistically important markers of Flux Agency.    

 The results show that Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic Motivation, and Growth 

Mindset are strongly influential in Flux Agency.  They are so strong that they mask the 

personality traits of an individual.  When tested alone, Openness and Extraversion are indeed 

significant.  This finding will be interesting in further studies.  Based on these results, we can 

infer that attitude, motivation, and mindset are of more importance than one’s personality when 

considering career orientation and the new categorization of Flux Agency.  They are so 

important that one’s distinctive personal disposition becomes inconsequential.  Consequently, 

anyone of any personality combination could become more or less Flux depending on his or her 

attitude, motivation, and mindset.  Thence, Flux could change over time or in different life 

stages.  This matches many of the comments that people made about being Flux at one point but 

not right now, or vice versa.  This finding alone is of great importance and validates this 

researcher’s passion for the subject.   

 Personality should not be disregarded entirely in typecasting Flux orientation.  As shown 

in the analysis of personality traits alone, Openness to New Experiences and Extraversion are 

statistically significant.  They are also correlated to other attributes and prominent throughout the 

survey comments.  Those that see themselves as open and extraverted do self-identify higher in 

Flux.  People with these personality traits answer attitude, motivation, and mindset questions 
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with higher scores than others.  Therefore personality is an important part of a Flux Agent 

categorization, but statistically it is obscured by the other attributes.  

 The hypothesis is based on a relativistic premise:  that one identifies with Flux Agency.  

This is a personal description of one’s own orientation.  It also requires an understanding of what 

Flux is in order to identify (or not) with it.  As this specific research disseminates and 

propagates, people will have a better understanding of what Flux Agency is.  Then they can 

better answer the question about whether they think of themselves as a Flux Agent.  Then we can 

better test the premise.  But we had nowhere to begin, so this was the chosen this starting point, 

and a nomenclature was invented to initiate the conversation.  As the topic is discussed and 

researched further, it can be refined in a more superior manner.   

Flux Agents do self-identify and test according to certain specific characteristics, 

according to this initial exploration.  Flux Agents have Boundaryless Career Attitudes, Intrinsic 

Motivation, a Growth Mindset, and the personality traits of Extraversion and Openness to New 

Experiences, even if the personality traits are masked by the weightier characteristics of attitude, 

motivation, and mindset.  Flux Agents do not correlate to Chaos Adaptation, Agreeableness, 

Emotional Stability, or Consciousness.  What is shown empirically is the validation of 

considering both the depth and breadth of features and dispositions of individuals as they pursue 

their careers.  A mix of qualities makes for a richly mixed career.  This is the essence of Flux, 

and this exploration begins to measure it.     

 The intent of this study is to open a conversation about career mindsets and 

categorization of an emergent type of businessperson characterization that appears to be 

surfacing in modern business.  The developing acceptance of multi-career professionals and 

nontraditional careerists is evident in the media and has certainly been expressed by this 

researcher’s life.  Until now, we have not had an ability to understand this amalgamation of 

characteristics and traits, let alone a vocabulary for it.  While the analysis herein could be 

augmented with further studies and continued refinement of both quantitative and qualitative 

study, the entire intent of this exploration is to explore a concept many multimodal careerists feel 

and live, but is not understood or even widely accepted.  

 Working through this research has been a richly rewarding experience.  While the 

theoretical argument for developing a new categorization of businesspeople, Flux Agents, can be 

made based upon historical and Renaissance figures, profiles of modern workers, and multi-
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career celebrities, the empirical test was run as an inaugural study to ascertain whether a new 

categorization would be of value.  The data shows support that indeed there is a provocative case 

for examining attitudes, motivations, mindsets, and personality traits in combination.  Even 

adaptation, which was a surprising inadequacy in the categorization, caused much thought about 

the typology of skills.  Future research would be interesting on the subject, including whether 

skills (including adaptation) should be part of a characterization or are the result of the 

combination and result of the characterization.  Although the data did not show Chaos 

Adaptation to have statistical significance, the comments from the survey and the theme of the 

Fast Company articles certainly highlight it as an important presence in describing Flux.  Perhaps 

instead of contributing to Flux Agency, Chaos Adaptation is the result of Flux Agency.  Further 

research is necessary.  

It is helpful to know which attributes a Flux Agent tests high for, as well as which traits 

he/she tests low for.  A limitation of this study is that negative characteristics were not tested.  

That is, no testing was completed to test whether certain traits are opposite to Flux orientation.  

Future studies would do well to consider such outside characteristics. 

5.4.  Additional limitations 

Various limitations and proposed areas for future research have been discussed 

throughout this paper.  There is another notable limitation to consider.  This research is an initial 

exploration meant to establish grounds for adding a new categorization to career literature:  that 

of a Flux orientation and the people who express their psychographics via boundaryless life’s 

work.  There is much more work to be done with this topic.  The ultimate goal of this research 

was to investigate whether Flux Agents exist as merely a sentiment in business media or whether 

this widely growing inclination is truly a paradigm shift that could find support in the academic 

literature and would show merit by empirical testing.  The goal was accomplished:  the research 

accomplished here finds that a combination of theories and concepts regarding attitudes, 

motivation, mindset, and personality do indeed point to a deficiency in career psychographic 

categorization and therefore a justification for this new categorization.  

That being said, the statistical testing here is cursory.  It is only the beginning of possible 

analysis, both quantitative and qualitative.  That is by design.  This research is meant to start a 

conversation, both in academics and in business.  There was no starting point before, and now 

the discussion is grounded with this research.   
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The next analysis that should be done with this work is a Confirmatory Factor Analysis 

(CFA).  Time and resources did not permit such an inquiry to be done at this time.  A CFA 

would allow more complex testing and measuring to enable a model.  A measurement between 

the variables and factors would better show the relationships necessary to more thoroughly 

categorize Flux orientation.  As this specific categorization involved combining several attributes 

chosen from the literature as derived from the business media, a factor-loading examination 

would be interesting and appropriate for building a specific model of Flux Agent attributes.   

This research is limited by lack of measurement, a full model, and an exhaustive 

examination of attributes constituting a perfect categorization.  As stated, it was meant to open a 

debate and explore whether the categorization is warranted.  Future research should strive to fill 

these gaps.  It will be very interesting to see where the next cohort of researchers, as well as 

business writers, takes this investigation.  I myself intend to continue the exploration- both 

academically and professionally.    

6.  Highlights  

 This assessment of Flux Agents has many contributions to theory, management, 

education, and society.  What started as a curiosity about the characteristics of people who thrive 

in various circumstances, particularly at work, in large-scale global or social missions, and in 

multiple chaotic work environments, has blossomed into an in-depth research project.  This study 

is not just about performance, but also in outperformance, love of one’s work life, and 

psychographic work-life fit.  In exploring this temperament and these circumstances, the 

exploration has touched upon the related fields of motivation, mindset, attitude, personality, and 

the meaning of careerism itself.  Although there is rich literature in all of these areas, there are 

gaps in accounting for the need of both depth and breadth in multi-hyphenate careers.  There are 

many concepts and theories to describe the various areas, but they recount mature notions over 

and over again without a fresh perspective of a new economy, the advancements of technology, 

and the inexorable global connected networks of twenty-first century businesspeople.  Old 

models of employee skills, capabilities, and needs have been stretched thin and no longer fully 

explain the motivations and actions of new employees.  These new employees are the ones who 

are shaped by their experiences and convergence with a world where economic conditions, 

technological advancements, global reach, and an ability to learn anything anywhere provide 

opportunities for those who can adapt and enjoy such challenges. 
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This research should plant the seed for ongoing questions about contemporary work-life 

psychographics (personality, values, opinions, attitudes, interests, and lifestyles).  It will incite 

numerous questions about how to manage Flux Agents, how Flux Agents find the right fit at a 

company, whether the work-life actions of Flux Agents are accepted by traditional business and 

academic institutions, and how to nurture young people for neoteric work life.  Most importantly, 

this research inquires whether a new category of work-life disposition should be constructed.  A 

measure of Flux Agency may be possible based on the work in this study.  It seems possible to 

measure one’s Flux mindset and thereby foster mutual understanding between employees and 

managers regarding the fit for various occupations, tasks, or companies.  A measure of Flux 

Agency may compliment other psychological descriptors and present not only a more full picture 

of a person’s personality, but provide an actionable means of using trait typing to one’s life by 

shaping careers (or work assignments, organizational structures, academic programs) based upon 

unique individual mindset or psychological preference.  This research should provide a rich 

opportunity for more advanced discussions and various testing methods regarding Flux Agency. 

6.1.  Theoretical Contributions 

 Academy of Management Review discusses what constitutes a theoretical contribution to 

social science (Whetten, 1989).  The typical questions of What, How, Why, Who, Where, and 

When are assessed with an emphasis on challenging existing knowledge, identifying a unique 

and comprehensive pattern of topic, and explanations of relevance to modern environments.  

This model of Flux Agents changes the conversation we have about careers.  It has given 

language to the areas of psychographics and careers and environment that have emerged because 

of changing global situations and a deeper understanding of human capabilities and needs.  It 

challenges the existing views of what it means to have a typical career.  It identifies findings that 

people have varying needs for boundarylessness based upon their motivations and experiences.  

It shows that there is a need for a more comprehensive approach to categorization of personal 

traits before identifying whether a person is well suited for a particular career and how that 

career should evolve as the person grows in knowledge, matures from experiences, adapts to 

chaotic situations, and develops their skills.  It even points toward redefining what a career is, 

and that perhaps traditional careers are no longer “traditional”, as the modern environment shows 

plenteous styles of life-work among people of all ages and backgrounds.   
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This is perhaps a new psychographic typecasting of careerism.  It is constructed to enable 

discussion and categorization of employment and mindset.  It will open new debate about 

previously held beliefs on personality traits, institutional occupations, the scope of duties allowed 

in a particular job assignment, learning methods, and professional development.  If a person can 

clearly articulate their Flux Agency state, then they will be able to find a way to use their work to 

better contribute to companies and society.  They will understand their need to grow, their 

aversion to boundaries and limitations, their motivations, and their skillsets so that they can 

communicate these capabilities with employers and partners resulting in greater 

accomplishments and ongoing development.  If employers know their workforce’s unique Flux 

Agent scores, they can find a fit for project teams and department assignments.  Together, 

individuals and companies can work to solve world-class issues, progress towards global scale 

developments, and work in ways where their contribution is meaningful.  If Flux Agent 

psychographic typecasting is established, careers will shape differently based on individual 

capabilities.  This will provide a better understanding of work life as a means of contributing 

one’s skills and experiences, rather than developing one’s skills to fit the mold of a traditional 

career.  

Theoretically, academic subject matter is built upon the philosophical and empirical 

knowledge of others.  Social scientific models about careers and psychology generally follow 

normative trends.  That is to say that most of the research encountered during this study adhered 

to discussions about fit between an employee and a company.  A Flux Agent viewpoint would 

capitalize on goal-oriented career/psychological fit.  The differences we have are our source of 

strength.  There should be ways of researching and talking about hiring, onboarding, lifespan of 

an employee, teaching, etc. whereby we assist people to do things for the greater good, to 

contribute to society not despite chaos, but by benefiting from it, and in utilizing technology and 

networks in gigantic leaps to fulfill their life’s work.  In order to do that, people need to 

understand their psychographic makeup in addition to their personality typecasting.  They need 

to understand their level of Flux Agency.  Employers need to understand their employees’ level 

of Flux Agency.  Teachers need to understand their students’ level of Flux Agency.  Military 

leaders need to understand their soldiers’ level of Flux Agency.  And then we can form better 

models for helping each other develop, not just understanding where we are now.  
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The theoretical framework of education and career systems will also be challenged.  

When we observe or research phenomena about careers and people, we will be able to discuss 

them as a work life as a system.  The contribution to theory developed here is the “What” of a 

comprehensive psychographic makeup.  More than just personality, it’s the interests, career 

attitudes, values, motivations, growth of skills, experiences, and lifestyle of an individual at a 

certain point in time that contribute to a person’s level of Flux.  With Flux Agency, we have a 

genesis for further research.  This is a jumping-off point for categorization.  The “How” of the 

Flux Agent model involves the patterns that Flux Agents have shown.  The results of the survey 

point to trends that should be further explored.  The “Why” contribution to theory development 

was the origin of this study in the first place.  Why do certain people thrive in polymathic 

careers?  Why do certain people lead boundaryless careers?  Why is this phenomenon resonating 

with so many people?  Essentially, this is the search for Flux Agents:  are they real?  If so, they 

deserve further theoretical exploration.        

6.2.  Managerial Contributions 

Managers and businesses are extremely concerned about career models and how they 

contribute to the capabilities of their organizations (Lam, 2007).  There is recognition about the 

changes to business systems because of the knowledge economy, the influence that direct and 

indirect management has on the organization, and the roles individuals have in skills 

development.  This is the entire reason why companies have Human Resources departments, 

Training departments, and performance reviews (for individuals) and annual reports (for the 

company).  Systems must measure their success and utilize the appropriate people appropriately.  

But not much progress is made when these actions and benchmarks are accomplished out of 

obligation.  Passion is much more likely to produce large-scale results and revolutionary progress 

(Amabile et al., 1994; Parsons, 1909; Riza & Heller, 2015).  Until now, we have not had a means 

to measure or explain the actions and mindset of the type of person who has a high level of Flux 

Agency.   

When employers need to fill a position, they put out a job description.  The position 

descriptive, by nature, limits the scope of the contribution the individual will make to the 

company.  It defines certain tasks.  It solves short-term problems.  Unfortunately, it doesn’t 

address the evolving needs of the company or the developing skills of the employee.  It also 

ignores the comprehensive capabilities and desires of the individual.   
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When an individual searches for a position, they submit a resume.  The resume lists 

experiences and accomplishments, but it does not address whether the person enjoyed their past 

jobs, was good at them, or what they want to spend their time doing in the future. 

When a company interviews or hires a person (based upon resume) for a position (based 

upon the job description), they often give a personality test.  The personality test hopefully 

measures the fit of the person to the company or the company’s culture.  However it does not 

address how that person wants to spend their time, what their interests and experiences are, or 

what skills they are building for the future. 

There are gaps in the job description/resume/personality test process of management.  A 

more comprehensive view would be to discuss Flux orientation- the attitude, motivation, 

mindset, and personality of the person.  This should come with the understanding that Flux 

Agency is not a binomial feature, neither is it fixed, neither is it measured (at this time) on a 

percentage scale.  Flux Agency may increase or decrease based on phase of life or by personal 

situations and current desires.  It is also self-attributed.  If a person believes that they are Flux, 

then they are likely to behave in this manner.  A person’s beliefs about their personal orientation 

should be honored.  In management and in the hiring process, a knowledge and discussion of 

Flux Agency would reveal a more complete and complex picture of a person’s view of their 

life’s work and contributions that can truly be made to the company.  This reflects a real 

difference between traditional careerism and the importance of depth and breadth that so many 

people yearn for in their careers.   

When the strengths of the individual become important to the company, management will 

be able to align the right people in the right positions at the right time.  For many, careers are not 

linear- nor should they be.  Many are really intrapreneurs or innovators who work in a more 

complex manner despite their corporate or freelance work environment.     

There is limited research into the psychographics of freelancers, multi-hyphenates, and 

the self-employed (Kenney, 2005).  Entrepreneurs and innovators may well work outside the 

normal bounds of traditional career paths.  Art and science should be discussed as one, on a 

continuum, and as solutions to problem-solving, creativity, and idea generation (Root-bernstein, 

2003).  If the categorization of levels of Flux Agency is developed in full, managers will be able 

to discuss abstract problems with their teams and develop innovative methods to accomplish 

more than the desired outcome.  Task lists will become a thing of the past.  Goal-oriented 
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management can mature because boundaries will be removed.  Managers can be trained to 

manage others who have varying levels of Flux.  Shall we institute Management by Flux?     

Numerous contributions to management are made when there is acceptance of Flux 

Agents as a category.  We will be able to enhance creativity and innovation by facilitating 

training and education in seemingly unrelated fields in order to foster a deeper understanding of 

the impact of a primary job or task.  Like the military, for instance, we will more readily value 

depth and breadth of experience.  With progress, we will begin to measure and rate employees’ 

depth and breadth of experience and knowledge.  We will better match employees’ motivations 

and mindsets with the goals of the organization.  Organizations will be able to solve complex 

global-scale problems and manage with grace the people who do so.  We will alleviate the stress 

and dissatisfaction of many people because of their misalignment with company expectations 

and management-by-task (Domínguez, 2013).  The unrest of modern business will be quelled 

with a deeper Flux outlook because chaos will be valued as an opportunity to utilize experiential 

knowledge, the skills one has developed, and a situation open to innovation.  We can begin 

looking forward to accomplishing great things instead of looking backwards to measure where 

we have been. Most importantly, employees will have the opportunity to announce and own their 

personal level of Flux Agency and align themselves where they can have the biggest 

contribution, see their performance’s direct impact, and exercise their skills wherever their 

motivations lie.   

This primary analysis of Flux Agency is the first of its kind.  Future studies will enable an 

entire Flux categorization and allow the creation of a scale of Flux orientation, be able to 

examine how Flux one is at certain points of their life based on previous work, experiences, and 

education, and the like.  It is intended that this research break ground for future studies and 

metrics to be developed.  By design, this research is intended to introduce Flux Agency as a 

concept to help identify this unique orientation and therefore provide identification.  Tools can 

be developed to bolster the strength of the survey and provide a true Flux identification.  In this 

way, employees could be able to categorize themselves and communicate with management the 

things they need to succeed in their jobs.  Likewise, managers would be able to make advanced 

managerial decisions to aid in promotion, retention, job or project assignment, and other parts of 

corporate planning like relocations and expansion/downsizing.  The needs of the employee and 

the company could be met more efficiently with this open conversation about Flux Agency. 
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6.3.  Educational Contributions 

Becoming a Flux Agent is highly dependent on one’s personality and mindset in addition 

to their experiences and adaptability preferences.  These are supported in early stages of 

development.  The educational systems worldwide have an opportunity to support and enhance a 

Flux mindset, not only by promoting a growth mindset but by encouraging learning that supports 

one’s calling and fulfilling a personal nature towards living and working in ways that are true to 

one’s self identity.  Knowing what makes one Flux and how Flux can be measured enables 

teachers and leaders to provide various options in school systems and organizational 

development methods.  Exploration of choice in work life and life’s work style are enhanced by 

the choices children have in school for academic subjects, arts, athletics, sciences, a network of 

friendships and other extracurricular activities (Berg, Grant, & Johnson, 2010).  By adding the 

dimension of Flux, students and teachers will have a method to combine the subjects and 

activities that are best suited to learners based upon their personality, motivations, and mindset.  

This will develop their capacity to explore and experience the world in new ways.  These 

experiences will later grow into opportunities that will give them future vision and adaptability, 

as well as strengthen their primary personality traits and motivations.   

The intent here is NOT to teach how to be or become more or less Flux.  Flux Agency is 

an orientation, and as such, the educational contribution here is about alignment.  If teachers are 

aware of the general Flux orientation of the student, they can present engaging lessons, 

appropriate challenges, and suitable instruction to students based upon their level of Flux.  

Likewise, teachers could be taught how to better teach in accordance with their own skills and 

Flux level.  

Indeed, teachers themselves instruct in ways that are complimentary to their own interests 

and abilities.  Creative teaching is influenced by self-confidence, acceptance of new experiences, 

and curiosity, among other similar personality traits.  Additionally, the teacher’s own 

experiences and motivations are key to their educational instruction (Cremin, 2005).  Therefore 

we have an enormous opportunity to introduce a Flux Agent-type teaching system into our 

educational operations and coach teachers how to inculcate students so that they become open to 

new experiences and feel supported in learning in innovative ways.  The knowledge economy 

will be enhanced by professionals who were brought up with supportive education that showed 

them that they could work and live in ways that are in line with their level of Flux.  Family, 
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society, and educators are examples to young people, and the way that we behave in front of 

them is their education about what an adult work life looks like.  When we are passionate about 

what we do, when we feel enabled because of our experiences, and when we adapt easily to the 

changing global business environment, children will too.  

Education is in itself a pursuit a knowledge that is an ongoing life skill.  Flux Agents are 

growth minded.  They know that challenges are a healthy part of learning and make us stronger 

and bolder in future attempts.  Life experiences are important, as they open our eyes to 

possibilities (teaching us adaptability), get us to think about things differently (fostering 

creativity and innovation), and alter our performance because of the plasticity of the brain.  A 

growth orientation enables the adaptability for conflict resolution and resiliency.  Growth-

minded people understand other people better and deter negative thoughts that undermine 

achievement (Dweck, 2012).  When educational systems solely foster a growth mindset, levels of 

Flux Agency will rise.  Whether children will later test high or low for Flux Agency, they will be 

aware of their psychographic tendencies and by nature find a work life that fits their motivation 

and needs. The best instructors and teachers I’ve ever learned from all touted the same mantra- in 

school you don’t learn what you need to know, you learn how to find the answers to what you 

need to know.  Education shouldn’t be about facts; it should be about alignment.  This research 

will contribute to education because it is a deeper dive into the values, attitudes, and interests.  

When we teach, it should include self knowledge so that we learn how we can best contribute 

and serve.  That is fulfillment.  

6.4.  Societal Contributions  

Finally, this inquiry into the characteristics of Flux Agents has a deep societal 

contribution.  It provides an open discussion about diversity and alignment.  Most unrest in the 

world is due to differences in opinions.  The business environment continues to evolve.  

Therefore we should allow and support people of various levels of Flux to contribute how they 

are best aligned.  Everyone has individual and different motivations based upon their 

characteristics and experiences.  Global scale endeavors can be successful because of the drive of 

people aligned and aware of their Flux Agency.  People like Elon Musk, Oprah Winfrey, Richard 

Branson, and Queen Rania are multi-hyphenates who embody extreme Flux Agency.  They have 

a life’s mission and live boundaryless yet adaptive work (and personal) lifestyles.  They are 

intrinsically motivated based upon their individual personality traits and experiences.  They are 
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growth-minded.  They value a different type of career and life experience than traditional 

careerists.  Some people don’t understand how these individuals manifest their skills and 

intentions.  But most of us aren’t aware of or in line with our level of Flux Agency.  To become 

Flux Agents, we must be aware of this psychographic and able to measure it for ourselves.  That 

is what this research contributes to society.  It has taken a magazine article, investigated it 

through academic research and empirical testing, and opened the conversation.  This research is 

about awareness.   

As evidenced in the literature review, there are multiple authors and social scientists 

tackling parts of this subject matter.  It is encouraging to see a scale set to identify diversity 

seekers and people interested in other cultures (Brumbaugh & Grier, 2013).  These people have a 

desire for new experiences and actively search for opportunities to learn and live with cultural 

diversity.  Taken a step farther, we could add components of this to our educational system and 

teach tolerance and international knowledge.  In business, breadth of experience and adaptability 

could be trained as a means to enhance creativity and exchange of ideas.  All of these 

experiences help shape who we are and how we live.   

Other measures of personality and fit have been examined to help people find job fit and 

better contribute to society.  Holland’s RIASEC structural model (Bullock, Andrews, Braud, & 

Reardon, 2010) seeks to redefine the notion of a career, as they recognize that traditional work is 

no longer the experience of the majority of society.  This investigation of Flux Agents fully 

supports further publicity about the RIASEC and other typecasting models.  Indeed, I would urge 

future researchers to continue this work and examine multiple alternative psychological 

categorizations and job-fit modeling so that we have more methods of self-identification and 

vocational matching or adjusting that fits our personal needs.  In this manner, we will make a 

bigger contribution to global-scale issues.   

Flux Agency is a unique profile, and should be used to compliment other tests of 

personality. However, it is psychographic- it also takes into account a person’s preferences, 

values, attitudes, lifestyles, and experiences. 

This is not just an issue for employees and companies; it is also a concern of governments 

and leaders.  Elected officials succeed or fail based upon the support of their communities and 

their capability to engage and lead the people.  This is also a matter of personality characteristics, 

experiences, and adaptability.  Burma, Cuba, Zimbabwe, Syria, and indeed the USA have all 
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experienced global leadership dilemmas because of the leaders’ psychographics (Caryl, 2012).  

Foreign policy is a function of the fit of the careers of the leaders.  Were they Flux Agents?  How 

Flux were they?  Until now, we have not had a means in which to discuss their alignment with 

their obligations.  Perhaps this Flux Agent research will have a small part in contributing to the 

conversation.   

The world is connected through human capital networks.  We achieve what we are able 

for society based upon the work of individuals who have chosen a life’s work.  Is that life’s work 

in line with our motivations?  Do we feel bounded by our jobs?  Do we even have the 

understanding or our fit and work-life alignment?  Can we break boundaries, follow our 

motivations, grow more, adapt better, acquire new skills, and stay true to our personality?  This 

is the question of the Flux Agent assessment, and it is the beginning of an academic and a 

business exploration.  This new psychographic categorization of contemporary businesspeople is 

my contribution to society.      
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Appendix A – Flux Agent Weighted Illustration 
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Appendix B – Flux Agent Inventory 

Please select your agreement or disagreement with each statement by selecting your answer on 

the scale below.  Some of the questions refer to your career.  Your career is your collective body 

of work- the various aspects of your profession, your career as a whole, and all of your business 

pursuits, whether paid or unpaid.   

 

1 = Strongly Disagree 

2 = Disagree 

3 = Neutral 

4 = Agree 

5 = Strongly Agree 

 

Initial framing question (Dependent Variable): 

1. I identify as a Flux Agent. 

Primary survey questions: 

1. I seek job assignments that allow me to learn something new.   

2. I would enjoy working on projects with people from across many organizations.  

3. I enjoy job assignments that require me to work outside of the organization.  

4. I like tasks at work that require me to work beyond my own department.  

5. I enjoy working with people outside of my organization.  

6. I enjoy jobs that require me to interact with people in many different organizations.   

7. I have sought opportunities in the past that allow me to work outside the organization.  

8. I am energized in new experiences and situations.   

9. I like the predictability that comes with working continuously for the same organization.  

10. I would feel very lost if I couldn’t work for my current organization.  

11. I prefer to stay in a company I am familiar with rather than look for employment 

elsewhere.  

12. If my organization provided lifetime employment, I would never desire to seek work in 

other organizations.  

13. In my ideal career, I would work for only one organization.  

14. I enjoy tackling problems that are completely new to me.  
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15. I enjoy trying to solve complex problems. 

16. The more difficult the problem, the more I enjoy trying to solve it. 

17. I want my work to provide me with opportunities for increasing my knowledge and skills. 

18. Curiosity is the driving force behind much of what I do. 

19. I want to find out how good I really can be at my work. 

20. I prefer to figure things out for myself. 

21. What matters most to me is enjoying what I do. 

22. It is important for me to have an outlet for self-expression. 

23. I prefer work I know I can do well over work that stretches my abilities. 

24. No matter what the outcome of a project, I am satisfied if I feel I gained a new 

experience. 

25. I’m more comfortable when I can set my own goals. 

26. I enjoy doing work that is so absorbing that I forget about everything else. 

27. It is important for me to be able to do what I most enjoy. 

28. I enjoy relatively simple, straightforward tasks. 

29. You have a certain amount of intelligence, and you can’t really do much to change it. 

30. Your intelligence is something about you that you can’t change very much. 

31. No matter who you are, you can significantly change your intelligence level. 

32. To be honest, you can’t really change how intelligent you are. 

33. You can always substantially change how intelligent you are. 

34. You can learn new things, but you can’t really change your basic intelligence. 

35. No matter how much intelligence you have, you can always change it quite a bit. 

36. You can change even your basic intelligence level considerably. 

37. You have a certain amount of talent, and you can’t really do much to change it. 

38. Your talent in an area is something about you that you can’t change very much. 

39. No matter who you are, you can significantly change your level of talent. 

40. To be honest, you can’t really change how much talent you have. 

41. You can always substantially change how much talent you have. 

42. You can learn new things, but you can’t really change your basic level of talent.  

43. No matter how much talent you have, you can always change it quite a bit. 

44. You can change even your basic level of talent considerably. 
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45. I avoid settings where people don’t share my values.  

46. I can enjoy being with people whose values are very different from mine.  

47. I would like to live in a foreign country for a while.  

48. I like to surround myself with things that are familiar to me.  

49. The sooner we all acquire similar values and ideals the better.  

50. I can be comfortable with nearly all kinds of people.  

51. If given a choice, I will usually visit a foreign country rather than vacation at home.  

52. A good teacher is one who makes you wonder about your way of looking at things.  

53. A good job is one where what is to be done and how it is to be done are always clear.  

54. A person who leads an even, regular life in which few surprises or unexpected 

happenings arise really has a lot to be grateful for.  

55. What we are used to is always preferable to what is unfamiliar.  

56. I like parties where I know most of the people more than ones where all or most of the 

people are complete strangers.  

57. I see myself as extraverted, enthusiastic.  

58. I see myself as critical, quarrelsome.  

59. I see myself as dependable, self-disciplined.  

60. I see myself as anxious, easily upset.  

61. I see myself as open to new experiences, complex.  

62. I see myself as reserved, quiet.  

63. I see myself as sympathetic, warm.  

64. I see myself as disorganized, careless.  

65. I see myself as calm, emotionally stable.  

66. I see myself as conventional, uncreative.  

 

Questions 1-13 represent Boundaryless Careers Attitudes and are from the Boundaryless 

Career Attitudes Scales (Briscoe et al., 2006b).  Questions 1-8 represent “boundaryless mindset” 

factor loading.  Questions 9-13 represent “mobility preference” factor loading.  Questions 9-13 

are reverse-scored items. 
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Questions 14-28 represent Intrinsic Motivation and are from the Intrinsic Motivation section 

of the Work Preference Inventory Items and Scale Placement (Amabile et al., 1994).  Questions 

23 and 28 are reverse-scored items.  

Questions 29-44 represent Growth Mindset and are from Dr. Dweck’s website quiz “Test 

Your Mindset.” (Dweck, 2010).  Questions 29, 30, 32, 34, 37, 38, 40, and 42 are reverse-scored 

items. 

Questions 45-56 represent adaptability and chaos concepts and are from The Tolerance for 

Ambiguity Scale (Herman et al., 2010).  Questions 45, 48, 49, 53, 54, 55, and 56 are reverse-

scored items.  

Questions 57-66 represent the Big Five personality traits and measure all five traits via short 

form.  They are from the Ten-Item Personality Inventory-(TIPI) (Gosling et al., 2003).  

Extraversion: 57, 62; Agreeableness: 58, 63; Conscientiousness; 59, 64; Emotional Stability: 60, 

65; Openness to Experiences: 61, 66.  Items 58, 60, 62, 64, and 66 are reverse-scored items.  

Items 57, 61, 62, and 66 apply to this study (Extraversion and Openness to Experiences) and will 

be kept.  Items 58, 59, 60, 63, 64, and 65 do not apply to this study (Agreeableness, 

Conscientiousness, and Emotional Stability) and will be disregarded.  
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Appendix C – SPSS Descriptives Statistics 

   

     

  
FREQUENCIES VARIABLES=BL IM GM CA E A C ES O Whatyearwereyouborn Gender Income Whatisyournationality 
  /STATISTICS=STDDEV MINIMUM MAXIMUM MEAN SKEWNESS SESKEW KURTOSIS SEKURT 
  /HISTOGRAM NORMAL 
  /ORDER=ANALYSIS.

Effectifs

Remarques

Résultat obtenu
Commentaires
Entrée Données

Filtrer
Poids
Scinder fichier

Syntaxe

Ressources Temps de processeur
Temps écoulé

26-MAY-2016 20:08:26

Ensemble_de_données1

<aucune>
<aucune>
<aucune>

504

00:00:03,17
00:00:04,00

[Ensemble_de_données1] /Users/Serge/Documents/1-RECHERCHE/AUTRES ACTIVITES/EDBA/2-Bethany M
iller/Data/Bethany-Data.sav

Page 1
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Appendix D – SPSS Reliability Analysis 

 

• Reliability analysis of all 13 questions for Boundaryless Career Attitudes 

 

 

• Reliability analysis of all 15 questions for Intrinsic Motivation 
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• Reliability analysis of all 16 questions for Growth Mindset 

 

• Reliability analysis of all 12 questions for Chaos Adaptation 
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• Reliability analysis of both questions for Extraversion 

 

• Reliability analysis of both questions for Openness to New Experiences 
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• Reliability analysis of both questions for Agreeableness 

 

• Reliability analysis of both questions for Openness to Conscientiousness 
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• Reliability analysis of both questions for Openness to Emotional Stability 
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Appendix E – SPSS T-Test for Nationality 
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Appendix F – SPSS T-Test for Gender  
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Appendix G – SPSS Regression 
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Appendix H – Individual Demographics and Survey Comments 
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COMMENTS 
0
0
1 5 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

Flexibility, high comfort level with change, 
high risk tolerance, high confidence/self-worth 

0
0
2 5 

19
85 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

As an independent consultant I am constantly 
working on new projects with different 
individuals, teams, and organizations. This 
constant and consistent change in my work 
environment is what drives me. I enjoy every 
minute of it and if I had to work a standard 9-5 
job with set responsibilities I believe I would 
quit within weeks.     As for the specific traits 
that provide the best expression of a Flux 
mindset, I would say: striving for change, a 
need for new and constant stimuli, and a 
yearning to learn. 

0
0
3 2 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
0
4 2 

19
79 Gen X Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

I think it's superfluous to redefine what boils 
down to a lack of risk aversion.  

0
0
5 3 

19
73 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

0
0
6 5 

19
73 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

0
0
7 5 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

I joke when people ask me how long I was at a 
job, because the answer is always, "About a 
year and a half." After 20 years in the 
workforce, I realize now that's because after a 
year, I am expected to repeat what I did the 
first year. That's a very dismal proposition. 

0
0
8 4 

19
88 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US  

I certainly feel as though I'm a Flux agent, and 
my journey to becoming one is based on living 
outside of the country and traveling--as well as 
self-acceptance. Growing up in an area where 
change was bad, I finally accepted my ways of 
doing things differently. It's not about being 
introverted or extroverted, it's about liking the 
challenge of being out of your comfort zone 
and staying there for a while. 
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0
0
9 4 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  Flexibility, openness, passion for learning 

0
1
0 1 

19
70 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  No 

0
1
1 3 

19
73 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  This is a new concept for me 

0
1
2 4 

19
68 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

0
1
3 4 

19
74 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   

0
1
4 3 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

0
1
5 5 

19
73 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I believe the best expression of a Flux mindset 
is the ability and desire to go outside of their 
particular area of study/work focus and seek 
answers from a broad range of disciplines. 
This often provides innovative solutions to 
complex problems, improving life and work 
for all.  

0
1
6 5 

19
85 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  

My career has caused me to be a Flux Agent 
and I wouldn't have it any other way.  

0
1
7 5 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

As a small business owner, you have to be 
Flux Agent.  Although you may want things to 
happen a certain way, anything can be 
changed in a moment, especially when 
depending on the skills of others or the 
satisfaction of the general public.  My 
employees are creative and emotional, and I 
am also that way myself.  Learning to harness 
my emotions, use my creativity to it's fullest, 
and embrace change and challenges have 
become important on my road to success.  In 
general, life is about change and growth.  
Being able to embrace these things can help 
anyone excel to the next level.  They are going 
to happen whether you want them to or not, 
how you handle it is a definition of your 
character. 

0
1
8 4 

19
94 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

0
1
9 3 

19
94 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    
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0
2
0 4 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

IT can be tiring.  Instead of learning one thing 
and it becoming easy and more effortless, 
Always desire trying something new, learning 
a different skill. Adaptability is a must and 
realizing doing new and fife rent things 
expands your horizons even if not the best at it 
- more well rounded because of it.   

0
2
1 5 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year Non-US   

0
2
2 1 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

0
2
3 4 

19
69 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I agree we are more productive when we use 
our talents and our talents are innate. We 
become weaker when we pursue desire and 
confuse it with talent. Leaders have an eye to 
identify ambition/ talent and understand the 
application of both. If I want to be an "all pro 
sports star" I may succeed using desire and 
drive however, without innate talent I may not 
reach the "pinnacle". We all have a level of 
artistry within us, but are we all Rembrandt? 
As a leader if you can direct someone to 
combine their talent and desire you get the 
best result  

0
2
4 2 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

0
2
5 5 

19
73 Gen X Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US  

I enjoy being an freelancer. As an independent 
contractor I can usually control my schedule 
and what jobs I work on. I like the variety. 

0
2
6 2 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

0
2
7 1 

19
71 Gen X Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

0
2
8 1 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  None  

0
2
9 5 

19
84 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

0
3
0 1 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
3
1 5 

19
70 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

0
3
2 5 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  

Enthusiasm with a tolerance for risk are 
necessary for what you have described as a 
Flux mindset 

0
3 5 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 US    
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3 per year 

0
3
4 4 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

Flux Agent is shunned upon. "this is the way 
we have always done it and it's not broke so 
don't try and change it". New ideas and 
process are not warmly welcomed because 
they have not proven effective. 

0
3
5 4 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   

0
3
6 4 

19
89 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

0
3
7 3 

19
66 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

0
3
8 2 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
3
9 1 

19
68 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

While I consider myself open to new 
situations, people and tasks, I realize I 
gravitate toward the safe and familiar.  Are 
you a flex agent by expiring to be one?   

0
4
0 3 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

0
4
1 1 

19
72 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
4
2 4 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

0
4
3 2 

19
68 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
4
4 4 

19
86 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

0
4
5 4 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

0
4
6 4 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

My job involves:    
rules,regulations,procedures,uniformity,standa
rdization    I am an airline pilot. Special 
projects, new aircraft, technology,destinations, 
and regulatory or procedural changes are just 
about as far as we can go to extend ourselves, 
so although quite regimented, I have a pent up 
demand, maybe desire is a better word, to go 
above and beyond the norm, but, in airline 
aviation there are no heroes, just safe, 
standard, pilots. 
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0
4
7 4 

19
73 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

0
4
8 1 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
4
9 3 

19
54 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
5
0 5 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

0
5
1 1 

19
67 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
5
2 3 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

0
5
3 1 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

My Career has not been one of particular flux, 
however my narrow job description is very 
much so. 

0
5
4 4 

19
84 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US  

Professionally, I have always had a hard time 
finding a good fit or direction because I am 
good at and enjoy doing a lot of different 
things. As a result, I have bounced around 
multiple career paths for the past 10+ years 
without ever really getting 'ahead'. I am 
recently coming to the conclusion that, rather 
than look for a job I would enjoy and could 
find fulfillment in (because that could happen 
with most jobs), I should find something that 
allows me to find fulfillment outside of my 
professional life. We'll see how that goes... 

0
5
5 4 

19
47 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

In today's world change is faster than 20 years 
ago and to succeed one must be open to 
change and new ideas and opportunities. 

0
5
6 4 

19
67 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
5
7 1 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
5
8 3 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
5
9 4 

19
79 Gen X Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

0
6
0 2 

19
53 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    
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0
6
1 4 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
6
2 4 

19
89 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

0
6
3 4 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
6
4 1 

19
85 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

0
6
5 2 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
6
6 3 

19
68 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
6
7 4 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

0
6
8 2 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
6
9 3 

19
42 Silver Gen Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

0
7
0 4 

19
47 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Facing new problems and enjoying  having 
your abilities challenged keeps your mind 
sharp and alert... 

0
7
1 2 

19
69 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

0
7
2 1 

19
65 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

Remove the ADD (adult attention disorder) 
variable out of the equation...and add personal 
responsibility and discipline...instability can 
sound like anarchy 

0
7
3 2 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
7
4 5 

19
51 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

educaton unlocks all possibilities when it 
intersects with a stable family life and a strong 
work ethic 

0
7
5 1 

19
67 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

0
7
6 4 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    
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0
7
7 3 

19
66 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
7
8 1 

19
34 Silver Gen Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

At age 82, some of this is behind me. I retired 
22 years ago. My salary today would be 
double the box I checked. 32 years at a 
University--best place to STAY and GROW. 
Now, I prefer less challenging opportunities 
but curiosity leads to many delights.  I have no 
idea what FLUX means.   

0
7
9 1 

19
53 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
8
0 3 

19
85 Millennial Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

0
8
1 2 

19
66 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

0
8
2 3 

19
79 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

0
8
3 2 

19
50 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

0
8
4 4 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I think this is a fascinating concept and one 
that I think will become more commonplace. 
You will always have those who want to stay 
at the same job, comfortable and in my 
opinion boring but with the rapid changing 
world and the more global marketplace change 
has become more comfortable. A Flux Agent 
would be instrumental in implementing that 
change in a positive, constructive way. 

0
8
5 3 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
8
6 5 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

0
8
7 1 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
8
8 3 

19
68 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

0
8
9 1 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US   

0
9
0 4 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    
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0
9
1 5 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US 

Aviation (pilot's) produces an environment 
that I believe is conducive to people that tend 
to have Flux Agent traits. Being enthusiastic 
and driven in your work and life are some 
traits that I believe represent the best 
expression of a Flux mindset. 

0
9
2 1 

19
54 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US  none  I like routine and predictability 

0
9
3 3 

19
84 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

0
9
4 4 

19
71 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I was in the military which would seem to not 
lend itself to being a Flux Agent, but I 
volunteered to change to several different 
aircraft, and moved 10 times in 10 years. Now 
I fly for one airline, and I have no desire to do 
office work. I am engaged with other 
organizations outside of work, and I believe 
that satisfies what I understand of the Flux 
Agent mentality. 

0
9
5 4 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
9
6 3 

19
41 Silver Gen Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  Extrovert, inquisitive,confident in nature 

0
9
7 1 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
9
8 2 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

0
9
9 1 

19
74 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
0
0 3 

19
75 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
0
1 2 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
0
2 1 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  No 

1
0
3 5 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
0
4 5 

19
72 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    
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1
0
5 4 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I have worked in many fields but all with a 
common tie, aviation. I'm a published author, 
producer, business man, retired fighter /test 
pilot and also fly commercially. I think the 
most important aspect is self confidence while 
having a sense of adventure. My company 
motto : "Life does not have to suck." 

1
0
6 3 

19
65 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
0
7 5 

19
69 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
0
8 4 

19
67 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

Your definition of Flux Agent is more about 
style in getting things done than a mindset.  
Granted if you don't have the mindset you 
won't solve problems in this way. 

1
0
9 4 

19
68 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I believe in today's rapidly changing job 
markets and international influences, one has 
to be more of a "renaissance" individual. To 
be successful you need to be very open 
minded and willing to adapt to change. I'm not 
saying there isn't success in people who never 
change their ways or beliefs, but a more 
rounded individual makes for a better leader. 
Good leaders come from different experiences 
whether they were successful or not. They 
learn from them and evaluate what worked 
and what didn't, and then apply it to future 
situations. 

1
1
0 4 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Do not do things just because we have always 
done them that way but before you change 
know why it used to be done that way 

1
1
1 1 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
1
2 5 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I've always gravitated towards contentious 
chaotic situations which usually involve huge 
friction points between two different 
organizations. I worked extensively between 
the Army and the Air Force on combat 
operations where coordination was highly 
contentious. I worked between American 
Airlines and the pilot union during the years 
leading up to bankruptcy, during the 
bankruptcy and the merger with US Airways. I 
tend to thrive and gravitate towards 
ambiguous work settings. 

1
1
3 2 

19
76 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
1
4 3 

19
86 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    
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1
1
5 4 

19
73 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

1
1
6 3 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

1
1
7 4 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
1
8 4 

19
89 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

Being in the military greatly hinders my 
ability to express a Flux mindset. It can be 
hard to move laterally within the organization 
and there are only so many paths to move 
vertically. Not to mention Th level of 
bureaucracy. 

1
1
9 5 

19
76 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

Willingness to go outside of your comfort 
zone, try new things, fail, and try again. 

1
2
0 1 

19
65 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

1
2
1 2 

19
79 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
2
2 3 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

1
2
3 4 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

1
2
4 3 

19
84 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
2
5 4 

19
77 Gen X Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

1
2
6 1 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
2
7 3 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

1
2
8 3 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

This is fascinating. Just curious if you ever age 
out of being a Flux Agent! 

1
2
9 1 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

1
3
0 5 

19
68 Gen X Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    
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1
3
1 4 

19
77 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
3
2 5 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
3
3 3 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
3
4 2 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I feel like I *could* fit the description, but I 
also really like what I'm doing right now, so 
I'm not very motivated to change it! But I 
haven't always felt that way. I think some 
people are generally smart enough and quick 
learners that could succeed in a Flux 
Generation, but others would fall flat on their 
faces and I wouldn't really want to spend all of 
my time dealing with them and not be able to 
do the work that satisfies me. 

1
3
5 4 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
3
6 3 

19
78 Gen X Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US Open for change and acquiring new ideas 

1
3
7 2 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

1
3
8 4 

19
70 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
3
9 5 

19
49 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US  

Willing to be a lifelong learner and to work 
with all generations. 

1
4
0 5 

19
72 Gen X Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

1
4
1 5 

19
79 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
4
2 4 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

1
4
3 2 

19
74 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  No 

1
4
4 2 

19
71 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    
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1
4
5 2 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

1
4
6 3 

19
68 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
4
7 1 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
4
8 3 

19
70 Gen X Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

1
4
9 4 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   

1
5
0 3 

19
75 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
5
1 3 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
5
2 3 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
5
3 4 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

1
5
4 5   Silver Gen Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

The only bad thing about being Flux is that 
people who aren't Flux translate that to mean 
"floundering" because they are lame asshats. 

1
5
5 5 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I have worked in many different fields and I'm 
only 33, so I have years left to try even more 
new things. I get bored if I'm in the same field 
for too long. I need new experiences to keep 
me interested in working hard. 

1
5
6 2 

19
70 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

1
5
7 4 

19
87 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

Perspective is all that matters. Companies that 
aren't changing, aren't growing. Change is a 
constant and will continue to be so as 
technology advances. However the age old 
adage is still true: change is hard (for most). 
Keep your mindset moving forward and 
positive.  

1
5
8 3 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

Surveys like this are useless. Many of the 
questions are situationally dependent on where 
you are in your life, rather than what you have 
experienced, or what you hope to.  The 
"disagree" vs "agree" scale just doesn't apply. 

1
5 4 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 US    
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9 per year 

1
6
0 1 

19
85 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

1
6
1 5 

19
91 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

1
6
2 3 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year Non-US   

1
6
3 4 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I've had two different careers and am currently 
training for a third. The reality of increasing 
longevity is that we get to try on many 
different hats in a lifetime. Adaptability and 
curiosity are the traits I most associate with a 
flux mindset  

1
6
4 4 

19
89 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
6
5 2 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
6
6 3 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
6
7 5 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
6
8 4 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US   

1
6
9 4 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  Group Brain storming without boundaries.  

1
7
0 4 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
7
1 4 

19
91 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I definitely feel like I possess the Flux Agent 
mindset, but it's easy for people to get carried 
away - when everything is in flux, nothing is 
permanent and convictions don't seem to 
matter.  I think society should include both 
agents of stability and flexibility.  This is both 
healthy and required tension.  

1
7
2 5 

19
81 Millennial Male 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year Non-US   

1
7
3 5 

19
87 Millennial Male 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

1
7
4 4 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 Non-US   
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per year 

1
7
5 2 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

1
7
6 2 

19
76 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
7
7 3 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
7
8 3 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

1
7
9 1 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

After living a life full of travel, going to 
school in a foreign country, and the challenge 
of being a Marine officer, I enjoy the routine I 
have developed. Of course, I'm getting old.  
My hat is off to people who enjoy being Flux 
Agents. Their experience in many fields will 
likely lead to insight unavailable to others. 
That is the source of inspiration. 

1
8
0 5 

19
68 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
8
1 1 

19
80 Millennial Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  No 

1
8
2 3 

19
48 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  No 

1
8
3 2 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
8
4 2 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
8
5 4 

19
89 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

1
8
6 3 

19
71 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
8
7 3 

19
84 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
8
8 5 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

1
8 3 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 Non-US 

opportunity plays an interesting role in 
addition to the career and character ...!!! 
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9 per year 

1
9
0 3 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
9
1 4 

19
71 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

1
9
2 5 

19
79 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

1
9
3 2 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

I always have trouble with multiple choice 
forms like this because I always feel like I 
need more clarification. For instance, I think 
intelligence/problem-solving is something you 
can train yourself to be better at, so I said that 
I thought you could change your intelligence 
level. However, I know some studies say that 
your intelligence level is static, and it's just a 
matter of working to your potential to increase 
your problem-solving skills. However, I feel 
like talent (being good at something with 
minimal work) and skill (becoming good at 
something due to work) are totally separate. I 
don't think you can change your talent level, 
but you can certainly change your skill level.  

1
9
4 4 

19
76 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
9
5 3 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

1
9
6 5 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

1
9
7 1 

19
77 Gen X Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

1
9
8 3 

19
76 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

1
9
9 3 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

2
0
0 3 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
0
1 4 

19
73 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    
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2
0
2 2 

19
79 Gen X Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

While I think I qualify, I really dislike labels 
(apparently) 

2
0
3 5 

19
85 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

2
0
4 1 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
0
5 5 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

As a former manufacturing engineer, change 
was always present and part of the job. New 
skills and knowledge were required 

2
0
6 4 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

2
0
7 3 

19
80 Millennial Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

This was called a multipotentialite a few 
months ago.  

2
0
8 4 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

As career military, I feel that sometimes we 
are forced to be Flux Agents by the varying 
jobs we do during our careers. However, our 
overall culture is very rigid. The rank structure 
sets up a known foundation...but jobs can be 
vastly different from one another. 

2
0
9 1 

19
75 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  no 

2
1
0 3 

19
80 Millennial Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

2
1
1 3 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

2
1
2 3 

19
69 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
1
3 4 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  Being open minded 

2
1
4 5 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

I have a flexible nature, always ready for new 
adventures academically and professionally. I 
am a RN, enjoy my position as a float Nurse, I 
get to work in different units, learn new 
procedures everyday, meet people from all 
walks of life and make a difference in their 
lives.  I want to learn more about the world 
leadership, the world economy, I want to learn 
all there is to learn to become a real citizen of 
the world. Entrepreneurship will be my next 
move. 

2
1 2 

19
86 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 US  

I have worked my entire career at the same 
company. They have created opportunities to 
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5 per year allow me grow and learn. I have Learned a lot 
in this position but feel that my skills are not 
transferable. I feel that I seek flux in other 
areas of my life, theatre, art, volunteer 
opportunities, etc.  

2
1
6 3 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Change isn't difficult, dificulties provide an 
opportunity to change. 

2
1
7 1 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
1
8 1 

19
70 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
1
9 5 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  Creative, fearless  

2
2
0 5 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

2
2
1 5 

19
86 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
2
2 2 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
2
3 4 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  No 

2
2
4 4 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
2
5 3 

19
81 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

While I am just hearing about Flux agents, I 
get the impression that the economy has had a 
big influence on creating such a designation. 
This generation embraces a Flux mindset 
because lifelong careers with one company are 
all but extinct. I personally don't embrace 
instability but I certainly accept it. If I were 
independently wealthy, I might even enjoy 
such changes in my life. At the moment I don't 
have the financial luxury to embark on such 
change.     I am an artist and consider this my 
career. But I have earned most of my money 
as a secretary. Doing one job full time to 
support another job leaves little time and 
money to learn new skills. Now that I live in a 
foreign country, I don't work. It's difficult to 
obtain a job in my preferred career as a 
woman and even more difficult to get a job in 
another field because I don't possess a 
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"degree" in it even though I might be 
overqualified.  

2
2
6 3 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

2
2
7 2 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

My career kind of resembles this because I do 
research. The topic of what I study is in the 
same field but the subject changes.  

2
2
8 5 

19
53 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US   

2
2
9 5 

19
74 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
3
0 2 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
3
1 5 

19
76 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  Lifelong learner, never content, motivated 

2
3
2 4 

19
79 Gen X Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
3
3 4 

19
71 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US   

2
3
4 5 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
3
5 2 

19
44 Silver Gen Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

A dreamer.  Future thinker.  Thinking out of 
the box 

2
3
6 5 

19
87 Millennial Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
3
7 4 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US 

Never have a career plan, always remain 
adaptable to change. Challenge and confront 
personal limitations fears and prejudices. 
Strive for life long learning and growth. 

2
3
8 4 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

I had trouble answering some of the questions 
because the answer depends on the situation. 
For example, #47: I'm enjoy being with most 
people who don't share my values and often 
find it interesting, but I wouldn't enjoy being 
with *anyone* who doesn't share my values  
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(e.g., I would not enjoy being around overt 
racists).  

2
3
9 5 

19
66 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I have switched positions within the same 
company every couple of years for the last 
25+ years and enjoy the new challenges and 
meeting new people. 

2
4
0 3 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
4
1 4 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
4
2 5 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

2
4
3 1 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
4
4 5 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  The only constant is change  

2
4
5 4 

19
67 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
4
6 4 

19
66 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

I have changed careers completely three times, 
each time required a major educational shift 
and total change of venue and thought process. 

2
4
7 2 

19
89 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US  

Despite my desire to avoid change, on some 
level I must crave it. I have lived overseas for 
two years and travel every chance I get here. 
After being here for two years, I'm preparing 
to move to another country. It terrifies me, but 
I kind of love it. 

2
4
8 5 

19
74 Gen X Male 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year Non-US   

2
4
9 4 

19
83 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
5
0 3 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year Non-US 

With regards some of the questions related to 
intelligence and talent the use of words is a 
little confusing - difference between 
substantially and significantly? This questions 
are altogether in one block so after answering 
8 of the same questions in a row it got 
confusing and a little annoying. I also was not 
sure of the definition of a flux agent, but you 
asked if we identified as one? 
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2
5
1 2 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US   

2
5
2 4 

19
87 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

2
5
3 5 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Professional curiosity has been key asset for 
me always seeking to understand my role but 
how it fits in larger organization.  

2
5
4 5 

19
43 Silver Gen Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

It is important to have an open mind and 
embrace change.  Working in the changing 
environment requires each to find the talents 
in others and help nurture and develope those 
aspects that contribute to personal and 
professional growth.  

2
5
5 3 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
5
6 5 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  Flexible, agile, adaptable 

2
5
7 4 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I'd classify about any military career is part of 
a Flux mindset in order to make a career out of 
it.  

2
5
8 4 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Wants to maximize talents and experiences.  
Believes in talent. 

2
5
9 4 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
6
0 5 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   

2
6
1 4 

19
65 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US 

You should be careful not to mix Flux Agents 
and convulsive zappers from the so-called "Z 
generation"... 

2
6
2 4 

19
73 Gen X Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

2
6
3 4 

19
71 Gen X Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
6
4 5 

19
89 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
6
5 5 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

2
6
6 4 

19
79 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US   
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2
6
7 2 

19
87 Millennial Male 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

2
6
8 3 

19
91 Millennial Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I am not sure where I stand in terms of change 
-- I know I don't dislike it, but I am not sure if 
I am energized and excited by it either. 

2
6
9 5 

19
65 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

I work in a paramilitary organization, with a 
lot of rules. I like to be able to bend those 
rules, or seek changes in them, or work 
creatively within them to get tasks done. I 
definitely do not like gratuitous paperwork 
and documentation, and doing things one way 
because "that is how it has always been done" 
I do seek broad experiences outside my work, 
and these have always been something that 
comes back and helps me do my job more 
efficiently, creatively, or empathetically. 

2
7
0 1 

19
91 Millennial Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
7
1 3 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   

2
7
2 3 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
7
3 3 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

2
7
4 4 

19
45 Silver Gen Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US 

Over time one moves into and out of the 
Fluxagent status depending apon many factors 
mostly personal.  But at some point you either 
become one for some period of time or you 
will be unhappy. 

2
7
5 2 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
7
6 5 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year Non-US   

2
7
7 1 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US Willingness to learn new things 

2
7
8 4 

19
67 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
7
9 4 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

ability to take on issues outside of your 
comfort zone 

2
8
0 5 

19
73 Gen X Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  The ability to think outside the box 
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2
8
1 1 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
8
2 4 

19
51 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US It reminds me of the quote,"change is good." 

2
8
3 1 

19
70 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  None 

2
8
4 1 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   

2
8
5 4 

19
67 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

I think we should allow people some control 
over their level of flux based on their career 
aspirations and personality types.   

2
8
6 2 

19
89 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

2
8
7 4 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I took four years in the middle of a successful 
career in one field to lead a group in a 
completely different discipline.  It turned out 
to be a great decision, and even though I 
eventually returned to my original career I was 
far better for having made the change. 

2
8
8 2 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  I do not see myself as a Flux Agent  

2
8
9 4 

19
83 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

Being in flux is what being an Operations 
Research Analyst is. While our skill set is the 
same, the problem is always new and the tools 
we used to find a solution are varied. I have 
yet to have an assignment that I haven't 
learned a new software program, coding 
language, or community within the AF. I find 
myself getting bored when my daily routine 
(wrt to work) gets too routine. I want new 
projects to work on or problems to find 
solutions to.   

2
9
0 3 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year Non-US   

2
9
1 4 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Human nature is to take the path of least 
resistance, being a flux agent requires 
considerable effort to break out of this 
tendency, and must be motivated by a calling 
or a need for satisfaction beyond what is 
presently available. 

2
9
2 5 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
9 4 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 US    
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3 per year 

2
9
4 1 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

2
9
5 4 

19
73 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

2
9
6 4 

19
54 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

2
9
7 4 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

Flux traits include:  flexible, enthusiastic, 
inquisitive, progressive. 

2
9
8 4 

19
73 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

2
9
9 4 

19
69 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
0
0 1 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year Non-US 

Its something i would love to be, however its 
less accessible for someone who has 
significant responsibilities.   

3
0
1 3 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
0
2 4 

19
72 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

I disagree that our educational institutions are 
not built for this definition flux. Perhaps 
primary and secondary institutions are still 
traditional in their methods, but Common Core 
is changing this. Well-regarded universities 
prepare students for "flux" if the students 
choose that type of career path. A vocational 
school may not, but that is a different career 
path. Also, the Fast Company definition/article 
is very much geared towards technology 
careers. There are many careers and trades 
where continual improvement of the *same* 
skill is most valuable. The expert tool and die 
maker or the brain surgeon is most valuable 
after decades in a single discipline.    

3
0
3 4 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I feel being a flux agent means you can enjoy 
and learn from multiple periods of flux in life; 
you may not actively seek them, but you can 
embrace the periods/circumstances when they 
happen/present an opportunity.  

3
0
4 4 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
0
5 3 

19
81 Millennial Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US   
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3
0
6 4 

19
66 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

3
0
7 3 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US   

3
0
8 4 

19
68 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
0
9 4 

19
78 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

3
1
0 5 

19
84 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

3
1
1 4 

19
76 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
1
2 4 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
1
3 2 

19
73 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
1
4 4 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
1
5 5 

19
74 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

For me, having two different careers on 
opposite sides of the continent has forced me 
to be flexible and easily able to go back and 
forth with minimal resistance. I would have 
answered that I would desire to travel more, 
however, as a Boeing 747 pilot, I went around 
the world 15 times in 2015 alone. So for me, 
uncharacteristic of what my mentality would 
be if I did something else for a living, when 
I'm off, sometimes just being at home is nice!  

3
1
6 5 

19
85 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

3
1
7 1 

19
47 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

I can see good and bad aspects of the concept.  
It frees up people to be more diverse in their 
life's work and that can be very rewarding.  
You should also look at the loyalty of a 
company to an individual employee.  As that 
hat loyalty erodes does it create the lack of 
loyalty on the part of the employee. is that the 
start of this effect and really the other side of 
the coin. 

3
1
8 5 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  The jury is out on this 
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3
1
9 2 

19
79 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

This survey made me want to look into this 
topic- this is the first I've ever heard about a 
Flux Agent.... Seems interesting! 

3
2
0 3 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

I think being a flux agent or supportive of 
those who are will be critical for future 
success.  I work for a large, old corporation -- 
some tradition and stability is good, but we 
have to accept flux and change to compete 
globally in the future. 

3
2
1 1 

19
68 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

3
2
2 5 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
2
3 3 

19
69 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
2
4 4 

19
92 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

3
2
5 5 

19
71 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US   

3
2
6 3 

19
66 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
2
7 4 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  None at this time, thank you. 

3
2
8 2 

19
82 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
2
9 4 

19
65 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
3
0 2 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
3
1 4 

19
69 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
3
2 1 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
3
3 5 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

3
3
4 4 

19
76 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 US    
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per year 

3
3
5 4 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year Non-US   

3
3
6 5 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
3
7 2 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
3
8 3 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

3
3
9 2 

19
69 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
4
0 4 

19
45 Silver Gen Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

3
4
1 3 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
4
2 5 

19
84 Millennial Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  5 jobs in five year; four different countries 

3
4
3 3 

19
50 

Baby 
Boomer 

Prefer not 
to answer 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

3
4
4 3 

19
81 Millennial Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

Would be interesting to see if introverted vs 
extroverted plays into this.  

3
4
5 1 

19
94 Millennial Male 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

3
4
6 1 

19
76 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
4
7 5 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
4
8 4 

19
88 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

I believe these are traits / skills that are highly 
valuable and useful, both on a personal level 
and a professional level - the ability to be 
comfortable or productive outside of your 
regular routine and to adapt beyond your base 
skills that you know well. In 5 years since 
graduating college, my job descriptions, the 
type of workplace and the kind of work I've 
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done has been widely diverse: from corporate 
agency, to small local nonprofit, to an affiliate 
nonprofit that is part of a much larger national 
brand. The types of people I've encountered 
and worked with, the kinds of challenges and 
expectations have all ranged, keeping me on 
my toes and in a position to continge learning 
and growing my skills and knowledge base. 
Societal norms don't condition us to be 
comfortable in these changing environments, 
but it's a crucial skill to have today.  

3
4
9 2 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

3
5
0 1 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US 

1. like to deal with people  2. open-minded, 
diversity-oriented  3. international 

3
5
1 4 

19
70 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
5
2 3 

19
66 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

The world needs visionaries to help us move 
out of mindsets that are no longer true.  If no 
one ever pushes the boundaries, we can't grow 
or be compassionate to those who choose to 
quit living in the box. 

3
5
3 3 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
5
4 4 

19
84 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US 

open-minded, flexible,use to be out of comfort 
zone (if they have one :)) 

3
5
5 1 

19
72 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
5
6 4 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US   

3
5
7 4 

19
70 Gen X Male 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

3
5
8 4 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
5
9 3 

19
69 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
6
0 4 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
6
1 4 

19
71 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
6 4 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    
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2 

3
6
3 2 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  Nothing more to provide 

3
6
4 4 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
6
5 3 

19
70 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
6
6 4 

19
65 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

Sounds Awesome   Ability to adapt, to seek 
out challenging opportunities and people, to 
continually grow 

3
6
7 1 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
6
8 4 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I work in a highly matrixed organization with 
many dotted line expectations, and constant 
acquisitioning and on-boarding; flux is part of 
the culture, and necessary, really  

3
6
9 3 

19
74 Gen X 

Prefer not 
to answer 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I have never used the phrase "Flux Agent", but 
I did change jobs frequently, seek stimulation 
at work, and travel to foreign countries in the 
past, more than I do now that I am a 
homeowner and mother of a young child. I 
hope to live more like that again someday, but 
I am enjoying the relatively predictable nature 
of my current daily life.  

3
7
0 4 

19
73 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

3
7
1 2 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

No thoughts.  I believe a defining 
characteristic would be an ability to foresee 
multiple potential outcomes of events. 

3
7
2 2 

19
82 Millennial Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

3
7
3 4 

19
46 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
7
4 1 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
7
5 3 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
7 4 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 US    
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6 per year 

3
7
7 4 

19
53 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
7
8 4 

19
69 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

3
7
9 4 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year Non-US   

3
8
0 4 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

3
8
1 4 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

I believe people need to be able to explore and 
be happy. If that means changing jobs, so be 
it. I believe we should have that right. 

3
8
2 3 

19
95 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

3
8
3 2 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

The idea of a single job/company career is 
becoming more remote.  Careers are becoming 
more diverse and mobile and people should be 
developing the skills and mindset to be 
successful in this type of environment. 

3
8
4 2 

19
70 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
8
5 4 

19
77 Gen X Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
8
6 3 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  

I wouldn't call myself a flux agent. Although 
my career path is not a straight one, it has 
many different directions, and moving parts. A 
trait I would say want to acquire a new skill is 
more important to me. 

3
8
7 1 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

3
8
8 4 

19
80 Millennial Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  Not really. 

3
8
9 2 

19
66 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  I think you invented the term Flux Agent. 

3
9
0 4 

19
76 Gen X Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
9
1 5 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    
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3
9
2 4 

19
88 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year Non-US   

3
9
3 4 

19
76 Gen X Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
9
4 4 

19
65 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

3
9
5 4 

19
90 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

3
9
6 4 

19
66 Gen X Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

3
9
7 4 

19
92 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

3
9
8 2 

19
65 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

"Change" happens, accept it and look for 
improvement opportunities. 

3
9
9 5 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year Non-US 

Having access to the internet definitely helps. 
As does creating networks across the 
community. Get heaps done, that's always a 
boon. 

4
0
0 5 

19
44 Silver Gen Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

I am grateful for my flexibility to adjust to 
new situations or challenges, as I feel they are 
opportunities to learn new things.  If you are 
receptive to learning new things, you continue 
to grow and evolve, which I believe enriches 
my life.       

4
0
1 3 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
0
2 4 

19
68 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
0
3 4 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  I adapt well to career changes and challenges 

4
0
4 3 

19
76 Gen X Male 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

4
0
5 4 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

4
0
6 5 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    
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4
0
7 5 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

Having many talents makes it hard to find 
work!  You are over qualified for most 
positions. 

4
0
8 3 

19
71 Gen X Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
0
9 4 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
1
0 4 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US 

Being a Flux Agent involves the ability to see 
through the nonsense in any situation, identify 
the root of the problem, and determine a 
solution that allows for course correction and 
greater efficiency. 

4
1
1 4   

Prefer not 
to answer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
1
2 1 

19
70 Gen X Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US  

I'm not absolutely sure I'm clear what this 
means, looks like 

4
1
3 5 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  No 

4
1
4 3 

19
59 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
1
5 5 

19
54 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

Will Rogers once said, "Even if you are on the 
right track, you will get run over if you just sit 
there."   I have been blessed and honored to 
have the opportunities to not just sit there! 

4
1
6 5 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  Change is the only constant in life. 

4
1
7 5 

19
74 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

Intelligence and talent are concepts that I think 
of as somewhat neurologically predetermined, 
whereas knowledge and skill can be acquired.  
That explains my answers to the questions on 
Intelligence and talent, and also my thoughts 
on this topic: acceptance and contentment with 
predetermined traits would make a person less 
likely to seek new knowledge and skills, and 
may be important to understanding a "flux-
oriented" personality. 

4
1
8 4 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
1
9 3 

19
87 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year Non-US   
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4
2
0 4 

19
66 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
2
1 4 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
2
2 1 

19
93 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US  

I believe it is in our very nature to prefer 
consistency. To disrupt a person's flow or 
comfort is always going to be uncomfortable.  

4
2
3 4 

19
77 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US 

I am in consulting, which equates to working 
in different client situations every 8 to 12 
weeks. This includes interviewing for these 
roles (most of the time). 

4
2
4 3 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year Non-US   

4
2
5 4 

19
77 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US Can relate to the term. Interesting! 

4
2
6 4 

19
65 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year Non-US   

4
2
7 4 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

4
2
8 5 

19
86 Millennial Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I like to question technical assumptions-but 
my moral guidelines are resolute... 

4
2
9 3 

19
83 Millennial Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

The career or job a person chooses will dictate 
how "flux" they need to be. Either they will 
adapt or will end up with a different job or 
situation. 

4
3
0 4 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

I know that as an advisor/coach/mentor I push 
others to see things differently and consider 
possibilities; however, I rarely follow my own 
advice. 

4
3
1 5 

19
82 Millennial Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

4
3
2 3 

19
53 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

4
3
3 4 

19
75 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

4
3
4 4 

19
65 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  

I think a flux mindset is someone willing to 
change careers and climb through the ranks of 
that next career. It is maybe somebody 
unafraid to try something completely new. 
Because they are focused, they are able to 
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progress quickly. 

4
3
5 4 

19
92 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year Non-US   

4
3
6 5 

19
65 Gen X Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

I don't feel as though I have a clear 
understanding of what a flux agent is, but my 
gut feeling is flux includes creativity, 
adaptability, curiosity. 

4
3
7 5 

19
81 Millennial Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

4
3
8 3 

19
69 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

4
3
9 4 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year Non-US 

I have run my own business for the last 20 
plus years probably being as successful as I 
am because I am naturally good at having and 
adapting to Flux Mindsets. It begins with 
backing yourself and not operating in fear of 
what might happen. 

4
4
0 5 

19
80 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
4
1 4 

19
73 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

4
4
2 4 

19
52 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

Specific traits in my opinion are active and 
relentless curiosity.  Visionary regarding 
changes for the better and being able to see 
those opportunities for change before others 
recognize it.     Striving to be a disrupter for 
the good of humanity and or the organization. 

4
4
3 3 

19
60 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  

I spent 26 years in the military so I had a 
hanger of jobs every 3 years. I now own my 
own business and would not think of working 
as an employee again. 

4
4
4 5 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
4
5 3 

19
61 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Prefer not 
to answer US    

4
4
6 2 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
4
7 3 

19
65 Gen X Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US  

After taking this survey, I'm beginning to 
wonder if I actually AM a flux agent... :) 

4
4
8 1 

19
79 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US   
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4
4
9 4 

19
82 Millennial Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

No comments. This survey is the first time I've 
heard the of a Flux Mindset, but I believe it 
accurately describes me. 

4
5
0 1 

19
75 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
5
1 3 

19
71 Gen X Male 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
5
2 5 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  Creative, mindful curiosity 

4
5
3 3 

19
93 Millennial Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US    

4
5
4 5 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
5
5 1 

19
55 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
5
6 4 

19
82 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year Non-US   

4
5
7 4 

19
74 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
5
8 4 

19
72 Gen X Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
5
9 3 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
6
0 5 

19
78 Gen X Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US    

4
6
1 2 

19
93 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year US    

4
6
2 4 

19
74 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US 

I have learned that I like change. I have 
changed career direction twice since 
graduating and now in my early 40s would 
consider changing still in the future.     I like 
new challenges, new opportunities to develop 
my skills & experiences, expand my horizons, 
meet new people.     In any job I've had I look 
for ways to innovate and improve, never 
putting up with the status quo.      

4
6
3 3 

19
78 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 US    
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per year 

4
6
4 5 

19
56 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
6
5 4 

19
54 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year Non-US   

4
6
6 4 

19
65 Gen X Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

Most companies would benefit from such a 
program.  

4
6
7 5 

19
76 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

For folks who are Flex Agents there is no 
straight line path for career and life goals.  
There are several ways a person can reach 
goals, and goals can easily evolved into 
something greater and unexpected to someone 
who is accustomed to a traditional career or 
life path. 

4
6
8 4 

19
68 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year Non-US variably.   

4
6
9 1 

19
47 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    

4
7
0 3 

19
67 Gen X Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  None 

4
7
1 3 

19
71 Gen X Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
7
2 4 

19
96 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
7
3 5 

19
67 Gen X Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

A Flux Agent gets things done and does them 
well. They do not avoid conflict and 
communicate expectations of those around 
them. They have high expectations of 
themselves and others. They are problem 
solvers and positive thinkers. They are doers 
in a universe of non-doers.  

4
7
4 4 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
7
5 4 

19
82 Millennial Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
7
6 4 

19
47 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$50,000 - 
$64,999 
per year US  

I started out in a career that would have kept 
me doing the same thing my entire life. Now, 
at the age of 68 and after multiple jobs/career 
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changes I have my own company. This 
provides the challenge I need to be fresh and I 
hope to continue working full-time for at least 
the next 5 years and maybe longer. 

4
7
7 4 

19
62 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
7
8 5 

19
63 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I used to be less flux until I was laid off from 
my corporate career where I was advancing.  
That situation forced me into being more flux-
like.  I started my own consulting business.  
I've had to evolve that business over the past 7 
years to align with needs and expectations of 
clients.  I have a variety of skill sets and 
experiences that allow me to do a variety of 
types of work with a variety of clients in 
different industries.  Early in my career I took 
advantage of development opportunities, 
volunteering for company initiatives, and 
taking on different roles to give me the skills 
and experience I needed to move ahead - so, in 
this way, I believe I also had flux tendencies 
early on - because I was determined to 
succeed and progress in my career.  In my 
work today, I have to be flexible and open to 
new situations.  All my clients are different.  I 
have to understand their situation and needs 
and guide them through solutions.  I have to 
be disciplined about my personal professional 
development so that I'm abreast of the newest 
trends and can maintain the expertise in my 
areas.  I'm always learning and growing.  In 
fact, through this experience of 
entrepreneurship, I have learned and grown 
even more than I would have if I stayed on the 
corporate track.  I have chosen to remain 
independent as an entrepreneur because I 
enjoy the variety of work, clients, industries, 
locations, and people.  The outcomes I help 
clients and professionals achieve is most 
rewarding. That is energizing. 

4
7
9 4 

19
49 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  No additional comments. 

4
8
0 1 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$20,000 - 
$34,999 
per year US    

4
8
1 5 

19
54 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I am self-employed, so I currently am working 
as a Flux Agent. I've also been a consultant for 
many years, and enjoy the flexibility and 
change inherent in this work. 

4
8
2 2 

19
98 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    
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4
8
3 1 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

In engineering, there are many people who are 
more comfortable with doing the same thing.  
I have found things are always changing and 
that is where the challenge is. 

4
8
4 4 

19
96 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
8
5 1 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

This survey is the first time I have ever heard 
the term and I still am not sure exactly what it 
is or what the benefits are of identifying 
character traits associated with it. However I 
would be very open to learning more about it 
or potential research benefits of identifying 
character traits associated with it.  

4
8
6 5 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US  

I completed this questionnaire because I was 
interested in learning myself. I had never 
heard the term Flux Agent before, so it was 
interesting to have a new group to identify 
with. 

4
8
7 1 

19
67 Gen X Female 

Prefer not 
to answer US  

"Flux" sounds horrible, like my throat should 
be burning.  I don't want to be a flux agent.  I 
DO think that there is more change afoot than 
the makers of this survey suspect--it's not just 
the self-anointed berserkers and  black-clad 
iconoclasts that embrace and manage change.  
So look carefully at the correlations among 
these 67 responses.  Most of us who have 
reached working age since about 1992 have 
had to master change, whether we wanted to 
or not.  We may look like we're coasting on an 
even trajectory, but I bet most of us have 
deviated significantly from our plans at 18 and 
even 30, to say nothing of the expectations of 
our first teachers and bosses. 

4
8
8 2 

19
81 Millennial Female 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US  

I like the idea of being a Flux Agent. I love 
learning and am always interested in learning 
new skills, interacting with new people and 
organizations. But there is something 
comforting about familiar faces and ways of 
doing things. I have a fear of failure and that 
would definitely get in the way of always 
trying new things. I want to be really good at 
at least a few things. Stage of life matters too. 
I'm a mom with a toddler and potentially 
more. I'm already stretched and exhausted. 
New and different would just exasperate that 
for me. But as a mom, I don't want traditional. 
I want flexibility to learn new things, earn an 
income, interact with adults AND spend as 
much time with my child(ren) as possible. I 
can't immerse myself in something new, but 
I'm looking for unique ways of working. Now 
I think I will always want something more 
flexible even as the kid(s) get older.  
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4
8
9 3 

19
72 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
9
0 5 

19
57 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Over 
$200,000 
per year US  

I am confident in myself and that I can move 
from job experience to job experience.  I can 
always get a job doing something, even if the 
pay is poor, it is a new experience and I am 
learning something new.  Love problem 
solving, being a positive change agent, helping 
others improve and grow. 

4
9
1 2 

19
96 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
9
2 4 

19
97 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
9
3 4 

19
97 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
9
4 2 

19
77 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
9
5 3 

19
64 

Baby 
Boomer Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

4
9
6 3 

19
82 Millennial Female 

$150,000 
- 
$200,000 
per year US    

4
9
7 5 

19
96 Millennial Female 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
9
8 4 

19
97 Millennial Male 

Less than 
$20,000 
per year US    

4
9
9 4 

19
66 Gen X Male 

$65,000 - 
$79,999 
per year US  The thirst for new adventures and skills. 

5
0
0 5 

19
86 Millennial Female 

$35,000 - 
$49,999 
per year Non-US 

How many different jobs have you had the last 
10 years ? 15  

5
0
1 4 

19
68 Gen X Male 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US No comment... 

5
0
2 4 

19
58 

Baby 
Boomer Female 

Prefer not 
to answer Non-US 

A lot of answers depend on who I'm with, 
where I am and the mood I'm in. 

5
0
3 3 

19
40 Silver Gen Male 

$80,000 - 
$99,999 
per year US    
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5
0
4 5 

19
74 Gen X Male 

$100,000 
- 
$149,999 
per year US    

 

No attempt was made to correct the survey comments for grammar, spelling, or 

punctuation.  
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Appendix I – Survey Comment Word Frequency 
 
Word Count Weighted 

Percentage 
Similar Words 

flux 65 2.28% flux 
change 65 2.28% change, changed, changes, changing 
working 48 1.69% work, worked, working 
new 44 1.55% new 
career 39 1.37% career, careers 
agent 36 1.26% agent, agents 
job 31 1.09% job, jobs 
learning 29 1.02% learn, learned, learning 
different 27 0.95% difference, different, differently 
like 25 0.88% like, likely, liking 
always 25 0.88% always 
years 25 0.88% year, years 
things 24 0.84% thing, things 
skills 23 0.81% skill, skills 
people 22 0.77% people 
life 21 0.74% life 
one 20 0.70% one 
get 19 0.67% get, gets, getting 
think 19 0.67% think, thinking 
way 18 0.63% way, ways 
enjoy 17 0.60% enjoy, enjoying 
mindset 17 0.60% mindset, mindsets 
time 16 0.56% time, times 
want 16 0.56% want, wanted, wants 
believe 15 0.53% believe, believes 
many 15 0.53% many 
something 15 0.53% something 
opportunities 14 0.49% opportunities, opportunity 
challenges 14 0.49% challenge, challenged, challenges, challenging 
flexible 13 0.46% flexibility, flexible 
personal 13 0.46% person, personal, personality, personally 
feel 12 0.42% feel, feeling 
even 12 0.42% even 
experiences 12 0.42% experience, experiences 
just 12 0.42% just 
comfort 12 0.42% comfort, comfortable, comforting 
need 12 0.42% need, needed, needs 
situations 12 0.42% situation, situationally, situations 
good 11 0.39% good 
level 11 0.39% level 
move 11 0.39% move, moved, moves, moving 
adapt 11 0.39% adapt, adaptability, adaptable, adapting 
company 11 0.39% companies, company 
open 11 0.39% open, openness 
grow 10 0.35% grow, growing 
problem 10 0.35% problem, problems 
find 10 0.35% find, finding 
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become 10 0.35% become, becoming 
now 10 0.35% now 
 

The most frequently used words throughout the comments were “Flux” and “Change”, 

which were used 65 times each (not counting those who misspelled “Flux” as “Flex”) and 

together accounted for nearly 5% of the percentage of words used throughout the remarks.  This 

is a provocative justification for continuing to include Chaos Adaptation in future studies of Flux 

Agency.  Clearly, people are associating Flux with change, newness, and adjustment.  This 

indicates that either the survey questions did not appropriately address the attribute of Chaos 

Adaptation or the definition needs to be adjusted for future studies.  Most comments were 

positively associated with the definition of Flux Agents provided at the beginning of the survey, 

and very few were contrary or challenging of the categorization.   

Many people stated that they were eager to find out more, surprised that they associated 

with the categorization, or asked to find out more.  These positive associations demonstrate not 

only openness to the concept, but identification with the orientation and desire to know more.  

Flux Agency is positively received amongst the survey respondents, and since the population of 

this survey is large, indicates a real validation for a need to differentiate Flux Agency as a new 

categorization of modern businesspeople.  

Boundaryless Career Attitudes was the most significant attribute of Flux Agent self-

identification.  Words like “new,” “different,” “opportunities,” “challenges,” “flexible,” “move,” 

and “become” indicate alignment with this attitude and comprise 4.68% of survey comments.  

Intrinsic Motivation was the next significant attribute.  Although it is difficult to pick out words 

that indicate motivation to an individual person, one can see by reading the comments that 

people were talking about things that motivated them in their careers or in their lives regarding 

their work.  Also included in the most common words used throughout the survey comments 

were notions of a Growth mindset, like “grow,” “adapt,” “learning,” and “mindset”.  Personality 

indicators of Openness to New Experience and Extraversion are words like “different,” “people,” 

“opportunities,” “experiences,” and “become”.   

Many people responded with the same type of answers and the same repeated words.  It 

is helpful to see the vocabulary used throughout the comments so that future researchers will be 

able to further refine the definition of a Flux Agent based upon what people think of as Flux and 

how they specifically self-identify. 
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Appendix J – Word Cloud of Most Frequent Survey Comment Words 
 

 
 

The visualization of most frequently used survey words is a good way to immediately see 

the sentiment that people are expressing when they attempt to define Flux on their own and 

respond to this new categorization.  Comments and vocabulary are in line with expectations.  

Respondents generally received the proposed definition well and answered the survey questions 

in line with how they self-identified as Flux Agents.  Overall, this research shows that a new 

categorization of modern businesspeople is necessary and appropriate, and that certain attributes 

in combination provide a significant contribution to the proposed categorization.  The term 

“Flux” should endure, as it is unique and memorable.  It is also categorically correct, as it exists 

within the scientific domain of dynamics that flow, are fluid, and adaptive.  Therefore, this 

research substantiates this emergent typology.       


